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Chapter 1

The problem of choosing for
changing selves

This book is about how we should make decisions; it’s about how we should
choose what to do when we’re faced with a range of options. We’ll begin
with some examples of the sort of decision that will concern us in what
follows. In each of our examples, the choice that the agent faces is a little
out of the ordinary. The theory of decision we will eventually propose also
covers much more quotidian decisions than these, such as whether or not
to take an umbrella when you go for a walk, or which route to take to work.
But it will have nothing new to say about such decisions; it will say exactly
what our current best theory of decision already says. Where it will have
something new to say is in the sort of cases of which the following cases are
exemplars:

Aneri is deciding between two career prospects: she has been
offered a place on a training programme for new police officers;
and she has been offered a position as an conservation officer
for her local council. She is trying to decide which offer to ac-
cept. Aneri currently values conformity more than she values
self-direction, but not much more. She knows that the conserva-
tion job provides some scope for self-direction, though not too
much — on the whole, it involves following a series of proto-
cols formulated by committees that she won’t sit on. A police
officer, on the other hand, has very little room for self-direction.
If Aneri’s values stay as they are, the conservation role will suit
her well, while she will find the role of police officer frustrating.
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But she also knows that a person’s values tend to become ‘so-
cialised’, at least to some extent — that is, people often take on
values that mesh well with their jobs, or the cultures in which
they live, or the groups of friends with whom they socialise most
frequently. In particular, she knows that she will likely come to
value conformity more than she does now if she trains for the
police. And, if that’s the case, she will not find it frustrating. In-
deed, we might suppose that being a police officer will fit to her
socialised values very slightly better than her current values fit
with the conservation role. Which career should Aneri choose?1

Blandine is also pondering her career. For years, she wanted to
be a musician in a band. She always placed enormous value on
the emotional side of life, and she wished to devote her career
to exploring and expressing those emotions through music. Re-
cently, however, she has abandoned this desire completely. She
no longer wishes to be a musician, and no longer values the
emotional side of life. Indeed, she is now committed to pursu-
ing studies in particle physics. Some friends ask her to join a
new band that they are putting together; and on the same day
she receives an offer to study physics at university. Which path
should Blandine choose?2

Cheragh is deciding whether or not to write the great novel that
has been gestating in her imagination for five years. But she
faces a problem. If she writes it, she knows she will come to have
higher literary standards than she currently has. She also knows
that while her own novel would live up to her current standards,
it will not live up to these higher ones. So, if she writes it, she’ll
wish she’d never bothered. On the other hand, if she doesn’t
write it, she’ll retain the same literary standards she has now,
and she’ll know her novel would have attained those standards.
So, if she doesn’t write it, she will wish that she had. Should
Cheragh write her book?3

1For related examples, see (Bardi et al., 2014; Bricker, 1980; Bykvist, 2006; Ullmann-
Margalit, 2006; Paul, 2014a).

2For related examples, see Parfit’s example of someone who always wanted to be a poet,
but then changed their mind (Parfit, 1984); or Hare’s example of someone who always
wanted to be a train driver (Hare, 1989); for a discussion of the normative force of past
preferences, see (Bykvist, 2003).

3For a related example, see Bykvist’s example of someone contemplating marriage
(Bykvist, 2006).
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Deborah has decided to have a baby, but she needs to decide
when to try to become pregnant: now, or in two weeks’ time.
Currently, she has a virus, and she knows that, when people be-
come pregnant whilst carrying this virus, their child will have
an extremely high chance of developing a very aggressive can-
cer around the age of forty. However, if she becomes pregnant
in two weeks’ time, once her body is rid of the virus, there will
be no risk to her child. Currently, she values having the child
with the prospect of aggressive cancer very much less than she
values having the child without. However, if she becomes preg-
nant now and has a child with that prospect, she will, most likely,
form a bond with them so strong that she would value having
that particular child, with its tragic prognosis, more than having
any other child, including the one without that prognosis that
she would have had if she had waited two weeks. After all, the
alternative child would have been a different child, created from
different gametes; they would not be the child with whom Deb-
orah has formed the bond. When should Deborah try to become
pregnant?4

Erik is contemplating an offer that his pension scheme is adver-
tising. If he pays an extra £50 into the scheme this month, he will
receive a £6,000 trip to a white-knuckle, high-octane theme park
when he is ninety years old, should he live that long. While he’d
enjoy such a trip enormously now, he will probably not when
he is ninety. Should he take up the offer?

Fernando’s pension scheme is offering something rather differ-
ent. If he opts in to their scheme, they will donate 10% of his
pension payments to effective charities once he retires. If he opts
in now, there is no way to reverse this decision — it is binding.
Considering it now, he would like to do this. Fernando thinks
it’s important to give money to charity, particularly those that
will use it effectively. However, he also knows that, when he re-
tires, his values will have changed and he’ll prefer to give that
money to his children, not to charity. Should he opt in to the
scheme and bind himself to giving the money to charity?5

4For related examples, see Harman’s example of a young woman deciding whether or
not to become pregnant (Harman, 2009); or Parfit on the non-identity problem (Parfit, 1984);
see also (Paul, 2014a, 2015).

5For a related example, see Parfit’s Russian nobleman case (Parfit, 1984).
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What these examples share in common is that, for the agent making
the decision, what they value or desire or enjoy or dislike might change
throughout the course of their life in ways that seem relevant to the decision.
This might happen as a result of a decision they make. Deborah’s decision
to become pregnant at one time rather than another will determine which
of several different sets of values she will have; whether she values having
this child or that child more. And Cheragh’s decision to write her novel will
lead to her values changing, as will Aneri’s decision to pursue a career as
a police officer.6 Or, it might happen as a result of external factors, such as
a change in the ideologies that dominate in the culture in which the agent
lives, or because of experiences they have that are not of their choosing —
the experience of receiving a terminal or chronic diagnosis, for instance, can
lead a person to change their values, but they do not choose to have this
experience.7 Alternatively, an agent’s values might change as a result of
simple developments in their outlook and character as they move through
life: Erik expects to move naturally away from valuing excitement and risk;
Fernando’s anticipates that he will shift from wishing to donate to charity
to wishing to preserve his children’s inheritance; and Blandine experiences
a sudden change from would-be musician to would-be particle physicist
that is not occasioned by any choice she makes.

When a person’s values have changed in the past or might change in
the future, this poses a problem for decision making. After all, we ought to
make our decisions on the basis of what we believe about the world and
what we value in the world — I take it this is the central insight of belief-
desire psychology. Suppose, for instance, that I am deciding whether or not
to take an umbrella when I go for a walk. Then my decision should depend
on how likely I think it is that it will rain, but also on how much I value
staying dry if it does rain, how much I value being unencumbered when I’m
walking, and so on. Or suppose I am trying to decide which route to take to
work. My decision should depend partly on how likely I think it is that each
route has various features — it is quiet, or quick, or quaint — and partly on
how much I value those features. But if rationality requires that we make
our decisions based on what we believe about the world and what we value
in the world, then we face a puzzle when what we value changes over time.
To which values should we appeal when we make our decision? Those to
which we are committed at the time we make the decision? Those we will

6Decisions of this sort are particularly the subject matter and focus of Edna Ullman-
Margalit’s treatment of this topic, as well as Krister Bykvist’s and L. A. Paul’s (Ullmann-
Margalit, 2006; Bykvist, 2006; Paul, 2014a).

7See (Carel et al., 2016).
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have when the main effect of the decision is felt? The most enduring, which
we have held or will hold for the longest time? Perhaps some amalgamation
of all of our values, past, present, and future, some given greater weight
than others? But, if this, how should we determine the weights? This is the
central question of this book. How should we choose for changing selves?

Hopefully, this gives a sense of our problem in an informal context.
Throughout the book, however, we will pursue it in a particular formal con-
text. The orthodox formal theory of rational decision making is expected
utility theory, and we will work primarily in that in what follows. However,
in chapter ??, we will consider how our solution to the problem of choosing
for changing selves might be adapted to alternative theories.



Chapter 2

The economists’ orthodoxy:
expected utility theory

Let me introduce expected utility theory using an example.8 I have been
learning to drive for some time. My test is only four weeks away. Should I
practise or not? Here’s how orthodox decision theory would have us make
this decision. There are two actions between which I must choose: I practise
(Practise) or I don’t (Don’t Practise). And there are two possible states of the
world that I care about: I get my license (License) or I don’t (No License). So I
take each option in turn, and I evaluate it. That is, I assign it a number that
is going to measure how good I think it is as a way of getting me what I
want. Thus, for instance, V(Practise) measures my subjective assessment of
practising as a means to my ends; V(Don’t Practise) does the same for not
practising.

Let’s first consider Practise. To assign its value as a means to my ends, I
begin by asking how much I value the outcome in which I choose Practise
and I receive my license (that is, License), and how much I value the outcome
in which I choose Practise and I do not receive my license (that is, No License).
Let’s begin with the state, License, in which I receive my driving license. How
much do I value the outcome in which I receive my license having practised
for my driving test? That is, how much do I value Practise & License, which
says that License is true and I performed Practise. I measure how much I
value this outcome, all things considered, and I record it in my current utility
function U. Thus, U(Practise &License) is the real number that measures the
extent to which I value Practise & License, all things considered.9 And simi-

8For alternative introductions to expected utility theory, see (Joyce, 1999; Briggs, 2017).
9As we’ll see below, it’s not quite right to call it the real number that measures this, but

7
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larly for the state No License: my utility for the outcome Practise & No License,
which we write U(Practise & No License), measures how much I value the
outcome in which I practise for my test but do not receive my license.

Now, according to expected utility theory, the value V(Practise) of the
option in which I practise for my test is given by my subjective expectation
of the utility of practising. That is, V(Practise) is the weighted average of
U(Practise & License), the utility that I assign to practising and receiving my
license, and U(Practise & No License), the utility I assign to practising and
not receiving my license, where the weights are given by my credences on
the supposition that I practise. That is, I weight U(Practise & License) by my
credence, on the supposition that I practise, that I will pass and receive my li-
cense — we write this P(License||Practise). And I weight U(Practise & No License)
by my credence, again on the supposition that I practise, that I will not get
my license — we write this P(No License||Practise). Thus, the value of the
option Practise is:

V(Practise) = P(License||Practise)×U(Practise & License)
+P(No License||Practise)×U(Practise & No License)

I then do the same for Don’t Practise:

V(Don’t Practise) = P(License||Don’t Practise)×U(Don’t Practise & License)
+P(No License||Don’t Practise)×U(Don’t Practise & No License)

Expected utility theory then says that I am rationally required to pick whichever
of the options has the highest value as a means to my ends; or, if they both
have the same value, I am rationally permitted to pick either. In short, I am
required to maximize my subjective expected utility, which is what V mea-
sures; I am required to pick from amongst the options that have maximal
subjective expected utility.

Having seen expected utility theory in action in a particular case, let’s
see how it works in general. Like every formal theory of rational decision
making, expected utility theory takes a decision that an agent faces, and
provides a formal model of that decision, which we might call the corre-
sponding decision problem. Decision problems contain representations of
what the agent must choose between: alternative actions in decision theory,
strategies in game theory, and so on. And it is the job of the decision theory
to separate out those possible choices into those that rationality permits,
and those it doesn’t.

Let’s consider the formal model that expected utility theory offers. In
that theory, a decision problem consists of the following components:

let’s indulge in this fiction for the moment.
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• A is the set of possible actions.

In our driving example, A = {Practise, Don’t Practise}.

• S is the set of possible states of the world.

These form a partition of the possible ways the world might be. That
is, the states are exclusive, so that, necessarily, at most one is true; and
they are exhaustive, so that, necessarily, at least one is true.

In our example S = {License, No License}.

• P is our agent’s credence function.

This is the component of our formal model that represents the agent’s
doxastic state — that is, it represents her beliefs, her levels of confidence;
the states that represent how she takes the world to be. P is a function
that takes an act a from A and a state s from S and returns the agent’s
current credence that s is the actual state of the world under the sup-
position that she performs act a, which we denote P(s||a) or Pa(s).10

An agent’s credence in a state, such as s, is the strength of her belief in
it; it is her degree of belief in it; it measures how confident she is in it.
It is measured on a scale from 0% to 100%, or 0 to 1. Thus, a credence
of 100% (or 1) is certainty — it is the highest possible confidence. 0%
(or 0), on the other hand, is the lowest. We might have 0% credence in
something we’re certain is false.

We assume that, for each a in A, P(−||a) (or Pa(−)) is a probability
function. That is, an agent’s credences in each state of the world, taken
together, sum to 1; and an agent’s credences in any proposition, on the
supposition of a, is just the sum of her credences, on the supposition
of a, in each state of the world in which that proposition is true.11

• U is our agent’s utility function. This is the component of our formal
model that represents our agent’s conative state — that is, her desires,
her values, what she wants, her likes and dislikes; the states that rep-
resent how she would like the world to be. U is a function that takes
an act a from A and a state s from S and returns the agent’s utility,
U(a & s) (or Ua(s)), for being in that state having performed that act.

10Nothing will turn on whether the supposition in question is indicative or subjunctive,
and thus whether the decision theory is evidential or causal, so I leave this unspecified. For
more on this question, see (Gibbard & Harper, 1978; Joyce, 1999).

11For arguments that credences with this property are required by rationality, see (Hájek,
2008; Joyce, 1998; Pettigrew, 2016a), but also chapter 8.
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As mentioned above, U(a & s) measures how much she values the
outcome a & s; how much she desires it or wants it to be the case.12

Thus, I might assign a utility of 2 to the outcome in which I don’t
practise and don’t pass — that is, U(Don’t Practise & No License) = 2
— while I assign a utility of 8 to receiving my license having practised
— that is, U(Practise & License) = 8 — and so on.

In fact, there is some subtlety here, which will become important in
chapter 6. Utility functions assign real numbers to outcomes. But con-
sider the following two utility functions:

U U′

Practise & License 8 17
Practise & No License 10 21

Don’t Practise & License 1 3
Don’t Practise & No License 2 5

The utility that U′ assigns to an outcome is obtained by doubling the
utility that U assigns to it and adding 1; and the utility that U assigns
to an outcome is obtained by subtracting 1 from the utility that U′

assigns to it and halving the result. In such a case, where one util-
ity function is obtained from another by multiplying by a positive
constant and adding a constant, we say that one is an positive linear
transformation of the other.13 In the formal model offered by expected
utility theory, we take one utility function to be just as good as a rep-
resentation of an agent’s conative state — her desires, her values, her

12Thus, initially, my utility function is defined only on conjunctions a & s, which specify
which act from A I perform and which state of the world from S is actual. Given a propo-
sition X, which might be represented by the set of states of the world at which it is true, I
can also define my utility for the conjunction a & X, which tells me that act a is performed
and proposition X is true. My utility for a & X is my conditional subjective expectation of
my utility for X under the supposition of a and conditional on X: that is,

U(a & X) = Ua(X) = ∑
s∈S

Pa(s|X)Ua(s)

This ensures that my decision theory is partition invariant. That is, the recommendation that
my decision theory makes is not sensitive to the level of grain at which I define my decision
problem. For more on this feature, see (Joyce, 1999, 178). As we will see in chapter 5, however,
even this assumption won’t ensure that my favoured solution to the problem of choosing
for changing selves is also partition invariant.

13One utility function, U′, is a positive linear transformation of another, U, if there are real
numbers α and β, with α > 0 such that U′(−) = αU(−) + β.
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likes and dislikes — as any other that is obtained from it by an pos-
itive linear transformation. In this sense, utility is like temperature:
the Celsius and Fahrenheit scales are equally good representations
of temperature, and they are positive linear transformations of one
another.14 This means that we take there to be no sense in saying
that an agent assigns four times as much utility to one outcome as
to another, just as it makes no sense to say that it’s four times hot-
ter in Bristol than in Irkutsk today, since such relationships are not
preserved under positive linear transformation. Practise & License has
four times more utility than Don’t Practise & No License relative to the
representation U, but not relative to the equally valid representation
U′; Bristol may currently be twice as hot as Irkutsk according to the
Celsius representation, but it won’t be relative to the Fahrenheit rep-
resentation. Only relationships that are preserved by positive linear
transformation make sense. So it would make sense to say that our
agent assigns more utility to one outcome than to another, or that the
difference between their utilities for two outcomes is twice as great
as the difference between their utilities for two other outcomes, since
such relationships are preserved by positive linear transformations.

Now, even to say that the utilities are defined up to positive linear
transformation is quite a substantial assumption. It is equivalent to the
axioms for decision making under risk that were formulated by John
van Neumann and Oscar Morgenstern (von Neumann & Morgenstern,
1947). I will simply assume for the moment that such an assumption is
justified. In chapter 6, I will consider it in more detail; and in chapter
??, we will ask how my favoured solution to the problem of choosing
for changing selves fares if we drop this assumption, such as we do
in Richard Jeffrey’s decision theory, or in Lara Buchak’s (Jeffrey, 1983;
Buchak, 2013).

• V is our agent’s value function.

This component represents the agent’s doxastic and conative states
together. It takes an act a in A and it measures the extent to which the
agent judges a to be a good means to her ends.

• � is our agent’s preference ordering.

14Given a temperature measured on the celsius scale (◦C), you obtain the same temper-
ature measured on the fahrenheit scale (◦F) by multiplying by 9

5 and adding 32. To move
from fahrenheit to celsius, you subtract 32 and multiply by 5

9 .
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This component of our formal model also represents the agent’s dox-
astic and conative states together, but whereas V provides a cardinal
representation, � provides only an ordinal one. It orders the acts in A
according to their choiceworthiness.

Some of the components of the formal model are related. In particular, we
require:

(EU1) V(a) is the agent’s subjective expectation of the utility of a.

That is,
V(a) = ∑

s∈S
P(s||a)U(a & s) = ∑

s∈S
Pa(s)Ua(s)

(EU2) a � b just in case the agent values b at least as much as a.

That is,
a � b iff V(a) ≤ V(b)

With the formal model laid out, we are ready to state in full generality the
way in which expected utility theory categorises acts in A into those that
are permissible and those that are not:

Maximise Subjective Expected Utility (MSEU) It is irrational
to choose an act from A that has less than maximal subjective
expected utility.

That is, a in A is irrational if there b in A such that V(a) < V(b).

That is, a in A is irrational if there b in A such that a ≺ b.15

There are two interpretations of decision theory. I will call them the re-
alist interpretation and the constructivist interpretation.16 Both agree on the
ingredients of a decision problem: a set of acts A, a set of states S , a pref-
erence ordering �, a credence function P, a utility function U, and a value
function V. But they disagree on which ingredients are more fundamental
than which others. Thus, the constructivist claims that the preference order-
ing is fundamental, and the credence and utility functions are determined
by that preference ordering via a representation theorem, which establishes
that, if S , A, and � satisfy certain conditions, there are credence and utility
functions such that the preference ordering is as it would be if the agent

15By definition: a ≺ b iff a � b and b 6� a.
16I borrow the terminology from (Buchak, 2013). Okasha (2016) uses ‘mentalistic’ instead

of ‘realist’, and ‘behaviouristic’ instead of ‘constructivist’.
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were to have these credences and utilities and were to determine their value
function and preference ordering on the basis of them via (EU1) and (EU2).
The realist, on the other hand, says that the credences and utilities are fun-
damental and they determine the preference ordering via (EU1) and (EU2)
from above. Throughout, we adopt a realist position.

Why? One reason is that this seems better to reflect how we deliberate
about our decisions. We think about what the world is like — thereby setting
our credences — and we think about what we value — thereby setting our
utilities. On the basis of these, we set our preferences and we make our de-
cision. When new evidence arrives, we change our credences first, and that
then often determines a change in our preferences. Or we change what we
value, and that might then also determine a change in our preferences. On
the constructivist view, new evidence, or a change in value, initially affects
your preference ordering, and only secondarily does it affect the credences
and utilities you are represented as having. In this book, I’m interested in
providing a decision theory that we might actually use to deliberate about
choices we face. So I go realist.

This, then, is expected utility theory. Other decision theories represent
further or fewer features of an agent’s state, or they represent the same ones
in a different way. Three examples:

• Von Neumann-Morgenstern decision theory represents fewer features of
an agent’s state (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947). It does not
represent her credal state. The acts between which she chooses are
lotteries over states of the world. That is, they specify the objective
chance of each state of the world coming about as a result of choosing
that option. Thus, to each act a corresponds an objective chance func-
tion Ca over the possible states of the world. The objective expected
utility of an action a is ∑s∈S Ca(s)U(s). And the agent is then required
to pick a lottery with maximal objective expected value.

• Imprecise decision theory represents the same features of an agent’s state
that expected utility theory, but represents them differently (Elga, 2010;
Joyce, 2010; Moss, 2015; Rinard, 2015). It represents an agent’s credal
state as a set of probability functions, rather than a single one, and
represents her values as a set of utility functions, rather than as a single
one. The idea is that the true features of an agent’s doxastic state are
those shared by all probability functions in the set, while the true
features of her conative state are those shared by all utility functions
in the set. Thus, she thinks s more likely than s′ given a iff P(s||a) >
P(s||a), for all P in the set that represents her doxastic state; and she
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values s & a more than s′ & a′ iff U(s & a) > U(s′ & a′) for all utility
functions U in the set that represents her conative state. This allows
us to represent agents who don’t have a determinate opinion as to
whether s is more or less likely than s′ given a. The set of probability
functions that represents such an agent’s doxastic state will include P
such that P(s||a) < P(s′||a) as well as P′ such that P′(s||a) > P′(s′||a).
And it allows us to represent agents who don’t have a determinate
opinion as to whether s & a is more or less valuable than s′ & a′. The
set of utility functions that represents such an agent’s conative state
will include U such that U(a & s) < U(a′ & s′) as well as U such that
U′(a & s) > U′(a′ & s′).

Having represented the doxastic and conative states differently, we
also need a new decision rule. After all, for each credence function
from the set of probability functions representing the agent’s doxastic
state and for each utility function from the set of utility functions rep-
resenting the agent’s conative state, there is a set of acts that maximise
subjective expected utility relative to that credence function and that
utility function. Usually, those will be different sets. Which acts are
rationally permissible? You might think it is those that occur in all of
those sets; or those that occur in any one of those sets; or something
different. Each faces a difficulty. We will consider this at greater length
in chapter ??.

• Risk-weighted expected utility theory represents further features of an
agent’s state (Buchak, 2013; Quiggin, 1993). It represents her attitudes
to risk. It does this using a function r, which transforms the agent’s
credences. If she is risk-averse, r transforms the probabilities of the
worse outcomes by magnifying them, and it transforms the probabil-
ities of better outcomes by shrinking them. The former thus feature
more prominently in the resulting risk-weighted expected utility cal-
culation than they would in a standard expected utility calculation.
And Buchak’s theory demands that agents maximise risk-weighted
expected utility.

We will stick with expected utility theory for most of the book. Why? Well,
largely because it is simple and familiar. Once we have seen how to ac-
commodate choosing for changing selves in this framework, we will then
explore other frameworks in chapter ??.

Having said that, we offer an argument in favour of expected utility the-
ory in chapter 8. It assumes that we have at least the ingredients of expected
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utility theory. Thus, it does not tell against von Neumann-Morgenstern or
imprecise decision theory; but it does tell against Buchak’s risk-weighted
expected utility and other risk-sensitive decision theories, such as prospect
theory.

How does the problem of choosing for changing selves arise for ex-
pected utility theory? In that theory, the agent’s utility function measures
how much she values various outcomes. But, as we saw in the examples of
Aneri, Blandine, and so on, the values that agents assign change over the
course of their lives. Thus, it might seem that an agent can have different
utility functions at different moments throughout their lives, reflecting their
changing values as their life progresses. But if that’s the case, which of these
should the agent use to make a decision at a particular time? Her utility
function that reflects her values at the time she makes the decision? Or her
utility function at some later time, when the effects of the decision are felt?
Or perhaps she should use none of the individual utility functions, but some
other one that aggregates the value judgments encoded in the individual
ones, perhaps giving different weights to different selves based on their
similarity to the current self, who is making the decision, or based on their
proximity in time, or some other criterion. Or perhaps, instead of aggregat-
ing the utility functions of her various past, present, and future selves, she
should instead aggregate their value functions; she should aggregate their
expected utilities, rather than their utilities. We will discuss which, if any, of
these our agent should do at much greater length in chapter 4.



Chapter 3

Existing solutions to our
problem

First, we consider three alternative solutions to the problem of choosing for
changing selves. I will call them the ur-utility solution, the higher-order utility
solution, and the objective utility solution.

3.1 The Ur-Utility Solution

According to this solution, contrary to appearances, our values don’t in fact
change over time, and so our utilities don’t change either. Thus, there is no
problem of choosing for changing selves, either for our informal account of
decision-making, or for our formal account in the guise of expected utility
theory. According to this account, we should make our decisions based on
our single, unchanging set of values, which are reflected in our single un-
changing utility function — we might call this unchanging utility function
our ur-utility function.17

The idea is best introduced using an example.

Ice cream On Monday, you kindly offer to deliver a tub of ice
cream to me on Friday, either lemon sorbet or dark chocolate.
Which flavour should I ask you to deliver? At the start of the
week, I enjoy the refreshing sharpness of lemon sorbet; indeed,
on Monday, I enjoy that more than the richness of dark chocolate.
On Fridays, in contrast, I enjoy the decadence of dark chocolate
ice cream; indeed, on Fridays, I enjoy that more than the citric

17Nagel (1978) proposes a solution along these lines to a related problem.
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acidity of the lemon sorbet. So, clearly, when you ask me on
Monday which you should deliver to me on Friday, I should ask
you to deliver the dark chocolate. After all, the ice cream will be
delivered on Friday, and I will enjoy the dark chocolate more on
Friday.

Of course, the case we have just presented seems like a case of choosing
for changing selves. Indeed, it looks analogous to the example of Erik from
the introduction, who has to decide whether or not to buy a ticket now to a
white knuckle theme park for his future elderly self, who would not enjoy
it, even though his current self would enjoy it greatly. According to the ur-
utility solution, however, in neither case do your values, nor the utilities that
record them, change over time. In the ice cream case, you value gustatory
pleasure throughout, and at exactly the same level. What changes between
Monday and Friday is what gives you that pleasure. Thus, the change is
in the world, or in the world’s influence on your affective states. Nothing
changes in your conative state. According to the ur-utility solution, the ice
cream case is analogous to the following case. On Monday, £10 is worth
more than $10, but you know that, by Friday, $10 will be worth more than
£10. On Monday, you’d like to receive £10 on that day more than $10; and
on Friday, you’d like to receive $10 on that day more than £10. But here we
would not say that your values have changed. Rather, we would say that
the world has changed so that different elements of it give you what you
value.

How do we calculate the utility of a state of the world, according to the
ur-utility solution? Consider two cases: in both, I prefer lemon sorbet at the
beginning of the week and dark chocolate ice cream at the end. In the first
state of the world, I receive lemon on Monday and dark chocolate on Friday;
in the second, these are reversed. Then, according to the ur-utility solution,
my utility for the two states will be different, even though they contain the
same bundles of commodities and my values don’t change. The point is that
my utility is determined by, for each time, how much the world gives me
that, at that time, produces what I timelessly value. So I assign higher utility
to the state lemon-on-Monday-and-dark-chocolate-on-Friday than to the alter-
native dark-chocolate-on-Monday-and-lemon-on-Friday because lemon sorbet
on Monday gives me, on Monday, more of what I timelessly value, namely,
gustatory pleasure, than dark chocolate ice cream on Monday, while dark
chocolate ice cream on Friday gives me, on Friday, more of what I timelessly
value than lemon sorbet on Friday.

Now, this is a very plausible analysis in the case of the ice cream dilemma,
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and the white knuckle theme park ticket decision, and the choice between
£10 and $10. Indeed, its insight reminds me of conversations with my brother,
who loathed broccoli. I told him that that he might learn to like it, and he
responded: ‘But why would I want to like broccoli? Then I would end up
eating it and I hate it!’ The joke works because his argument is obviously
absurd, and the ur-utility solution captures what is absurd about it. Even if
my brother hates broccoli now, he shouldn’t spurn the opportunity to learn
to like it. If he’ll like it in two months’ time, he should assign a high util-
ity to being served a plate of it in two months’ time, since then it will give
him gustatory pleasure, and it is such pleasure that he timelessly values;
he shouldn’t assign a low utility to being served it in two months’ time on
the basis that it would give him no such pleasure now. (Though, of course,
explaining it in this way rather spoils the joke.)

In the end, I agree with the ur-utility solution in the cases we have been
considering. However, that solution takes its analysis much further. Indeed,
according to that solution, the same analysis holds in any case in which it
seems that our values change. So, for instance, it holds for all of the examples
with which we began this book. Take, for instance, Aneri, who is deciding
whether to become a police officer or a conversation officer. Let’s suppose
she opts for the former, and suppose that, as she settles in to the training and
eventually settles in to the job, her values seem to change: to begin with, she
seems to value conformity more than self-direction, but not much more; by
the end, she seems to value conformity very highly and self-direction only
a very small amount. According to the ur-utility solution, this change in her
values is only apparent. In fact, Aneri’s values remain the same throughout.
What does change is what procures for Aneri what she values. Thus, just as
I continued to value gustatory pleasure throughout the week leading up to
my Friday ice cream delivery, while what changed was what gave me that
pleasure — lemon sorbet on Monday, dark chocolate ice cream on Friday —
so, for Aneri, there is something that she values throughout the period from
deciding to join the police force to becoming an established officer, while
what changes is what gives her whatever that thing is that she values.

There are two problems with the ur-utility solution, the second follow-
ing on from the only natural solution to the first. The first is that it’s hard
to specify exactly what that thing is that Aneri values throughout her ca-
reer with the police force such that all that changes is what features of the
world procure for her that thing. In the example of the ice cream, it was easy
to identify what it is that I value timelessly throughout — it is gustatory
pleasure. And similarly for the case of the currencies — it is something like
purchasing power. And again for the case of the theme park ticket — it is
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physical or bodily pleasure. But in Aneri’s case, it is less obvious.
I think the most natural thing to say is this: throughout, Aneri unchang-

ingly values getting what she prefers, or what she endorses, or being in sit-
uations of which she approves. At the beginning, she endorses or prefers or
approves of activities that require more conformity than self-determination,
but only a little more; at the end, once she is an established police officer,
she endorses or prefers or approves of activities that require much more
conformity than self-determination.

The first apparent problem with this solution is that it doesn’t seem
to move us forward. After all, according to the solution, my values don’t
change — I continue to value getting what I endorse or prefer — but what
I endorse or prefer does change. But the ur-utility solution seems then to
face a dilemma. On the first horn, endorsing and preferring and approv-
ing are just species of valuing. Thus, while we might say that my ur-values
don’t change, since my single ur-value is to get what I endorse or prefer
and I never lose that value, my lower-level values do change, since those
lower-level values are just what I endorse or prefer. If that’s the case, then
our values, taken as a whole, do in fact change and the problem of choosing
for changing selves returns. On the second horn, endorsing and preferring
are not just species of valuing. But in that case, we realise that, while we pre-
sented the problem of choosing for changing selves as the problem of how
to make decisions when your values might change over time, the problem
is really one of how to make decisions when what your prefer or endorse
might change over time. Either way, the problem of choosing for changing
selves remains unsolved.

In fact, this problem is only apparent. Recall the ice cream case: there,
we determined the utility of an entire state — either lemon-on-Monday-and-
dark-chocolate-on-Friday or dark-chocolate-on-Monday-and-lemon-on-Friday
— by looking at each moment the state contains, asking to what extent what
is happening to the agent at that moment gives her gustatory pleasure at
that moment, which is what she unchangingly values, taking that to be that
moment’s contribution to the utility of the entire state, and then determin-
ing the utility of the state from the utilities of the moments in some manner
— we might just add them up, for instance. We can apply that strategy quite
generally, and in particular in Aneri’s case. We look at each moment in her
trajectory from deciding to join the police force to becoming an established
officer; we look at the extent to which her experience at each of those mo-
ments gets her something she endorses or prefers at that moment, and then
we take that to be that moment’s contribution to the utility of the entire
state.
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So the ur-utility solution does offer us a solution to our problem. And
indeed it is admirably democratic amongst Aneri’s different selves, past,
present, and future. It simply makes a choice between options by looking at
how good or bad each moment of their outcome would be for the self that
exists at that moment. However, I anticipate two problems with this. First,
it seems to place too much emphasis on satisfying preferences in the moment.
Second, it seems to make it too easy to choose to change your preferences.

To illustrate the first problem, consider the following example:

Chinara, a friend of Cheragh, is also deciding whether to em-
bark on writing the novel that has been gestating in her head for
years. But she’s spoken to a few writers and she thinks the fol-
lowing is very likely: throughout the process of writing it, she’ll
have a very strong preference in favour of having written a book
— she’ll think of that as a real achievement that is worth celebrat-
ing. She won’t much prefer the process of actually writing it —
she has little time for half-written novels and only endorses the
situation of having actually completed one. However, she also
knows that, after a writer has been through the process of com-
pleting a novel, they no longer have that strong preference for
having completed a novel.

In this situation, it seems to me, it might be quite rational for Chinara to
embark on writing the novel. Throughout the process, she’ll be working
towards something that she values, every day making it more likely that
she’ll achieve the thing she values most. But the ur-utility solution gives
the opposite result. Suppose Chinara does decide to write her novel. Then,
at each moment from the first time she puts pen to paper until the day she
sees copies of the book on the shelves of her local bookstore, she will not, at
that moment, get anything that, at that moment, she prefers or endorses.

That’s the first problem. The second is also best illustrated by example.
Think again about Aneri. Recall that, as we first spelled out that example,
there was a trade off. If she chooses to become a conservationist, her values
will stay close to those she currently has — indeed, they will remain the
same — but her job will not fully satisfy those values; if, on the other hand,
she becomes a police officer, her values will change considerably, but her
job will satisfy those values better. In such a situation, the ur-utility solution
requires that Aneri become a police officer. Doing so, she will obtain more
of what she values at the time she values it. And indeed the ur-utility so-
lution says the same for any analogous case. However much your values
will change as a result of a choice you make, if by making that choice you’ll
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get more of what you’ll come to value than you’ll get of what you currently
value by choosing the alternative, the ur-utility solution says you should
do it. But that seems too strong. It seems to pay too little attention to our
current values. What would it mean to value something if you were happy
to do anything that will radically change your values in order to get more
of what you would then come to value? We will return to this question
again and again in what follows. Choices that can lead to changes in value
are difficult precisely because there are two competing considerations. One
consideration is that you wish to obtain what you currently value; the other
is that you wish to make it rationally permissible to escape your current
values, lest a certain sort of parochialism or conservatism sets in. The sec-
ond problem with the Ur-Utility Solution to the problem of choosing for
changing selves is that it ignores the first consideration completely.

3.2 The Higher-Order Utility Solution

The second potential solution to our problem that I would like to consider
is the higher-order utility solution. Edna Ullmann-Margalit (2006), in one of
the few published philosophical discussions of choosing for changing selves,
proposes something close to this. Again, we illustrate using an example.

Adoption I am deciding whether or not to (apply to) adopt a
child. Currently, I assign a lower value to adopting and becom-
ing a parent than I do to remaining child-free. However, these
are not the values I would most like to have. I would prefer to as-
sign higher value to adopting than to remaining childless. That
is, while I currently prefer not being a parent, I’d prefer to be
someone who prefers being a parent.

This is a familiar sort of situation: I currently enjoy watching reality tele-
vision shows and reading spy fiction; but I’d prefer to enjoy listening to
Handel and reading Virginia Woolf. Quite often, we have preferences con-
cerning which preferences we have; we assign different values to having
various alternative sets of values. On the higher-order utility solution, as
the name suggests, we represent these as our higher-order utilities. Our
first-order utilities represent the values that we have concerning different
states the world might be in that do not involve which values we have; and
our second-order utilities represent the values that we have concerning dif-
ferent first-order utilities. Thus, I might assign a particular first-order utility
to the state of the world in which I take an umbrella when I go for a walk
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and it rains, while I assign a second-order utility to the state of the world
in which I assign that particular first-order utility to that state of the world,
and so on. Of course, most people haven’t thought about higher-order util-
ities above the third level. Thus, I might wish I were a person who valued
Handel above the X Factor, but hate myself for this self-hating snobbery and
wish I were the sort of person who is at peace with the low-brow tastes I
in fact have. That involves a third-order utility. Anything higher is a little
far-fetched.

In any case, according to the higher-order utility solution, when choos-
ing for changing selves, we should defer to our higher-order utilities. Thus,
in our example, where I am choosing whether or not to have a child, where
I know that I will prefer having a child if I have one and continue to prefer
remaining child-free if I do not, and where I assign a second-order utility
to the state of the world where I prefer having a child to the state in which
I prefer remaining child-free, the higher-order utility solution says that I
should choose the actions that will bring my first-order utilities into line
with my second-order utilities. I should choose to maximise second-order
utility; or, perhaps, I should choose to maximise the sum of my first- and
second-order utilities. Either way, in the case described, I should choose to
adopt a child.

There are at least two problems with this sort of solution. First, higher-
order utilities often change in lock-step with first-order utilities. So, for in-
stance, while I have described myself as having current second-order util-
ities that do not endorse my current first-order utilities concerning parent-
hood, we might easily imagine someone else who currently has pro-child-
free first-order utilities together with second-order utilities that endorse
them, and who will then, having become a parent, have pro-parent first-
order utilities together with second-order utilities that endorse those. But,
for this person, the problem of choosing for changing selves arises again: to
which first- and second-order utilities should they appeal when they make
their decision? Their current ones? Their future ones? Or some amalgama-
tion of them all, perhaps with different weightings for different times? If
we appeal to the higher-order utility solution again, looking this time to
third-order utilities to adjudicate, we begin on what might turn out to be an
infinite regress.

A similar problem arises if, instead of having second-order utilities that
always endorse the changing first-order ones, we have second-order utilities
that always reject them. Thus, I might currently have pro-child-free first-
order utilities and second-order utilities that prefer pro-parent first-order
utilities, but if I were a parent, I’d have pro-parent first-order utilities, but
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second-order utilities that prefer pro-child-free first-order ones. Again, in
this situation, our central question arises for the higher-order utility solution:
to which second-order utilities should I appeal? My second-order utilities
now, at the time of the decision, or my second-order utilities in the future,
after I’ve become a parent or remained child-free?

The second problem with the higher-order utilities solution is that it
assumes higher-order utilities have a certain normative priority over lower-
order utilities. When my current second-order utilities endorse first-order
utilities other than those I currently have — when they assign higher second-
order utility to those alternative first-order utilities than they assign to my
current first-order utilities — then my first- and higher-order utilities fail
to cohere. But, as with any other sort of incoherence, when it is revealed,
there are always a number of different rational responses. If my beliefs are
incoherent because I believe the temperature is below 15C, but disbelieve
that it’s below 30C, then I might respond by throwing out my belief that it’s
below 15C, or abandoning my disbelief that it’s below 30C, or by changing
my attitudes to both propositions in a way that results in coherence between
them. Similarly, when I realise that my first- and higher-order utilities do
not cohere — because the higher-order utilities endorse first-order utilities
other than those I have — there are a number of ways in which I might re-
store rationality. I might stick with the higher-order utilities and try to effect
change in my first-order utilities, just as the higher-order utilities solution
suggests. But, equally, I might stick with my first-order utilities and change
my higher-order utilities. Or I might change them both in some way that re-
stores coherence between them. The second problem with the higher-order
utilities solution is that it gives priority to resolving the incoherence by stick-
ing with the second-order utilities and changing the first-order utilities, or
at least ignoring the first-order utilities in decisions, and instead appealing
to the first-order utilities that the second-order utilities endorse. But there is
no principled reason to award higher-order utilities such normative priority.

3.3 The Objective Utility Solution

We come now to the third putative solution to the problem of choosing
for changing selves — the objective utility solution.18 Consider again the
examples from the beginning of the book — Aneri, Blandine, Cheragh, etc. —
where it seems initially as if the agents’ values change over time. According
to the objectivist, while there is a sense in which it is true that the subjective

18Ralph Wedgwood defends something like this solution (Wedgwood, 2007, 2017).
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values or utilities that each of these agents have change over time, what
really happens is that their opinions about what is the one true objectively
correct set of values change over time. That is, while there is a change in their
conative state, it comes about as a result of a change in their doxastic state;
and, indeed, for the objectivist, the components of an agent’s conative state
— her subjective values, desires, likes and dislikes — are all simply shadows
cast by her doxastic states — in particular, her credences concerning what
is objectively valuable.

Recall Blandine, for instance. For many years, she valued being a musi-
cian in a band above all else; but now she values that much less and values
being a particle physicist much more. As we described her above, she has
changed her subjective values. And the objectivist agrees. But according
to the objectivist, a person’s subjective values are determined entirely by
their opinions about the objective values. Thus, according to the objectivist,
Blandine’s subjective values have shifted because she has moved from be-
ing very confident that the one true objective utility function assigns a very
high utility to being a musician to being rather sure that this isn’t the case,
and instead being quite sure that the one true objective utility function in
fact assigns a low utility to that and a high utility to being a particle physi-
cist. And similarly for Cheragh, who currently has certain literary standards,
but who knows that she will come to have different literary standards were
she to write her novel. According to the objectivist, what underlies such a
change is primarily a shift in her credences concerning the one true objective
utility function.

To see how this might solve the problem of choosing for changing selves,
let’s work through an example.

Cruise Recall Erik from the beginning of the book, where he was
considering a deal that his pension scheme is offering. Consider
his friend, Effie, who is contemplating an alternative deal from
her pension scheme. On this alternative, if Effie pays an extra £50
into her pension scheme now, she will receive a £20, 000 around-
the-world cruise when she is 70 years old. Her situation differs
from Erik’s. Erik valued the white knuckle theme park ticket
now, but was very confident that he wouldn’t as an elderly man.
Effie, by contrast, feels rather indifferent to the cruise now — she
could take it or leave it. But she knows that, by the time she’s
70, she will have come either to love the idea of a cruise or to
loathe it. She just doesn’t know which of these two directions
her values will take — indeed, she thinks each is equally likely
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— but she does know that, whether or not she accepts this offer
will make no difference at all. On the objectivist view we are
considering here, Effie’s situation might be modelled as follows:

• The set A of acts contains Offer and No Offer.

• The set S of states of the world contains Cruise and No Cruise.

• Effie knows that, if she accepts the offer, she’ll receive the
cruise ticket, and if she doesn’t, she won’t. Thus, if P is her
current credence function:

P(Cruise||Offer) = 1 = P(No Cruise||No Offer)

• One of the possible objective utility functions is OU, where:

OU(Cruise & Offer) = 9 and OU(No Cruise & No Offer) = 5

• The other possible objective utility function is OU′, where:

OU′(Cruise & Offer) = 1 and OU′(No Cruise & No Offer) = 5.

• Currently, Effie thinks that it is just as likely that OU is the
objective utility function as that OU′ is. So:

P(OU gives objective utilities) = 0.5 = P(OU′ gives objective utilities)

Now, according to the objectivist account, an agent’s subjective
utility for a situation, such as Cruise & Offer, is her subjective
expectation of its objective utility. Thus, for instance,

U(Cruise & Offer) =

P(OU gives objective utilities)OU(Cruise & Offer)+

P(OU′ gives objective utilities)OU′(Cruise & Offer) =

0.5× 9 + 0.5× 9 = 5

And similarly for No Cruise & No Offer:

U(No Cruise & No Offer) =

P(OU gives objective utilities)OU(No Cruise & No Offer)+

P(OU′ gives objective utilities)OU′(No Cruise & No Offer) =

0.5× 5 + 0.5× 5 = 5
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So, V(Offer) = 5 = V(No Offer).

This gives the credences and utilities and the resulting values
assigned by Effie’s current self. Let’s now consider the credences
and utilities of her two possible 70 year old selves: the first has
come to love cruises, the second to loathe them. For the objec-
tivist, this means that her credences concerning which of OU
and OU′ is the one true objective utility function have changed.
Her first future self loves cruises, and so must have increased
her credence that OU is the objective utility function — let’s say
that the credence function of that future self is P1:

P1(OU gives objective utilities) = 0.9
P1(OU′ gives objective utilities) = 0.1

Her second future self loathes cruises, and so must have increased
her credence that OU′ is the objective utility function — we
might assume that the credence function of that future self is
P2:

P2(OU gives objective utilities) = 0.1
P2(OU′ gives objective utilities) = 0.9

Then, if U1 is the subjective utility function of her first future self,
and U2 the subjective utility function of her second, we have:

V1(Offer) = U1(Cruise & Offer) = 0.9× 9 + 0.1× 1 = 8.2
V1(No Offer) = U1(No Cruise & No Offer) = 0.9× 1 + 0.1× 9 = 1.8

And vice versa for U2 and V2:

V2(Offer) = U2(Cruise & Offer) = 0.9× 1 + 0.1× 9 = 1.8
V2(No Offer) = U2(No Cruise & No Offer) = 0.9× 9 + 0.1× 1 = 8.2

And recall: currently, Effie thinks it’s just as likely that she’ll
end up as her first future self as it is that she will end up as her
second future self; and she thinks that whether she chooses Offer
or No Offer will make no difference to which she will be. So:

P(P1 gives credences at 70||Offer) = 0.5 = P(P2 gives credences at 70||Offer)

and

P(P1 gives credences at 70||No Offer) = 0.5 = P(P2 gives credences at 70||No Offer)
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Now, to which value function should Effie appeal when she
chooses between Offer and No Offer? Should she appeal to V,
the value function of her current self? Or should she appeal to
some aggregate of the value functions of her two possible future
selves? In fact, it turns out that it doesn’t matter. Effie’s current
value for each option — Offer and No Offer — is equal to her
expectation of her future value for that option:

V(Offer) = 5 = 0.5× 1.8 + 0.5× 8.2 =

P(P1 gives credences at 70||Offer)V1(Offer)+

P(P2 gives credences at 70||Offer)V2(Offer)

And similarly for V(No Offer).

Thus, there is no dilemma: we don’t need to choose between using current
or future values to make our decision; we can use either and they will agree.

Indeed this is no fluke that arises from how we assigned the numbers.
On the objectivist view, it will hold whenever our agent’s credences satisfy
two putative principles of rationality — the Reflection Principle and the
Independence Principle:

Reflection Principle (RP) Suppose P is our agent’s current cre-
dence function; and suppose P1, . . . , Pn are all our agent’s pos-
sible future credence functions at some particular future time t.
Then, for any act a in A,19

Pa(−) =
n

∑
i=1

Pa(Pi gives credences at t)Pa
i (−)

Independence Principle (IP) For any act a in A, state s in S ,
and possible objective utility function OU,

Pa(s|OU gives the objective utilities) = Pa(s)

The Reflection Principle says that our current credences should be our ex-
pectations of our future credences. For instance, if I’m certain that, come
tomorrow, I will be 70% confident that it will rain on Saturday, I should be
70% confident now that it will rain on Saturday. Or if I am certain that, come
tomorrow, I will either be 60% or 70% confident that it will rain on Saturday,

19Recall: Pa(X) = P(X||a) is the agent’s credence in X on the supposition of a.
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and I think each equally likely, then I should be 65% confident now that it
will rain on Saturday. And so on.

The Independence Principle says that, on the supposition of performing
any act a, the state of the world s and the identity of the objective utility
function should be independent. This simply says that, how the world is
cannot affect the objective utility function, nor vice versa. Given these two,
we have:20

Theorem 3.3.1 Suppose P is our agent’s current credence function; and suppose
P1, . . . , Pn are all our agent’s possible future credence functions at some particu-
lar future time t. And suppose that she satisfies the Reflection Principle and the
Independence Principle. Then, for any act a in A,

V(a) =
n

∑
i=1

Pa(Pi gives credences at t)Vi(a)

where

• Vi(a) = ∑s∈S Pa
i (s)U

a
i (s), and

• Ua
i (s) = ∑OU Pa

i (OU gives the objective utilities)OUa(s).

The problem with this solution is that, while it can account for Effie’s case, it
cannot account for others. Consider, for instance, Erik. Currently, he assigns
high subjective utility to the experience of the theme park. But he knows
that, when he is 90, he will assign very low subjective utility to the same
experience. Remember: according to the objectivist, subjective utility is just
expected objective utility. Thus, Erik knows that his expectation for the ob-
jective utility of the theme park experience will change between now and
when he is ninety. What’s more, he knows exactly how it will change. Thus,
Erik knows exactly how his credences will change over that time. Thus, he
must violate the Reflection Principle, since that entails that, if you are sure
that your credence function at some point in the future is P′, and nothing
more, then P′ should be your credence function now.

Of course, we might reject the Reflection Principle. After all, it is a con-
troversial claim. Suppose, for instance, that I have just ingested psilocybin
(‘magic mushrooms’), but the effects have yet to kick in. Based on past ex-
periences with the drug, I know that, in ten minutes, I will have very high
credence that I am floating in outer space. Surely this belief does not oblige
me to set my current credences in line with my future ones; surely I am not

20For a proof, see the Appendix to this chapter.
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obliged to set my current credences to my current expectations of my future
credences and thereby set a high current credence that I am floating in outer
space. But that is what the Reflection Principle demands.21

The problem is that, if we abandon the Reflection Principle, the prob-
lem of choosing for changing selves returns. Should Erik use his current
credences concerning objective utilities and the expectations of that objec-
tive utility that arise from those credences to make his decision? Or should
he use his expectation of his future credences and the expectations of ob-
jective utility that arose from those credences instead? If he abandons the
Reflection Principle, these will be different.

Here’s an argument that he should use his current credences. While the
Reflection Principle is no doubt false in full generality, there is a weaker
version that is plausible:

Weak Reflection Principle (WRP) Suppose P is our agent’s cur-
rent credence function; and suppose P1, . . . , Pn are all our agent’s
possible future credence functions at some particular future time
t. Suppose, furthermore, that our agent knows that, at t, her cre-
dence functions will be rational, and she will have acquired them
from her current ones by a rational process. Then, for any act a
in A,

Pa(−) =
n

∑
i=1

Pa(Pi gives credences at t)Pa
i (−)

The idea is this: first, deferring to your future credences in the psilocybin
case seemed wrong because you thought that the way in which your future
credences would be formed would be irrational; second, when you instead
think that your future credences will be rationally formed from your current
ones, you should defer to your future credences because they will be at least
as well informed as your current ones. So the Weak Reflection Principle
captures what is right about the Reflection Principle, but jettisons what is
wrong.

Now, if Erik satisfies this weaker version of the Reflection Principle,
he must then judge his future credence functions to be irrational, or least
have some doubt about their rationality — after all, if he thought they were
rational, he’d defer to them, and he doesn’t. Thus, he would be better off
using his current credences in his decision making, since he has no such
doubts about them. But, of course, if he does this, he’ll take up the offer

21See (Talbott, 1991; Briggs, 2009) for similar objections.
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from his pension scheme and his ninety year old self will be presented with
a ticket to a white knuckle theme park. And, intuitively, that is the wrong
decision.

Thus, the objectivist seems to face a trilemma. She could accept the Re-
flection Principle, in which case she can solve the problem of choosing for
changing selves, but only on the basis of an implausible principle. Or she
could accept the Weak Reflection Principle, in which case she can also solve
the problem of choosing for changing selves, but this time she solves it in
a way that runs contrary to our intuitions — she must say that Erik should
accept the deal from his pension scheme. Or we could abandon both. I close
this section by considering the third option. In the end, I think this is the
option that the objectivist should take. It turns out that the problem of choos-
ing for changing selves will reappear on this option. But, as I will argue in
chapter 5, the objectivist can solve this problem by adapting the judgment
aggregation solution to the subjectivist’s version of that problem that I will
defend in this book.

Why might we reject even the Weak Reflection Principle? To motivate
our answer, consider the following sort of example. For much of the evi-
dence we receive, it seems that there is more than one rational response
to it. Consider a possible major financial event in the future — a crash on
the FTSE, for instance. I collect extensive data that is relevant to predicting
whether the crash will occur; I analyse the data; I set my credence in the
proposition saying that it will occur. It seems that there may well be two
or more different credences I could rationally assign to that proposition;
two equally rationally responses to this complex body of evidence. The
view that there could be such bodies of evidence is known as permissivism;
its negation, which says that, to each body of evidence, there is a unique
rational response, is known as the uniqueness thesis.22 Suppose we accept
permissivism; and suppose we currently have a credence function c; but,
in a few hours, during which we’ll learn nothing new, we will have shifted
to a different credence function c′. Both c and c′ are rationally permissible
responses to the evidence. And suppose I know all this upfront. Then, ac-
cording to the weakened version of the Reflection Principle, I am irrational
— my current credences are not my expectations of my future credences,
which I know will be given by c′. However, it seems intuitively that I am
perfectly rational. Of course, you might worry if I simply shuffled repeat-
edly between the different possible rational responses to the evidence.23 But

22For a survey of the literature on these two positions, see (Kopec & Titelbaum, 2016).
23This would be an epistemic version of what Richard Kraut calls ‘brute shuffling’ in the
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we might assume that I haven’t done this. Rather, I’ve moved gradually,
over the course of the two hours, from c to c′, always passing through other
credence functions that are rationally permissible. For instance, suppose my
evidence warrants any credence between 0.44 and 0.47 in the proposition
that the FTSE will crash in the coming month. And suppose I start with
credence 0.45, and I move continuously through the intermediate credences
over the space of two hours, always getting more confident, until I have
credence 0.46 by the end. Then I think we would allow that I am rational.
But, if I knew that I would do that, and retained my credence of 0.45 at the
start, then I would violate even the Weak Reflection Principle.

For this reason, the objectivist might abandon the Weak Reflection Prin-
ciple. And she might say that, in cases like Erik’s, what happens between
now and when he is ninety is just that his credences concerning the objective
utilities shift from one part of the space of rationally permissible responses
to his evidence to another part. Thus, Erik is rational now; and he is rational
when he is ninety; so he violates the Reflection Principle and its weakened
version, but that is not a problem. Now, if the objectivist takes this line, the
problem of choosing for changing selves arises again. But we can respond
to that using the judgment aggregation solution that I defend in this book.
So it is to that we now turn.

3.4 Appendix: Proof of Theorem 3.3.1

Theorem 3.3.1 Suppose P is our agent’s current credence function; and suppose
P1, . . . , Pn are all our agent’s possible future credence functions at some particu-
lar future time t. And suppose that she satisfies the Reflection Principle and the
Independence Principle. Then, for any act a in A,

V(a) =
n

∑
i=1

Pa(Pi gives credences at t)Vi(a)

where

• Vi(a) = ∑s∈S Pa
i (s)U

a
i (s), and

• Ua
i (s) = ∑OU Pa

i (OU gives the objective utilities)OUa(s).

case of intentions (Paul, 2014b, 344).
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Proof.

V(a)
= ∑

s
Pa(s)U(s)

= ∑
s

Pa(s) ∑
OU

P(OU gives obj utilities)OUa(s)

= ∑
s,OU

Pa(s)P(OU gives obj utilities)OUa(s)

= ∑
s,OU

Pa(s & OU gives obj utilities)OUa(s) (by IP)

= ∑
s,OU,i

Pa(Pi gives creds at t)Pa
i (s & OU gives obj utilities)OUa(s) (by RP)

= ∑
i

Pa(Pi gives creds at t)∑
s

Pa
i (s) ∑

OU
Pa

i (OU gives obj utilities)OUa(s)

= ∑
i

Pa(Pi gives creds at t)∑
s

Pa
i (s)U

a
i (s)

= ∑
i

Pa(Pi gives creds at t)Vi(a)

as required. 2



Chapter 4

The Judgment Aggregation
Solution I: which attitudes to
aggregate?

We have seen three putative solutions to the problem of choosing for chang-
ing selves: the Ur-Utility Solution, the Higher-Order Utility Solution, and
the Objective Utility Solution. The first and second don’t work, and the third
needs work. The problem remains open. In this chapter, I formulate my own
favoured solution. In fact, we will really be describing a particular species
of solution. When I describe my solution in this part of the book, I will
leave unspecified a number of parameters; we obtain a different particular
instance of that species for each way we might set those parameters. It is the
purpose of the second part of the book to discuss how we might set those
parameters. We will call our solution the judgment aggregation solution for
reasons that will quickly become obvious.

The problem of choosing for changing selves arises because my past,
current, and future selves do not all share the same values. Or, at least, this
might be the case. So, perhaps better, the problem arises because my past
selves, my current self, and my possible future selves do not all share the same
values. The solution I wish to propose begins with the observation that,
presented in this way, our problem can be viewed as a judgment aggregation
problem. In a judgment aggregation problem, we take the attitudes of each
member of a group of individuals and ask what the aggregate attitude of
the whole group taken together is. This is precisely our problem here — the
individuals in question are my different selves, past, present, and future;
the group of them is me, the corporate entities that comprises them. In this

33
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sense, our problem is analogous to a variety of other judgment aggregation
problems. For instance, we face a judgment aggregation problem when we
wish to combine the probabilistic beliefs of individual climate scientists to
give the probabilistic beliefs of the whole climate science community taken
together concerning, say, sea level rise in the coming twenty years, or global
mean surface temperatures in 2100.24 And we face another one when we
try to aggregate the preferences of the citizens of a democratic country in
order to determine the government they will have.25 And we encounter yet
another judgment aggregation problem when we are uncertain which moral
theory is correct, and we need to aggregate the judgments of each of the
competing theories concerning the morally permissible actions in order to
decide what to do ourselves.26 And so on. What is clear from these examples
is that, in judgment aggregation problems, the sorts of judgments to be
aggregated might be quite varied — from probabilistic beliefs to preferences
to judgments of moral permissibility, and in our case subjective utilities or
values — and the sorts of entities making those judgments might be quite
diverse — from individual scientists to individual citizens to moral theories,
and in our case different selves belonging to the same person.

I propose that we treat the problem of choosing for changing selves as
a judgment aggregation problem. Viewed in this way, our question is as
follows: how should we aggregate the attitudes of my past selves, my cur-
rent self, and my possible future selves to give the collective attitudes of the
group of those selves when taken together? That is, how should we aggre-
gate the attitudes of my various selves to give my attitudes as the corporate
entity that comprises those selves? In this chapter and the next, I explore this
proposal by exploring the different ways in which we might aggregate the
judgments of a group of individuals; I conclude with a particular detailed
thesis that constitutes the main normative claim of the book.

Now, there are three natural ways to aggregate the judgments of our
past, present, and possible future selves. These correspond to the three dif-
ferent levels of attitude that we ascribe to those various selves. As good,
card-carrying realists, credences and utilities are on the lowest, most fun-
damental level; the value function is on the next level, determined by the
credences and utilities; and the preference ordering is on the highest level,

24For surveys of the techniques used for such aggregation in general, see (Genest & Zidek,
1986; Dietrich & List, 2015; Russell et al., 2015). In the particular case of climate science, see
(Moss & Schneider, 2000).

25See, for instance, (Arrow, 1951; Gaertner, 2009; Sen, 2017).
26See, for instance, (Lockhart, 2000; Ross, 2006; Hedden, 2015a; MacAskill, 2016; Hicks,

ta).
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determined by the value function. So we might aggregate our agents’ atti-
tudes by aggregating their preference orderings (section 4.1). Or we might
aggregate our agents’ value functions (section 4.2) — this is known as the ex
ante approach. Or we might aggregate our agents’ credences and aggregate
our agents’ utilities, separately, and combine them to give their aggregate
value function and their aggregate preference ordering (section 4.3) — this
is sometimes called the ex post approach.27 We consider them in turn. At
each level, we will work initially in the standard framework for social choice
theory, where we have a fixed set of individuals and we wish to aggregate
their attitudes. After that, we will consider what happens when we then
move to our slightly different setting. In our setting, we do not have a fixed
set of individuals, but instead different possible sets of individuals. Each of
these sets contains my past selves and my current self; but each contains a
different collection of possible future selves.

4.1 Aggregating preferences

We begin with the method of aggregating preference orderings. First, then,
the standard case, where we have a group of n individuals with prefer-
ence orderings over a setA of possible actions. We want to find a preference
ordering that represents the preferences of the whole group of those individ-
uals. More precisely: we want a method that takes a sequence 〈�1, . . . ,�n〉
of preference orderings, which we call a preference profile, and returns a sin-
gle preference ordering�G. And we would like that method to have certain
features. In his pioneering work in social choice theory, Kenneth Arrow con-
sidered three such features, which we will consider below — Weak Pareto,
No Dictator, and Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. He argued that
each is required for a reasonable aggregation method. And then he showed
that no aggregation method can have all three features. This is the so-called
Arrow Impossibility Theorem.28

27Note: the ex ante/ex post terminology might seem the opposite way round to what the
names would suggest. This is because the names come out of a constructivist approach to
decision theory on which preferences are most fundamental and credences and utilities are
extracted from those afterwards. Thus, from that perspective the ex ante method combines
preferences before the credences and utilities are extracted, while the ex post method combines
the credences and utilities after they have been extracted.

28Oddly, Arrow himself called the result his “general possibility theorem”, but it is really
an impossibility theorem, or, as such results are sometimes called, a no-go theorem. It tells us
that a certain set of conditions cannot jointly be satisfied. Arrow proved the result originally
in his doctoral dissertation and published it in his paper ‘A Difficulty in the Concept of
Social Welfare’ (Arrow, 1950), but it gained widespread influence through his 1951 book,
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Let’s meet Arrow’s conditions (Arrow, 1951; Gaertner, 2009):

• Weak Pareto This says that, if all agents agree that one option is
strictly better than another, the aggregate must agree as well.

Formally: For any acts a, b in A and any profile 〈�i〉: if a ≺i b, for all i,
then a ≺G b.

• No Dictator This says that there is no individual whose preference
ordering is guaranteed to be identical to the aggregate ordering. Such
an individual would be a dictator, and so this condition says that there
should be no dictator.

Formally: There is no individual k such that, for any a, b in A and any
profile 〈�i〉, a �k b iff a �G b.

• Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives This says that the aggre-
gate ordering of two options depends only on the individual order-
ings of those two options and not on the ordering of any other options.

Formally: For any acts a, b in A and any two profiles 〈�i〉, 〈�′i〉: if
a �i b iff a �′i b for all i, then a �G b iff a �G′ b.

Thus, suppose we are considering the preferences of a group of individu-
als over three candidates in an election: Marine, Emmanuel, and Jean-Luc.
Weak Pareto says, for instance, that if all voters prefer Emmanuel to Ma-
rine, then the final ranking of candidates should place Emmanuel above
Marine. No Dictator says that there should be no voter such that, however
they rank the candidates, the final ranking agrees. And the Independence
of Irrelevant Alternatives says, for instance, that the order of Jean-Luc and
Marine in the final ranking should depend only on the individual rankings
of those two candidates, and not on the order in which any voter ranks Jean-
Luc and Emmanuel, nor on the order in which any voter ranks Marine and
Emmanuel.

Conditions in social choice theory often fall into one of two categories:
they are usually either unanimity preservation principles or dependence princi-
ples. A unanimity preservation principle tells us, for some particular feature
that a preference ordering may or may not have — the feature of prefer-
ring b to a, for instance — that, if each individual has a preference ordering
with that feature, then the group preference ordering should also have that
feature. The Weak Pareto principle is a unanimity preservation principle,
where the feature in question is indeed preferring b to a. There are two sorts

Social Choice and Individual Values (Arrow, 1951).
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of dependence principle: positive and negative dependence principles. A
positive dependence principle tells us that some feature of the group prefer-
ence ordering — the order in which it ranks a and b, for instance — should
depend only on certain features of the individual preference orderings —
how they order a and b, for instance. Independence of Irrelevant Alterna-
tives is a positive dependence principle, which says that the group ordering
of a and b should depend only on the individual orderings of a and b. A
negative dependence principle, on the other hand, tells us that some feature
of the group preference ordering — its ordering of the acts inA, for instance
— should not depend only on certain features of the individual preference
orderings — the orderings of the acts in A by individual k, for instance.
No Dictator is a negative dependence principle, which says that the group
ordering should not depend only on some particular individual ordering.

As mentioned above, Arrow proved that no method for aggregating the
preference orderings of a group of individuals adheres to Weak Pareto, No
Dictatorship, and the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. Any method
that satisfies Weak Pareto and No Dictatorship will make the aggregate or-
dering of two possible acts depend on the individual orderings of other acts;
any method that satisfies Weak Pareto and the Independence of Irrelevant
Alternatives will give rise to a dictator; and any method that satisfies No
Dictator and Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives will sometimes fail to
preserve a unanimous consensus that one act is better than another.

Let’s see what these conditions amount to and how plausible they are
in our setting. We will have a great deal to say about Weak Pareto in the
next section, so I’ll leave its treatment until then. So, first, No Dictator. In our
setting this says that there should be no single self that always calls the shots.
So suppose we have a range of possible actsA. And my various selves, past,
present, and possible future, each have their own preference ordering over
those acts. Then, if we have a method that will take any profile of such
preference orderings — that is, any combination of preference orderings
that my various selves might have — and produces an aggregate ordering,
No Dictator says that there shouldn’t be a single self — my current self, say,
or my self at the beginning of my epistemic life, or my ‘best’ self, the one
at the pinnacle of my cognitive and moral life — such that the aggregate
preferences are just the preferences of that self. Now, as we will see, there
are serious proposals that violate No Dictator. For instance, Parfit (1984)
considers the possibility that, in cases where our values have changed in
the past or might change in the future, we ought to simply decide on the
basis of our current self’s preferences. But, as we will see in the second
half of this book, that has unpalatable consequences. And, of course, the
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case of Erik from the beginning of the book illustrates why. Intuitively, Erik
should not simply choose on the basis of his current utilities. A dictatorship
in which my current self is the tyrant errs in exactly the opposite way to
the Ur-Utility Solution. Recall: our objection to the Ur-Utility Solution was
that it pays too little attention to our current selves, and will always exhort
me to change my utilities if by doing so I will obtain more of what I will
then come to value. A tyranny of the current self pays too much attention to
my current values. It will never let me break free from my current utilities
unless doing so somehow serves those utilities.

Next, consider the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. Recall: this
says that the order in which the group ranks two acts depends only on the
orders in which the individuals rank those two acts. Thus, whether the UK
Conservative Party ranks Theresa May above or below Andrea Leadsom in
their leadership election should depend only on how the individual citizens
of that country rank those candidates; it should not depend on how they
rank Michael Gove or Stephen Crabb or Liam Fox. Thus:

Tory Leaders Consider the two preference profiles below. Voter
i ranks May and Leadsom exactly as Voter i∗ does, for each
i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, according to the Independence of Irrelevant Al-
ternatives, the two groups of voters both collectively rank May
and Leadsom in the same way — either May above Leadsom or
Leadsom above May:

Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3
Leadsom May May
May Leadsom Crabb
Fox Gove Leadsom
Gove Fox Fox
Crabb Crabb Gove

Voter 1∗ Voter 2∗ Voter 3∗

Leadsom May Gove
Fox Gove Fox
Crabb Crabb Crabb
Gove Fox May
May Leadsom Leadsom

Or, in our framework:
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Careers You and I both know, let us suppose, that our values
will change over the next two years. Each of us must now decide
whether to take a job as a librarian, a park ranger, a carpenter, an
actor, or a police officer. At the moment, I value learning from
books more than creating things myself; I value creating things
more than spending time in the natural world; I value that more
than performing in front of others; and I value performing more
than following rules. Thus, I currently rank the career choices
before me as follows: first, librarian, then carpenter, then ranger,
then actor, then police officer. You rank them differently: librar-
ian, police officer, ranger, actor, carpenter. And, for each of us,
our two possible future selves have different rankings again.
Here they are — they are structurally identical to those in the
Tory Leader example:

Current me Future me 1 Future me 2
Police Librarian Librarian
Librarian Police Ranger
Carpenter Actor Police
Actor Carpenter Carpenter
Ranger Ranger Actor

Current you Future you 1 Future you 2
Police Librarian Actor
Carpenter Actor Carpenter
Ranger Ranger Ranger
Actor Carpenter Librarian
Librarian Police Police

Now, notice that I always order librarian and police officer in
the same way that you do. So Independence of Irrelevant Al-
ternatives tells us that our aggregated preferences should rank
those two careers in the same way. Thus, you should choose
to become a librarian iff I should, and similarly for becoming a
police officer.

How plausible is the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives? Not, I
think, very plausible. To see why, consider an aggregation method, known
as the Borda count, that violates it.
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Borda count method Suppose A consists of n acts, a1, . . . , an.
And suppose 〈�1, . . . ,�m〉 is a sequence of preference orderings
over A. Then, in order to obtain the group preference ordering
�G, we proceed as follows:

• Take each act ai and each individual j in turn.

• Score ai relative to individual j based on the position in the
ordering �j that ai occupies.
So, if ai is at the top of the ranking �j, it receives a score
of n, if it is second in the ranking, it scores n− 1, . . . , if it is
bottom of the ranking, it scores 1.

• Score an act ai by taking its (mean) average score relative
to the individuals j, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

• Let �G be the ordering of the acts by their scores.

Now, as we can see in the two examples above, the Borda count method
violates the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. Relative to the first
set of voters in the Tory leadership contest, May’s Borda score is 4+5+5

3 ≈
4.667, while Leadsom’s is 5+4+3

3 = 4. Relative to the second set, May scores
1+5+2

3 ≈ 2.667, while Leadsom scores 5+4+1
3 ≈ 3.333. Thus, the first group

ranks May above Leadsom, while the second ranks Leadsom above May.
The Borda count is slightly more complicated in the second example

concerning careers. In that example, as so often with cases of choosing for
changing selves, we do not have a fixed set of selves to aggregate. Rather, I
have two sets of possible selves, and you have two sets of possible selves:
for me, the first contains my current self and my first possible future self,
while the second contains my current self and my second possible future self;
and similarly for yours. The natural thing to do to aggregate the attitudes
of these various selves in my case is to take my expectation of the Borda
count for my possible selves; and, again, similarly for you. The Borda count
for being a police officer relative to the set containing my current self and
my first possible future self is 5+4

2 = 4.5; for the other set, it is 5+3
2 = 4.

Supposing I am completely ignorant which of the two selves will come
about, thinking each is 50% likely, my expectation of the Borda count for
being a police officer for my whole self is 0.5 5+4

2 + 0.5 5+3
2 = 4.25. And

for being a librarian it is 0.5 4+5
2 + 0.5 4+5

2 = 4.5. So, in aggregate, I should
prefer Librarian to Police Officer. In contrast, your expectation for the Borda
count for a police officer is 0.5 5+1

2 + 0.5 5+1
2 = 3, and for a librarian it is

0.5 1+5
2 + 0.5 1+2

2 = 2.25. So, in aggregate, you should prefer Police Officer to
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Librarian. So I prefer being a librarian to being a police officer, whilst you
prefer being a police officer to being a librarian, even though each of my
selves ranks the two options exactly as your corresponding self does. So,
expected Borda count violates the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives
just as the standard Borda count does.

Now, as a voting method, there are well-known and legitimate concerns
about the Borda count method. In particular, if voters know that this is the
method that will be used to aggregate their preferences to give the collective
preferences, they can then engage in tactical voting; that is, they may have
an incentive to present as their ranking an ordering that is different from
their true ordering. For instance, recall the Tory leadership election from
above. Suppose the first table gives the true preference ordering of Voters 1,
2, and 3. And suppose that Voter 1 knows the preference ordering of Voters
2 and 3, or is pretty confident of how they are. Then Voter 1 has an incentive
to report the following preference ordering, which is not their true ordering:
Leadsom, Fox, Gove, Crabb, May. If they do that, then Leadsom will receive
a Borda score of 12, while May will receive 11. Thus, the group will rank
Leadsom above May, and indeed will rank Leadsom above Fox, Gove, and
Crabb as well. That is, Voter 1 has an incentive to vote tactically.

The worry about tactical voting does not seem to occur when we apply
the method as part of a judgment aggregation solution to the problem of
choosing for changing selves. There, the preference orderings we wish to
aggregate are not the reported orderings of the various selves that I com-
prise; they are the true orderings of those selves. So there can be no tactical
voting. Having said that, it may be possible to take steps to change the
preference ordering of a particular self so that it contributes to the aggre-
gate in a way that best serves that self’s interests. For instance, by analogy
with the instance of tactical voting in the Tory leadership example, in the
careers example, my current self might take steps to change its ordering
from Police, Librarian, Carpenter, Actor, Ranger to Police, Carpenter, Actor,
Ranger, Librarian. After all, if my current self manages to pull off such a feat
of preference-management, then the Borda count method will rank Police
above everything else, which is just as my that particular self wants it. By
skilfully moving myself from less than full enthusiasm for the life of books
to actively and vigorously disliking it, I secure my preferred career as a
police officer, even though both of my possible future selves would prefer
being a librarian. But such preference-management isn’t obviously possible,
and in any case doesn’t give us a strong reason against Borda counting.

Thus, in our context, the usual arguments against Borda counting, and
in favour of the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives principle, do not
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apply. The insight of Borda counting is, roughly, this: How I rank options
c, d, and e relative to a and b gives a very rough indication of how strongly
I prefer a to b or b to a. If I rank a � b � c � d � e then it seems that I
prefer a over b less strongly than if I rank a � c � d � e � b. The Borda
count reflects that and allows us to factor it in to our aggregation. Thus, the
thought is that, while the group ordering of a and b really does just depend
on the individual attitudes to a and b, the individual orderings of c, d, and
e relative to a and b gives information about the strength of the individual
attitudes to a and b — information that is left out if we look just at whether
each individual prefers a or b.

However, this leads us to a more fundamental problem with aggregat-
ing preference orderings directly, whether we use the Borda count method
or something else. While the number of alternatives that you rank between
a and b might give some indication of how much more you value a and b, it
is by no means a perfect guide. My current self might value being a police
officer enormously, and a librarian, carpenter, actor, and ranger hardly at
all, though in that order, while your current self might value all five careers
enormously, with only tiny differences between them, but in the order police
officer, carpenter, ranger, actor, librarian. Then the Borda count would say
that your current self values being a police officer much more than being a
librarian, while my current self only values it a little. And that would be a
mistake. Thus, the Borda count might be a good method to use when the
only information you have at your disposal is the individuals’ preference
orderings, though even there it can go wrong. But when you have more
information about the value functions on which they are based — that is,
when you have substantial cardinal information as well as ordinal informa-
tion — it is not the best thing to do.

Here’s another way to see this point: Suppose we have two sets of three
voters with the following value functions:

Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3
a 10 4 7
b 1 5 3

Voter 1∗ Voter 2∗ Voter 3∗

a 5 1 6
b 4 10 4

They have the same preference profile: first and third voters prefer a to b,
while second voter prefers b to a. Thus, any aggregation method that pays
attention only to the preference orderings of the individuals, and not to the
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value functions on which they are based, must assign the same aggregate
preference ordering to both groups. But it seems that we might want their
aggregate ordering to be different. For instance, if we just take straight aver-
ages of the values of the acts, the first group gives an average of 7 to a and
an average of 3 to b, while the second group gives an average of 4 to a and
6 to b.

The lesson is this: when we have the cardinal information from which
the ordinal information in the preference ordering is extracted, and upon
which it is based, we should use that cardinal information and aggregate
that, rather than directly aggregating the preferences. And, on the realist
interpretation of decision theory that we have adopted, we do have that
information. So let us turn to that proposal now.

Before we move on, however, it is worth saying that the aggregation
methods that we will consider in the coming two sections do satisfy their
own versions of the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. Thus, the
weighted average ex ante method that we consider in section 4.2 makes
the group value for a particular act depend only on the individual values
for that act, and the weighted average ex post method that we consider in
section 4.3 makes the group credences and the group utilities for a particular
act (and thus the group value for that act) depend only the individual cre-
dences and individual utilities for that act. Thus, we will preserve the spirit
of the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives, if not the letter. However, as
we will see in chapter 8, this is not why we select those aggregation meth-
ods. Rather, we argue for these methods without appealing to this feature of
them, and this feature is then just an attractive but unintended consequence.

4.2 Aggregating value functions

So aggregating preference orderings won’t work. Let’s now consider how
we might aggregate value functions instead, the attitudes that sit at the
next level down from preference orderings. As noted above, this is some-
times called the ex ante method. Again, we start by considering such a
method in the usual context of social choice theory, where we have a fixed
collection of n agents whose judgments we wish to aggregate. Their cre-
dence functions are P1, . . . , Pn and their utility functions U1, . . . , Un. Each
agent i has a value function Vi that records her expected utility, so that
Vi(a) = ∑s∈S Pi(s||a)Ui(a & s) = ∑s∈S Pa

i (s)U
a
i (s). And each agent i also

has a preference ordering �i that is defined in the usual way, so that a �i b
iff Vi(a) � Vi(b).
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On the particular version of the ex ante method I’ll consider — a ver-
sion that we might called the weighted average ex ante method — we take the
group’s aggregate value function VG to be a weighted arithmetic average
of the individuals’ value functions.29 That is, we take a set of non-negative
real numbers α1, . . . , αn — one for each agent in the group — such that they
sum to 1 — that is, α1 + . . . + αn = 1. And we define VG, the value function
of the group, as follows: for each act a in A,

VG(a) =
n

∑
i=1

αiVi(a).

Having done that, we determine �G in the usual way on the basis of VG.
To evaluate this particular ex ante method it will help to compare it with

the corresponding ex post method, so we set this out now. As we explained
above, on an ex post method, we aggregate the individuals’ credences,
P1, . . . , Pn, to give the aggregate group credences, PG, and we aggregate their
utilities, U1, . . . , Un, to give the aggregate group utilities, UG, and then we
use those aggregates to first determine the aggregate value function VG, and
then to determine the preference ordering on the acts �G. On the weighted
average version of the ex post method, the group’s credence function, PG, is
a weighted sum of the individual credences: Pa

G(−) = ∑n
i=1 αiPa

i (−). And
the group’s utility function, UG, is a weighted sum of the individual util-
ities: Ua

G(−) = ∑n
i=1 βiUa

i (−). We then determine VG in the usual way:
VG(a) = ∑s∈S Pa

G(s)U
A
G (s). And we determine the preference ordering �G

on the basis of that.
When we determine the credences of a group on the basis of the cre-

dences of its members in this way, it is known as linear pooling, and it is one
of many different ways we might aggregate a number of different credence
functions (Genest & Zidek, 1986; Dietrich & List, 2015; Pettigrew, tab). It has
certain advantages and certain disadvantages. In its favour:

(i) it preserves probabilistic coherence, so that the linear pool of a group
of coherent credence functions is itself guaranteed to be coherent;

(ii) the group’s credence in a given proposition depends only on the
agents’ credences in that proposition (Aczél & Wagner, 1980);

(iii) when all the agents agree on a credence, the group agrees with them
on that credence.

29Given a set of non-negative real numbers α1, . . . , αn such that α1 + . . . + αn = 1, and
a set of real numbers r1, . . . , rn, the weighted arithmetic average of the ris by the αis is
α1r1 + . . . + αnrn.
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To its detriment:

(iv) it does not commute with conditionalization (Madansky, 1964);

(v) when all agents take two propositions to be independent, the group
usually does not take them to be independent.

We will consider these in greater detail in chapter 8, where we offer a direct
argument in favour of linear pooling for credences and utilities.

Before we go any further, it is worth noting that the two methods we
have just described — the weighted average ex ante method and the weighted
average ex post method — are not compatible. That is, proceeding in one
way often gives a result that cannot possibly be recovered by proceeding in
the other way. Let’s see this in an example:

Date night 1 It is date night, and Isaak and Jeremy are deciding
which restaurant they should book: Thai Garden (let’s say that
the act of booking this is a1) or Silvio’s (act a2). There are two
relevant states of the world: in the first, Silvio’s is serving baked
zitti and Thai Garden is serving green curry with chicken (state
s1); in the second, Silvio’s is serving meatballs and Thai Garden
is serving red curry with vegetables (state s2). These two states
partition the space of possibilities — that is, Isaak and Jeremy
are both certain that one or other is true, but not both. Isaak is
70% confident in s1 and 30% confident in s2, while Jeremy is 40%
confident in s1 and 60% confident in s2. The utilities they assign
to each situation — going to Silvio’s when Silvio’s serves zitti
and Thai Garden serves chicken curry, going to Silvio’s when
Silvio’s serves meatballs and Thai Garden serves vegetable curry,
and so on — are given in the table below:

a1 & s1 a1 & s2 a2 & s1 a2 & s2
Silvio’s Silvio’s Thai Garden Thai Garden

Zitti Meatballs Zitti Meatballs
Chicken Veg Chicken Veg

Isaak 10 8 2 4
Jeremy 7 3 9 2

Now, let’s look first to the weighted average version of the ex
post method. On this, we assign a weight, α, to Isaak’s credences
and the rest, 1− α, to Jeremy’s. And we assign a weight, β to
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Isaak’s utilities and the rest, 1− β, to Jeremy’s. Then their ag-
gregate credence in s1 is 0.7α + 0.4(1− α), while their aggregate
credence in s2 is 0.3α + 0.6(1− α). And their aggregate utility
in a1 & s1 is 10β + 7(1− β); their aggregate utility in a1 & s2 is
8β + 3(1− β); and so on. And so, for instance, their aggregate
value for going to Silvio’s (act a1) is:

ExPostα,β(a1)

= [0.7α + 0.4(1− α)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aggregate credence in s1

× [10β + 7(1− β)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aggregate utility in a1 & s1

+

[0.3α + 0.6(1− α)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aggregate credence in s2

× [8β + 3(1− β)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aggregate utility in a1 & s2

Next, consider the weighted average version of the ex ante method.
Here, we assign a weight, γ, to Isaak’s value function and the
rest, 1− γ, to Jeremy’s. Thus, their aggregate value for going to
Silvio’s (act a1) is:

ExAnteγ(a1) = γ [0.7× 10 + 0.3× 8]︸ ︷︷ ︸
I’s value for a1

+(1−γ) [0.4× 7 + 0.6× 3]︸ ︷︷ ︸
J’s value for a1

Now, it turns out that, if we set α = β = 0.5 — that is, if we
weight Isaak and Jeremy equally when we apply the ex post
method — there is no γ such that:

• ExPostα,β(a1) = ExAnteγ(a1)

• ExPostα,β(a2) = ExAnteγ(a2)

So the weighted average ex ante method and the weighted average ex
post method are different and incompatible. Given this, the question arises:
which method should we adopt? A natural strategy is to seek an enumera-
tion of the desirable features that one has while the other lacks. Fortunately,
we don’t have to look far. Recall from above, the Weak Pareto condition: if
all members of a group strictly prefer b to a, then the group should prefer b
to a. Formally,

Weak Pareto If a ≺i b for each agent i, then a ≺G b.
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Now, it is clear that the weighted average version of ex ante aggregation
satisfies this.30 However, the corresponding version of ex post aggregation
does not. Let’s see this in an example:

Date night 2 Suppose Ingrid and Jakob are making the same
decision as Isaak and Jeremy. But Ingrid is 10% confident in s1
and 90% confident in s2, while Jakob is exactly the opposite —
that is, he is 90% confident in s1 and only 10% confident in s2.
Their utilities are given as follows:

a1 & s1 a1 & s2 a2 & s1 a2 & s2
Silvio’s Silvio’s Thai Garden Thai Garden

Zitti Meatballs Zitti Meatballs
Chicken Veg Chicken Veg

Ingrid 3 2 10 1
Jakob 4 1 3 2

Then both Ingrid and Jakob assign higher value to a1 than to a2
— Ingrid assigns 2.1 and 1.9, respectively, while Jakob assigns 3.7
and 2.9 — but the aggregate obtained by the weighted average
ex post method with equal weights α = β = 0.5 for both individ-
uals assigns higher value to a2 then to a1 — it assigns credence
0.5 to s1 and s2, and utilities as follows, which gives values of 2.5
to a1 and 4.5 to a2:

a1 & s1 a1 & s2 a2 & s1 a2 & s2
Silvio’s Silvio’s Thai Garden Thai Garden

Zitti Meatballs Zitti Meatballs
Chicken Veg Chicken Veg

Group 3.5 1.5 7.5 1.5

Notice how the phenomenon arises in our example. Ingrid and Jakob agree
that going to Silvio’s is better than going to Thai Garden, but the reasons
behind their judgments are different. Jakob thinks that going to Silvio’s or
going to Thai Garden will be quite similar in their utility, whichever menu
they are serving, but he puts more credence in the world at which he prefers
Silvio’s menu, and so he prefers that option. Ingrid, by contrast, thinks that
going to Thai Garden is much better than going to Silvio’s in state s1, where

30If a ≺i b, for all i, then Vi(a) < Vi(b), for all i, and thus, ∑n
i=1 γiVi(a) < ∑n

i=1 γiVi(b),
which gives a ≺G b.
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Thai Garden is serving chicken, but she’s pretty confident that s1 doesn’t
obtain; she’s pretty confident that they’re serving vegetable curry, and she
gives that a much much lower utility; in the state in which she is much more
confident, namely, the state in which Thai Garden is serving vegetable curry
and Silvio’s is serving meatballs, Silvio’s is slightly better for her. However,
when we aggregate their credences, the aggregate is indifferent between
the two states, s1 and s2, and when we aggregate the utilities, the aggregate
thinks that going to Thai Garden is better than going to Silvio’s in state s1,
and equally good in state s2, and so it is to be preferred overall — in the
jargon of decision theory, going to Thai Garden weakly dominates going to
Silvio’s, since it is at least as good in all states and better in some.

So the weighted average version of ex ante aggregation satisfies Arrow’s
Weak Pareto condition, while the corresponding version of ex post aggre-
gation violates it. Surely this is a serious mark against ex post aggregation?
Usually, the most intuitively secure desiderata in judgment aggregation are
the so-called unanimity preservation principles. As mentioned above, these
are the principles that demand that, whenever the agents to be aggregated
agree on a particular judgment — that is, whenever they all make that judg-
ment — the aggregate should agree with them too — that is, the aggregate
should also make that judgment. Some putative unanimity preservation
principles:

• Indifference Preservation If all agents are indifferent between acts a
and b, then the group should be indifferent between a and b.

That is, if a ∼i b, for all i, then a ∼G b.

• Strict Preference Preservation (or Weak Pareto) If all agents strictly
prefer act b to act a, then the group should strictly prefer b to a.

That is, if a ≺i b, for all i, then a ≺G b.

• Independence Preservation If all agents have credences functions
on which propositions A and B are probabilistically independent of
one another, then, on the group credence function, A and B should be
independent of one another.31

That is, if Pi(A & B) = Pi(A)Pi(B), for all i, then PG(A & B) = PG(A)PG(B).
31We say that A and B are probabilistically independent of one another relative to some

probability function P iff P(A|B) = P(A), which is equivalent to P(B|A) = P(B), and
equivalent to P(AB) = P(A)P(B). Thus, A and B are independent if conditioning on B
doesn’t change the probability of A; or, equivalently, if conditioning on A doesn’t change
the probability of B; or, equivalently, if the probability of the conjunction of A and B is the
product of the probabilities of the conjuncts.
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• Credence Preservation If all agents have credence r in proposition A,
then the group credence in A should be r.

That is, if Pi(A) = r, for all i, then PG(A) = r.

• Equal Utility Preservation If all agents agree that two outcomes have
equal utility, then the group should agree that those two outcomes
have the same utility.

That is, if Ui(a & s) = Ui(a′ & s′) for all i, then UG(a & s) = UG(a′ & s′).

But we have to be careful with these. In general, a unanimity preservation
principle has the following form:

UPP If Φ(i), for each i, then Φ(G),

where Φ is a property of an agent’s judgments or attitudes — thus, Φ(i)
could be Pi(A & B) = Pi(A)Pi(B), for instance, in which case the unanimity
preservation principle would be Independence Preservation. But we don’t
want to enforce this for every property Φ. For instance, suppose I wish to
aggregate the credences of Kacee and Lonnie in the proposition that the
UK will leave in European Union. Kacee has credence p, and Lonnie has
credence p′. So consider the instance of UPP with the following property:

Ψ(i) =
(

Pi(Leave) = p or Pi(Leave) = p′
)

Then the antecedent of UPPΨ is satisfied, since Kacee and Lonnie both have
property Ψ. So, their aggregate must have that property. That is, PG(Leave) =
p or PG(Leave) = p′. That is, the aggregate must agree with Kacee or with
Lonnie; it cannot be any sort of compromise between the two. And this
seems implausible. So we should not apply UPP indiscriminately, using just
any property Φ.

Thus, the question arises: for which properties Φ should we endorse
the corresponding unanimity preservation principle? What properties of
judgments should be preserved by aggregates when they are shared by all
agents in the group? Here is one sort of case where you might want to be
careful: properties such that it’s possible to share them with another agent
but where such a shared property only reveals superficial agreement; that is,
where is it possible for both agents to have that property for very different
reasons. An example:

In the Archives Suppose two historians, Khalid and Lana, are
researching the same question, but in two different archives.
Both know that there may be a pair of documents, one in each
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archive, whose joint existence would establish a controversial
theory beyond doubt. Khalid finds the relevant document in his
archive, but doesn’t know whether Lana has found hers; and
Lana finds the relevant document in her archive, but doesn’t
know whether Khalid has found his. Indeed, each assigns a very
low credence to the other finding their document; as a result,
both have a very low credence in the controversial theory.

Now, suppose we wish to aggregate Khalid’s and Lana’s doxas-
tic attitudes. Since both assign a very low credence to the contro-
versial theory, something like the weighted average approach
will then say that their joint credence in that theory is very low.
But this seems wrong. Together, their evidence establishes the
controversial theory beyond doubt. So surely this should be re-
flected in their joint credences.

What is going on here? The point is that an agent’s doxastic state is not
exhausted by their credences. It also contains their evidence, which gives at
least part of the agent’s reasons for having the credences they do have. The
problem for unanimity preservation principles is that, when agents agree on
judgments at one level but as a result of disagreement on their lower-level
reasons for making these judgments, we should aggregate the lower-level
reasons first and then use those to produce the higher-level aggregate judg-
ment. Thus, while Khalid and Lana agree that the controversial theory is
very improbable, they agree on that for very different reasons. Khalid thinks
it improbable because he knows that he has found his document, but thinks
it’s unlikely that Lana found hers. Lana thinks it improbable because she
found her document, but think it’s unlikely that Khalid found his. If, instead
of aggregating the higher-level aspects of their doxastic state — that is, their
credences — we aggregate the lower-level aspects — namely, their evidence
— we include the discovery of both documents in their joint evidence, and
therefore a high credence in the controversial theory, as required.

Another example:

Badminton Suppose you and I share the same evidence, and we
agree that it is 60% likely that Ji Hyun Sung or Carolina Marin
will win the badminton tournament (X1 ∨ X2). But I think that
because I think it is 20% likely that Sung will win (X1) and 40%
likely that Marin will (X2), while you think it 50% likely that
Sung will win (X1) and 10% likely that Marin will (X2). We are
both agreed that it is 40% likely that neither will (X3 = ¬(X1 ∨
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X2)). The question is this: should the aggregate of our credences
agree that Sung or Marin will win (X1 ∨ X2)?

There are many popular aggregation procedures that answer ‘no’. For in-
stance, one such procedure is so-called geometric pooling. Just as linear pool-
ing takes the aggregate of two credence functions to be their weighted arith-
metic average, geometric pooling takes it to be their weighted geometric av-
erage (which we then normalise).32 Thus, if we give a weight of 0.5 to each
of us, then geometric pooling gives the following joint credences in X1, X2,
and X3:

• PG(X1) =
√

0.2
√

0.5√
0.2
√

0.5+
√

0.4
√

0.1+
√

0.4
√

0.4
≈ 0.345

• PG(X2) =
√

0.4
√

0.1√
0.2
√

0.5+
√

0.4
√

0.1+
√

0.4
√

0.4
≈ 0.218

• PG(X3) =
√

0.4
√

0.4√
0.2
√

0.5+
√

0.4
√

0.1+
√

0.4
√

0.4
≈ 0.437

We then determine the aggregate credence in X1 ∨ X2 by summing the ag-
gregate in X1 and the aggregate in X2. So:

PG(X1 ∨ X2) = PG(X1) + PG(X2) ≈ 0.563 6= 0.6

Thus, geometric pooling violates the unanimity preservation principle called
Credence Preservation from above. Of course, you may take this to be a
strike against geometric pooling — but, given the success of that method of
aggregation, and the other arguments in its favour, you may very well also
take it as a strike against certain unanimity preservation principles, such as
Credence Preservation from above.33

Let us return now to Weak Pareto, the unanimity preservation princi-
ple that the weighted average version of ex ante satisfies, but which the
corresponding version of ex post violates. When we require that our aggre-
gation rule satisfies Weak Pareto, we ignore the possibility that agreement
on preference orderings may mask deeper disagreement on the reasons be-
hind those preference orderings, just as in our examples, In the Archives
and Badminton. In such a case, the preference ordering occurs at the higher
level, while the credences and utilities occur at the lower level. When we

32Suppose 0 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ 1 is a set of weights that sum to 1. Then the weighted geomet-
ric average of a set of non-negative real numbers 0 ≤ r1, . . . , rn with weights α1, . . . , αn is
rα1

1 × . . .× rαn
n .

33For a discussion of this problem with geometric pooling, as well as an exploration of the
possibly ways of avoiding it, see (Pettigrew, taa, Section 9).
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see that all agents agree that one act is better than another, we do not yet
know whether this is an agreement that we should preserve in the aggregate
preference ordering or whether it is a merely superficial agreement that the
agents have come to for very different reasons.

Of course, constructivists will not be moved by this. For them, credences
and utilities are merely shadows cast by the real thing, which is the prefer-
ence ordering. So, for them, there is no sense in which an agent’s credences
and utilities give the reasons behind their preference ordering — the cre-
dences and utilities are simply useful mathematical tools for representing
the preference ordering; they have no reality beyond this. But, as I have
said, I adopt a realist line here. And it seems to me that the constructivist’s
failure to explain what goes wrong with the Weak Pareto principle in these
cases reveals something of the bizarre behaviourism behind their view.

In sum: I don’t think we should be tempted by ex ante aggregation. In
general, when you have access to two levels of judgment and the lower gives
your reasons for the higher, then you should first aggregate the judgments
at the lower level — that is, your reasons — and then use those aggregates
to determine the aggregate judgment at the higher level.

There is, in fact, another argument against ex ante aggregation, but it
needn’t detain us too long. It is based on a theorem by Philippe Mongin
(1995), which says that, for many sets of preference orderings �1, . . . ,�n
over a set of acts, any aggregate preference ordering �G that satisfies the
Weak Pareto principle with respect to them is not itself representable as
generated by expected utilities; that is, there is no credence function PG and
utility function UG such that a �G b iff VG(a) ≤ VG(b), where VG(a) =

∑s∈S PG(s||a)UG(a & s).
Now, you might wonder whether this is really a mark against the ex

ante approach. After all, while some argue that groups can be thought of
as agents in their own right, and thus should have preferences that are
representable as having been generated by a credence function and utility
function in the usual way, no-one thinks that we must think of every aggre-
gation process in this way.34 That is, there’s no obligation to consider your
group as an agent, and so it doesn’t seem a very strong reason for dismissing
the ex ante method that it is impossible to represent the group preference
ordering using credences and utilities in the way you’d expect from a group
agent. However, this misses the point. The concern is not so much that �G
is not representable, but rather that, by being unrepresentable, �G must
therefore violate one of the standard axioms for preference orderings — the

34See (Pettit & List, 2011; Tollesfen, 2015).
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Savage, or Jeffrey, or Joyce axioms, for instance (Savage, 1954; Jeffrey, 1983;
Joyce, 1999). These axioms are thought to lay down necessary rationality
conditions on a preference ordering regardless of whether that preference
ordering is taken to be held by an individual agent or not — they are simply
coherence constraints on preferences.

4.3 Aggregating credences and utilities

Our discussion above of the problems that arise when we aggregate at-
titudes at higher levels rather than lower levels tells against the ex ante
method. Better to aggregate agents’ reasons for their higher-level attitudes
rather than to aggregate the judgments themselves. And that points to ex
post aggregation.

However, as Matthias Hild (2001) has shown, ex post aggregation is not
without its problems. It can give rise to what Hild calls unstable preferences.
The idea is this: suppose we must decide between two options, a and b. Our
standard approach is this: we set up a decision problem in which we rep-
resent a and b as acts. As we have seen above, a decision problem includes
a set of states of the world, and a set of possible acts. Each agent is then
equipped with a credence function over pairs of acts and states, and a util-
ity function over the same pairs. How should we specify the states of the
world? For instance, suppose I am trying to decide whether or not to take
an umbrella when I go outside. I start to construct my decision problem: I
specify the set of acts so that it includes Umbrella and No Umbrella. Then I
turn to the states of the world. At what level of grain should I specify these?
Should I simply divide the possibilities into two, Rain and No Rain ? Or
into three, Heavy Rain, Light Rain, and No Rain? Or into more, 1mm of Rain,
2mm of Rain, . . . , 10mm of Rain, and No Rain? There is an enormous range of
possible levels. It is important that the value I assign to a particular act, and
my preference ordering over the acts, do not depend on the level of grain
at which I choose to specify the states of the world in my decision problem.
If they did so depend, my preferences would be unstable, in Hild’s sense.
Without a privileged level of grain, the decision theory would be rendered
useless: relative to the decision problem in which the worlds are specified
at one grain, I’d prefer a to b; specified at a different grain, I’d prefer b to a;
and there would be no way to tell which I should follow.35

As we noted in chapter 2, many decision theories ensure that no such
instability can arise by demanding that an agent’s utility at a coarser level of

35This is sometimes known as the problem of partition sensitivity in decision theory.
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grain is just the expectation of their utility at the finer level of grain (Jeffrey,
1983; Joyce, 1999). Thus, for instance, if we write b for the act of taking the
umbrella:

Ub(Rain) = Pb(Heavy Rain|Rain)U(Heavy Rain)+
Pb(Light Rain|Rain)Ub(Light Rain)

where Pb(−) = P(−||b) and Ub(−) = U(− & b), as usual. And, in gen-
eral:36

Inter-Grain Coherence If s1, . . . , sn is a fine-graining of the state
s, and a is an act, then

Ua(s) =
n

∑
i=1

Pa(si|s)Ua(si)

It is then straightforward to show that the value of an act will be the same
whether it is calculated relative to one level of grain or another. In the jargon
of decision theory, this says that our decision theory is partition invariant —
its recommendations in any decision problem do not vary with the level of
grain of the partition of the ways the world might be that is used to specify
the states; they are not sensitive to the level of grain.

However, as Hild shows, if we aggregate using the weighted average ex
post method, the following is possible: we have two agents with credences
and utilities defined on two levels of grain such that

(i) Individually, their credences and utilities over the two levels of grain
satisfy Inter-Grain Coherence.

(ii) Collectively, relative to the more coarse-grained level, they prefer a to
b.

(iii) Collectively, relative to the more fine-grained level, they prefer b to a.

Indeed, Hild provides an infinite descending change of levels of grain, to-
gether with credences and utilities at all of them for a pair of agents such
that both agents satisfy Inter-Grain Coherence and such that the group pref-
erence between a and b switches back and forth at each new level: at the
first level, a is preferred to b; at the second, b is preferred to a; at the third, a
is preferred to b again; and so on. I won’t describe that entire hierarchy, but
I will lay out the first two levels and illustrate them in an example:

36This is our version of Joyce’s formula from (Joyce, 1999, 178).
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Cinema Maura and Noni are trying to decide whether to go to
see a film or just stay at home. They both agree that the utility
of staying at home is 0. There’s only one film showing at their
local cinema. It’s called Washington, and they don’t know for
sure whether it’s a biopic of the president or a modern political
drama set in the city. If it’s a biopic, Maura will enjoy it, giving
it a utility of 3, while Noni will hate it, giving it a utility of -5.
If it’s a modern political drama, their utilities will be reversed
— Maura will give it -5 and Noni will give it 3. Maura is pretty
confident that it is a biopic (75% confident, to be precise), and
Noni is pretty confident that it is a modern political drama (75%
confident, to be precise).

There are two levels of grain: On the first, there is just one state
of the world — the film showing at the cinema is called Washing-
ton — and both are certain of this. On the second, there are two
states of the world — the film showing at the cinema is called
Washington and it is a biopic; the film showing at the cinema is
called Washington and it is a modern political drama. Since we
assume Inter-Grain Coherence, we have:

• UM(Watch Washington) =
0.75×UM(Watch biopic) + 0.25×UM(Watch drama) =
9
4 −

5
4 = 1

• UN(Watch Washington) =
0.25×UN(Watch biopic) + 0.75×UN(Watch drama) =
− 5

4 +
9
4 = 1

Thus, Maura and Noni agree on the utility of going to the cinema.
It is 1, and thus at this coarse-grained level, going to the cinema
gets higher utility than staying home, which receives 0 for sure.

However, now look to the more fine-grained level. There, Maura
and Noni disagree on both utilities and credences. Let’s sup-
pose that we aggregate the utilities by taking a straight average.
Then the group utility for Watch biopic will be 3−5

2 = −1, and the
group utility for Watch drama will be −5+3

2 = −1. Thus, however
the world turns out, the group assigns a lower utility to going
to the cinema than to staying home.

Thus, at the coarse-grained level, our group prefers going to the
cinema to staying at home; but at the fine-grained level, it prefers
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staying at home to going to the cinema.

Thus, the weighted average ex post method fails to adhere to what we
might called the Independence of Grain condition:

Independence of Grain Suppose we have two decision prob-
lems. They share the same set of acts, and the states of one are
a fine-graining of the states of the other. And suppose that the
credences and utilities at the different levels of grain are related
by Inter-Grain Coherence. Then an aggregation method should
give the same result for both problems.

In the terminology we introduced above, Independence of Grain is a posi-
tive dependence condition. Just as Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives
says that the group preferences over a and b should depend only on the
individual preferences over a and b and should not, for instance, depend
on the individual preferences over b and c, so Inter-Grain Coherence says
that the group preferences over the acts in A should depend only on the
credences and utilities in the states of the world and the acts, not on the
level of grain at which the states of the world are described.



Chapter 5

The Judgment Aggregation
Solution II: the solution itself

The version of the judgment aggregation solution that I favour is an ex post
method. We aggregate the credences of my past, present, and future selves;
and we aggregate the utilities of my past, present, and future selves; and
then we combine these in the usual way to give the aggregate value func-
tion and thus the aggregate preference ordering that I will use to make my
decision. Indeed, not only is my version of this solution an ex post method,
it is a weighted average ex post method. As a result, we might worry that it
will fall foul of Hild’s objection; we might think that our favoured method
will violate Independence of Grain in the same way that it violates Weak
Pareto. And, as we will see, it does. But I will argue that we can solve this
problem.

To begin, we must look at how we specify the states of the world in our
decision problem. In our overview of expected utility theory, we mentioned
the set of states of the world, but we didn’t say much about what these spec-
ify. How fine-grained are they? What information do they supply? Are they
Lewisian possible worlds, specifying a truth value for every proposition —
whether Cleopatra was right-handed or left-handed, whether Shakespeare
liked apples better than oranges or oranges better than apples — or are
they something more coarse-grained than that? If more coarse-grained, how
coarse-grained can we permit? Now that we are considering cases in which
our utilities might change over time, we must ensure that our states are
grained finely enough that they specify such changes. Thus, each state must
specify not only the agent’s current utilities, but also her past and future
utilities. Also, while it will not in fact play a role in our decision theory, it
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will be useful to insist that each state specifies not only the agent’s utilities
at each time, but also her credences at each time.

Given a state s in S :

• ws is the possible world that is actual in state s.

A possible world is a way that the world might be beyond the agent.
Thus, in the example of Aneri, there is a possible world at which she is
a police officer and she has to follow such-and-such a protocol, there
is a possible world at which she is a police officer and she is tasked
with enforcing a law that she thinks is immoral, there is a possible
world at which she is a conservation officer and she has to shut down
a particular wildlife reserve, there is a possible world at which she is a
conservation officer and she is producing a report on the biodiversity
in a given area, and so on.

LetW be the set of possible worlds — that is,W = {ws : s ∈ S}.

• Ps,i is the credence function that our agent has at time ti in state s.

Ps,i is defined on pairs of acts from A and possible worlds fromW , so
that Pa

s,i(w) is the agent’s credence at ti in s that world w is actual on
the supposition that act a is performed.

P̂s,i is the proposition that says that the agent has credence function
Ps,i at time ti.

For simplicity, we will assume that each state contains the same num-
ber of moments t1, ..., tn. In chapter ??, we will ask what happens when
we relax this assumption.

• Us,i is the utility function that our agent has at time ti in state s.

Us,i is defined on pairs of acts fromA and possible worlds fromW , so
that Ua

s,i(w) is the agent’s utility at ti in s for the outcome in which w
is actual and a is performed.

Ûs,i is the proposition that says that the agent has utility function Us,i
at time ti.

• These three components — the possible world and the sequences
of credence and utility functions belonging to the agent’s successive
selves — determine the state. Thus,

s = ws & Ûs,1 & . . . & Ûs,n & P̂s,1 & . . . & P̂s,n
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Of course, we know from chapter 2 that it doesn’t make a lot of sense
to say that Us,i is the agent’s utility function, since an agent’s conative
state at a particular time is equally well represented by one utility
function as by another that is a positive linear transformation of it.
Thus, what we really mean when we say that Us,i is the agent’s utility
function at ti in s is that we’ve picked a particular scale on which to
measure our agent’s utilities at all times and in all states and Us,i gives
the agent’s utilities measured on that scale. Now, there are potential
problems here, since it is often claimed that we cannot compare the
scales on which the utilities of different agents are measured, and it
has been argued that the same is true even for different selves of the
same agents Briggs (2015). We’ll address that concern in chapter 6.

• Vs,i is the value function that our agent has at time ti in state s.

Vs,i is determined from Ps,i and Us,i as follows:

Vs,i(a) := ∑
w∈W

Ps,i(w||a)Us,i(a & w) = ∑
w∈W

Pa
s,i(w)Ua

s,i(w)

• �s,i is determined from Vs,i in the usual way:

a �s,i b iff Vs,i(a) ≤ Vs,i(b)

This, then, furnishes us with the possible states that we include in the deci-
sion problem; and it specifies the credences, utilities, values, and preferences
that belong to the various selves of the agent within these states. How, then,
do we propose to aggregate these attitudes to give the agent’s overall atti-
tude at a particular time — that is, the attitude that she will use to make her
decisions?

The first thing to note is that, so long as we assume the Reflection Prin-
ciple, the principle of credal rationality that we introduced in section 3.3
above, there is no need to aggregate the credences of my different past,
present, and possible future selves. Recall: the reflection principle says that
your current credences should be your expectation of your future credences
at a given time. If you are unsure what evidence you will receive between
now and tomorrow, and perhaps even unsure of how you will respond to
a given piece of evidence, you will be unsure what your credence function
will be tomorrow. Nonetheless, your current credences should line up with
your expectation of those future credences. So, if I think it’s 50% likely that
tomorrow I’ll think it’s 90% likely to rain; and if I think it’s 50% likely that
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tomorrow I’ll think it’s 30% likely to rain; then today I should split the dif-
ference and think it’s 60% likely to rain. The idea is that I should treat my
future self as an expert, for they will have more collected more evidence
than I have. And the way we defer to experts is to set our credences equal
to our expectation of theirs. For instance, if I hear the weather forecast in
the background, but I don’t hear everything they say clearly, and I think it’s
50% likely that they said that it is 90% likely to rain, and 50% likely that they
said that it is 30% likely to rain, then I should think it’s 60% likely to rain,
since that’s my expectation of how likely they think it is to rain, and they’re
the expert. Recall: the general version of the reflection principle says:

Weak Reflection Principle (WRP) Suppose Pp is our agent’s
current credence function; and suppose Ps1,i, . . . , Psn,i are all our
agent’s possible future credence functions at some particular
future time ti. Suppose, furthermore, that our agent knows that,
at ti, her credences will be rational, and she will have acquired
them from her credences by a rational process. Then, for any act
a in A,

Pa
p(−) =

n

∑
i=1

Pa
p(Pi gives credences at t)Pa

i (−)

But of course this means that my current credence function is just a weighted
average of my future credence functions. So there is no need to aggregate
my future credence functions to give the group credence function for the
group of my future selves — we can simply appeal to my current credence
function, which already acts as such an aggregate, and we will do this hence-
forth. Thus, we let PG = Pp.

In contrast, there is no reflection principle for utilities — that is, ratio-
nality does not require that my current utilities are my expectations of my
future utilities.37 Indeed, in many cases, they are not — for instance, his is
so in the examples of Aneri or Cheragh or Erik from the start of the book,
where it is clear there is nothing irrational about these changes in utility.
Thus, unlike our past, present, and possible future credences, we do need
to aggregate our past, present, and possible future utilities. And, indeed,
as in the weighted average ex post approach from above, we will take our
aggregate of them to be their weighted average. Thus, suppose s is a state
in S . We then take a set of weights 0 ≤ αs,1, . . . , αs,n ≤ 1 that sum to 1 and

37Cf. (Harman, 2009) and (Hedden, 2015b, Section 4.2).
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we let:

Ua
G(s) =

n

∑
i=1

αs,iUa
s,i(w

s)

We define VG as usual: So:

VG(a) = ∑
s∈S

Pa
G(s)U

a
G(s)

= ∑
s∈S

Pa
p(s)

n

∑
i=1

αs,iUa
s,i(w

s)

And we define �G in terms of VG as before.
Thus, when we choose, we ought to maximise VG. That is, we ought

to maximise the subjective expected utility from the point of view of the
aggregate of our various selves, where our aggregate credences are given
by our current credences, Pp, and our aggregate utilities for a given state are
given by a weighted average of our past, present, and future utilities within
that state.

Let us turn now to see how Hild’s instability objection plays out in our
context and for my favoured version of the judgment aggregation solution
to the problem of choosing for changing selves. We illustrate it first with an
example that is structurally similar to the Cinema example of Maura and
Noni from above. It’s a fairly involved example and it will take a while to
lay it out and work through its features. For those who wish to skip forward,
the upshot is that my favoured solution is vulnerable to Hild’s objection just
as standard weighted average ex post aggregation methods are.

Introvert or extrovert? I am deciding whether or not to adopt a
child called Sophie. At one level of description, the outcomes are
simple: if I adopt (a), I become a parent to Sophie (W1); if I don’t
adopt (b), I don’t (W2). At a very slightly more detailed level of
description, however, the outcomes are slightly less simple: if I
adopt (a), either I become a parent to Sophie and she turns out to
be an introvert (w1), or I become a parent to Sophie and she turns
out to be an extrovert (w2); if I don’t adopt (b), I don’t become a
parent to Sophie (W2). Currently:

• I think it’s 50% likely that Sophie is an introvert and 50%
likely that she’s an extrovert (i.e. Pa

0 (w1) = 0.5 = Pa
0 (w2)).

• I have utility 2 for becoming Sophie’s parent, whether she
is an introvert or an extrovert (i.e. Ua

0(w1) = 2 = Ua
0(w2)).
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• Therefore, by Inter-Grain Coherence, I have utility 2 for be-
coming Sophie’s parent (i.e. Ua

0(W1) = 2).

• I have utility 1 for not becoming Sophie’s parent (i.e. Ub
0(W2) =

1)

In five years’ time, however, if I do adopt Sophie, I will have
gained some evidence about whether she is an introvert or an
extrovert. Let’s say that I will either some to think it’s 75% likely
that she’s an introvert and 25% likely that she’s an extrovert (P1),
or 25% likely that she’s an introvert and 75% likely that she’s an
extrovert (P2). And let’s suppose that, currently:

• I think it’s 50% likely that my credences will evolve in the
first way and 50% likely that they’ll evolve in the second
way (i.e. P0(P̂1) = 0.5 = P0(P̂2)).

So my current credences (given P) are my expectations of my
credences at the five year point (given by P1 and P2) — that is,
they satisfy the Weak Reflection Principle.

What’s more, as I become more confident that she’s an introvert,
I’ll come to value being the parent of an introvert more, and if I
become more confident that she’s an extrovert, I’ll come to value
that more. So, if in five years’ time, my credence that she’s an
introvert goes to 75% (i.e. P1), then:

• my utility for being Sophie’s parent and her being an intro-
vert (w1) will increase to 6 (i.e. Ua

1(w1) = 6);

• my utility for being Sophie’s parent and her being an extro-
vert (w2) will decrease to −10 (i.e. Ua

1(w2) = −10).

And, mutatis mutandis, if my credence that she’s an extrovert
goes to 75% (i.e. P2), then:

• my utility for being Sophie’s parent and her being an intro-
vert (w1) will decrease to -10 (i.e. Ua

2(w1) = −10);

• my utility for being Sophie’s parent and her being an extro-
vert (w2) will increase to 6 (i.e. Ua

2(w2) = 6).

And therefore, by Inter-Grain Coherence, at the five year point:

• my utility for being Sophie’s parent will be Ua
i (W1) = 2, for

each i = 1, 2.
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Furthermore:

• my utility for not becoming Sophie’s parent remains un-
changed at 1 (i.e. Ub

i (W2) = 1).

Finally, let’s suppose that, in ten years’ time, if I adopt Sophie,
I will have gained yet more evidence about whether she is an
introvert or an extrovert. If, after five years, I received evidence
that moved me to credence function P1, then at ten years either
I will think it’s 25% likely that she’s an extrovert and 75% likely
that she’s an introvert (P11), or I will think it’s certain (i.e. 100%
likely) that she’s an introvert (P12). On the other hand, if, after
five years, I received evidence that moved me to credence func-
tion P2, then at ten years either I will think it’s 75% likely that
she’s an extrovert and 25% likely that she’s an introvert (P21), or
I will think it’s certain (i.e. 100% likely) that she’s an extrovert
(P12). And let’s suppose that, at the five year point:

• P1(P̂11) =
1
3 , P1(P̂12) =

2
3 .

• P2(P̂21) =
2
3 , P2(P̂22) =

1
3 .

So, again, my current credences (given P) are my expectations
of my credences at the ten year point (given by P11, P12, P21, or
P22), and my five year credences (given by P1 or P2) are my ex-
pectations of my ten year credences (given by P11, P12, P21, or P22)
— that is, my current credences and my credences in five years’
time both satisfy the Weak Reflection Principle.

Again, as my credence that Sophie is an introvert change, so does
my utility for that outcome. Here’s how my credences at the ten
year point match with my utilities at that time:

• If my credence function is P11, then my utility function is
U11, where Ua

11(w1) = 6 and Ua
11(w2) = −10;

• If my credence function is P11, then my utility function is
U11, where Ua

12(w1) = 0 and Ua
12(w2) = 2;

• If my credence function is P11, then my utility function is
U11, where Ua

21(w1) = 2 and Ua
21(w2) = 0;

• If my credence function is P11, then my utility function is
U11, where Ua

22(w1) = −10 and Ua
22(w2) = 6.
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And therefore, by Inter-Grain Coherence:

• my utility for being Sophie’s parent will be Ua
ij(W1) = 2,

for each i, j = 1, 2.

Furthermore:

• my utility for not becoming Sophie’s parent remains un-
changed at 1 (i.e. Ub

ij(W2) = 1).

Now, let’s evaluate adopting Sophie and not adopting from the coarse-
grained point of view. On that view, there are two states:

• S1 = W1 & Û0 & Û1/U2 & ̂U11/U12/U21/U22 & & P̂0 & P̂1/P2 & ̂P11/P12/P21/P22

• S2 = W2 & Û0 & Û1/U2 & ̂U11/U12/U21/U22 & & P̂0 & P̂1/P2 & ̂P11/P12/P21/P22

If I adopt, the coarse-grained state is determined — it is S1. And, in that
state, both now and in the future, my utility for W1 is 2. That is,

Ua
0(W1) = Ua

i (W1) = Ua
ij(W1) = 2.

So, writing P for my aggregate credence function, and U for my aggregate
utility function, my aggregate value for adopting is

V(a) = Pa(S1)Ua(S1) + Pa(S2)Ua(S2)

= Ua(S1)

= α0Ua
0(W1) + α1Ua

i (W1) + α2Ua
ij(W1)

= α02 + α12 + α22 = 2

On the other hand, if I don’t adopt, the coarse-grained state is determined
as well — it is S2. And both now and in the future, my utility for W2 is 1.
That is,

Ua
0(W2) = Ua

i (W2) = Ua
ij(W2) = 1.

So my aggregate value for not adopting is

V(b) = Pb(S1)Ub(S1) + Pb(S2)U(S2)

= Ub(S2)

= α0Ub
0(W2) + α1Ub

i (W2) + α2Ub
ij(W2)

= α01 + α11 + α21 = 1
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So, on the coarse-grained version, V(a) > V(b), and I prefer adopting to
not adopting, so I should choose in accordance with that.

Now, let’s evaluate adopting Sophie and not adopting from the fine-
grained point of view. On that view, there are eight states:

• s111 = w1 & Û0 & Û1 & Û11 & P̂1 & P̂11

• s112 = w2 & Û0 & Û1 & Û11 & P̂1 & P̂11

• s121 = w1 & Û0 & Û2 & Û12 & P̂2 & P̂12

• s122 = w2 & Û0 & Û2 & Û12 & P̂2 & P̂12

• s211 = w1 & Û0 & Û1 & Û21 & P̂1 & P̂21

• s212 = w2 & Û0 & Û1 & Û21 & P̂1 & P̂21

• s221 = w1 & Û0 & Û2 & Û22 & P̂2 & P̂22

• s222 = w2 & Û0 & Û2 & Û22 & P̂2 & P̂22

Then

V(a) = Pa(s111)Ua(s111) + . . . + Pa(s222)Ua(s222)

Now, suppose we define Pa(sijk) as follows:

s111 s112 s121 s122 s211 s212 s221 s222
1

12
1

12
2
12

2
12

2
12

2
12

1
12

1
12
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Now, if we let α0 = α1 = α2 = 1
3 , then

Ua(s111) = α0Ua
0(w1) + α1Ua

1(w1) + α1Ua
11(w1)

=
1
3
(2) +

1
3
(−10) +

1
3
(6) = −2

3
Ua(s112) = α0Ua

0(w2) + α1Ua
1(w2) + α1Ua

11(w2)

=
1
3
(2) +

1
3
(6) +

1
3
(−10) = −2

3
Ua(s121) = α0Ua

0(w1) + α1Ua
1(w1) + α1Ua

12(w1)

=
1
3
(2) +

1
3
(−10) +

1
3
(0) = −8

3
Ua(s122) = α0Ua

0(w2) + α1Ua
1(w2) + α1Ua

12(w2)

=
1
3
(2) +

1
3
(6) +

1
3
(2) =

10
3

Ua(s211) = α0Ua
0(w1) + α1Ua

2(w1) + α1Ua
21(w1)

=
1
3
(2) +

1
3
(6) +

1
3
(2) =

10
3

Ua(s212) = α0Ua
0(w2) + α1Ua

2(w2) + α1Ua
21(w2)

=
1
3
(2) +

1
3
(−10) +

1
3
(0) = −8

3
Ua(s221) = α0Ua

0(w1) + α1Ua
2(w1) + α1Ua

22(w1)

=
1
3
(2) +

1
3
(6) +

1
3
(−10) = −2

3
Ua(s222) = α0Ua

0(w2) + α1Ua
2(w2) + α1Ua

22(w2)

=
1
3
(2) +

1
3
(−10) +

1
3
(6) = −2

3

Thus,

V(a) =
1
12

(
− 2

3

)
+ 1

12

(
− 2

3

)
+ 2

12

(
− 8

3

)
+ 2

12

( 10
3

)
+

2
12

( 10
3

)
+ 2

12

(
− 8

3

)
+ 1

12

(
− 2

3

)
+ 1

12

(
− 2

3

)
= 0

Thus, my aggregate value for adopting is 0.
And both now and in the future, my utility for W2 is 1. That is,

Ua
0(W2) = Ua

i (W2) = Ua
ij(W2) = 1.
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So my aggregate value for not adopting is V(b) = 1. And so, on the coarse-
grained version, I prefer not adopting to adopting, and I should choose in
accordance with that.

The upshot: when I consider whether or not to adopt Sophie, I know
that my credences and my utilities will change if I choose to. So I face a
particular instance of the problem of choosing for changing selves. However,
as we have seen, if I turn to my favoured solution to that problem, the
recommendation that decision theory makes depends on the level of grain
at which the decision problem is formulated — in the jargon of decision
theory, my favoured solution is not partition invariant.

Of course, this is just a single case. Perhaps it is an anomaly? Let me
now investigate how Hild’s instability objection plays out in the general
case. We will assume that our agent’s credence function Ps,i that they have
in state s at time ti is obtained from their present credence function Pp by
conditionalizing on the total evidence they have at that time in that state.
So Ps,i(−) = Pp(−|Es,i). And similarly for PS,i. Now, let S1 and S2 be two
different sets of states of the world, where S2 is a fine-graining of S1 — that
is, each state in S1 is partitioned by some set of states in S2; each state in S2
belongs to one and only one state in S1. We will distinguish between these
levels by using upper case variables S for states in S1 and lower case vari-
ables s for states in S2. Now, the fine-graining only applies to the possible
worlds, not to the possible utility functions nor to the propositions learned
as evidence. Thus, if s ∈ S2 and S ∈ S1, and s is in S, then

(i) Us,i = US,i, for all i.

(ii) Es,i = ES,i, for all i.

(iii) αs,i = αS,i, for all i.

(iv) ws is in wS.

And we assume Inter-Grain Coherence: that is, the utilities at the coarse-
grained level are just the expectations of the utilities at the fine-grained
level.

(v) Ua
S,i(w

S) = ∑s∈S2
Pa

s,i(w
s|wS)Ua

s,i(w
s).

Now, consider an act a in A. Let’s first of all consider the value of a
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relative to the coarse-grained set of states, S1, which we’ll write V1:

V1(a) = ∑
S∈S1

Pa(S)
n

∑
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Next, consider its value relative to the fine-grained set of states, S2, which
we’ll write V2:

V2(a) = ∑
s∈S2

Pa(s)
n

∑
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Now, there are outcomes in which V1 and V2 are guaranteed to agree on
act a. For instance:

Proposition 5.0.1 Suppose

Pa(ws|wS &
n∧

j=1

Ûs,j &
n∧

j=1

Ês,j) = Pa(ws|wSEs,i)

for each S and s in S and each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then V1(a) = V2(a).

From Proposition 5.0.1, we have: if you are certain ahead of time how your
utilities will develop if you choose a, and if you are sure that you will not
obtain any new evidence, then V1(a) = V2(a). But usually there will be acts a
for which V1(a) and V2(a) are different. And, if they are different, then there
is a value, m, that lies strictly between them — e.g. m = V1(a)+V2(a)

2 . Let’s
suppose V1(a) < m < V2(a). Then, if we specify an alternative act b such
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that Ub
s,i(w

s) = m for all fine-grained states s in S1, then V1(b) = V2(b) = m.
So

V1(a) < V1(b) = V2(b) < V2(a)

So, relative to the fine-grained version of the decision problem, b is better
than a, while relative to the coarse-grained version, a is better than b. Thus,
we see that the problem of the partition sensitivity of our favoured solution
is widespread.

How might we respond to this concern? I think the natural move is
to insist that there is a privileged level of description of the world, and
it is our credences and utilities concerning the states of the world in that
graining that we should aggregate using the method I propose.38 Indeed,
this move fits well with the theme of this section that we should begin
by aggregating an agent’s reasons for having the attitudes she has, and
not the attitudes that she bases on those reasons. After all, we might see
the problem for ex post aggregation as similar to the problem for ex ante
aggregation. There is a hierarchy of levels at which our attitudes sit: there
are our preferences, which are determined by our credences and utilities
defined over a particular grain of description; but then those credences
and utilities in turn are determined by credences and utilities at a finer
grain of description; and so on. Now, if we can identify the finest grain of
description that we have — the description on the basis of which all others
are determined — then we can simply aggregate those. In this way, we
might avoid Hild’s problem.

What are the candidates for this role? How might we pick out that finest-
grained level such that the credences and utilities at that level determine all
the others? There may well be principled ways to do this. For instance, there
should come a level of description so fine-grained that fine-graining any
further won’t change the utilities. That is, at this level, everything that deter-
mines my utilities has been specified. Specifying anything further changes
nothing. Then, as a consequence of Proposition 5.0.1(i), if we calculate our
expected utility relative to that level, fine-graining any further won’t make
any difference — that is, our value function and thus preference ordering
will be stable relative to all levels below that level. For instance, if your util-
ity is determined solely by how much pleasure and pain you experience
in the state of the world in question, then the most coarse-grained level of

38Note that this is the same solution proposed by Lara Buchak (2013) to the partition
sensitivity of her own decision theory, risk-weighted expected utility theory, which we’ll meet
again in chapter ??. See (Thoma & Weisberg, 2017) for a discussion of this feature of Buchak’s
theory.
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description in which that is fully specified is the privileged level we seek.
Specify anything further — the pleasure or pain of others, the number of
stars in the universe, or whether Mozart was taller or shorter than 5ft4in or
exactly that height — and the utilities won’t change. To avoid Hild’s prob-
lem of the instability of preferences — that is, in order to comply with the
Independence of Grain principle — we must stipulate that the decisions are
made relative to a level of grain at which everything that our agent cares
about is specified.

5.1 The Objective Utility Solution Redux

In section 3.3, we considered the Objective Utility Solution to the problem
of choosing for changing selves. According to that putative solution, while
an agent’s subjective utilities do change over time, this is only because her
credences concerning the true objective utilities change — indeed, an agent’s
subjective utility for an outcome is simply her subjective expectation of its
objective utility.

Now, as we saw above, if we assume that our agent satisfies the Re-
flection Principle, the problem of choosing for changing selves evaporates.
However, that problem itself demonstrates the implausibility of the Reflec-
tion Principle in this context — if we adopt the principle, we must con-
sider agents like Blandine and Erik irrational, which is an unpalatable con-
sequence. Thus, the problem of choosing for changing selves remains. Now
that I have formulated my own favoured judgment aggregation solution, I
think we can adapt it to provide a solution for the objectivist.

On my favoured solution, the aggregate value of an act is given as fol-
lows:

Vsubj
G (a) = ∑

s∈S
Pa

G(s)U
a
G(s)

= ∑
s∈S

Pa
p(s)

n

∑
i=1

αs,iUa
s,i(w

s)

Thus, we specify each state in sufficient detail that it tells us the agent’s
utility function at each time in that state, and we take the value of an act
for me to be my subjective expectation of the aggregate subjective utility for
that act, where the aggregate subjective utility for an outcome is a weighted
average of the individual utilities for that outcome.
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The natural way to adapt this for the objectivist is as follows:

Vobj
G (a) = ∑
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Pa

G(s)U
a
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)
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Thus, we specify each state in sufficient detail that it tells us the agent’s
utility function at each time in that state, and we take the value of an act
for me to be my subjective expectation of its aggregate subjective utility,
where the aggregate subjective utility for an outcome for me is my subjective
expectation of its objective utility from the point of view of a weighted
average of the credences of my past, present, and future selves concerning
the objective utility.



Chapter 6

Can we compare utilities
between different selves?

Recall Aneri from the beginning of the book:

Aneri is deciding between two career prospects: she has been
offered a place on a training programme for new police officers;
and she has been offered a position as an conservation officer for
her local council. She is trying to decide which offer to accept.
Aneri currently values conformity more than she values self-
direction, but not much more. She knows that the conservation
job provides some scope for self-direction, though not too much.
A police officer, on the other hand, has very little room for self-
direction. If Aneri’s values stay as they are, the conservation role
will suit her well, while she will find the role of police officer
frustrating. But she also knows that a person’s values tend to
become ‘socialised’, at least to some extent. In particular, she
knows that she will likely come to value conformity more than
she does now if she trains for the police. And, if that’s the case,
she will not find it frustrating. Indeed, we might suppose that
being a police officer will fit to her socialised values very slightly
better than her current values fit with the conservation role.

Bearing all of this in mind, I asked, what career should Aneri choose? The
answer I sketched in the previous chapter proceeds as follows.

Aneri formulates a particular decision problem in which the two op-
tions between which she must choose are: becoming a police officer (Police)
and becoming a conservation officer (Conservation). To do this, she starts by

72
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specifying possible states of the world; then she specifies how likely each of
these states is given she chooses a particular option; then she specifies the
utilities of the outcomes of performing each option when each state obtains;
then she calculates the expected utility of each option and picks one with
maximal expected utility.

Recall: each state must specify (i) a possible world, which details how
things are outside her; (ii) the times within that world; (iii) the utility func-
tions that she has at each of these times. To specify (i), Aneri must pick the
grain at which she is going to formulate her decision problem. Given our
purposes in this chapter, we can be quite crude about this. We might in fact
just specify two possible worlds: in the first, w1, Aneri becomes a police
officer; in the second, w2, she becomes a conservation officer.

To specify (ii), she might also be quite crude and specify just three times:
one in the past, t0, the present moment, t1, and one in the future, t2.

Then, to specify (iii), she must specify her utility function at each time
— t0, t1, and t2 — which will assign numerical utilities to the two possible
outcomes Police & w1 and Conservation & w2.39 More precisely, she must
specify her past, present, and future utilities in these two outcomes on the
same scale. For recall from chapter 2 that, if one utility function specifies a
legitimate numerical representation of an agent’s values, so does any posi-
tive linear transformation of it. Thus, as with temperature, there are many
different possible scales on which to measure value. We must ensure that
we measure values on the same scale for an agent at the different times in
the different states in our decision problem. After all, just as we wouldn’t
calculate the mean surface temperature on Earth by taking the surface tem-
peratures at points in the northern hemisphere in celsius and the points in
the southern hemisphere in fahrenheit and averaging, so when we wish
to aggregate the utilities of different selves to give the aggregate utility of
a state, and then compare that to the aggregate utility of some other state,
we want to ensure that all of the utilities in play are measured on the same
scale.

There will be two such states: one with world w1, which we’ll call state
s1, where Aneri becomes a police officer; the other with world w2, which
we’ll call s2, where Aneri becomes a conservation officer. In both possible
states, Aneri’s values in the past and at the present are the same: she values
conformity most, but not much more than self-direction. So, we might say

39We ignore the other two outcomes because we are certain that by choosing to become a
police officer, Aneri will become a police officer, and by choosing to become a conservation
officer, she will become a conservation officer.
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that, at t0 and t1, Aneri’s utility for Police & w1 is 3, while her utility for
Conservation & w2 is 5.

In the state where she becomes a conservation officer — that is, s2 —
her values don’t change and so she retains these same utilities at t2 in the
state, when measured on the same scale. In contrast, in the state in which she
becomes a police officer — that is, s1 — her values change: she comes to
value conformity more and self-direction less. So, perhaps, in that state, her
utility at t2 for Police & w1 is 10, while her utility for Conservation & w2 is 1.
Again, more precisely, we say that these are her utilities on the same scale we
used to specify her utilities at t0 and t1.

With this in hand, we have specified the two possible states of the world,
s1 and s2. Then, to specify our aggregate utility in each state, we take a
weighted average of the utilities that Aneri assigns at the different times in
that state to the world that is actual in that state. Thus, her aggregate utility
in s1 is

(αs1,0 × 3) + (αs1,1 × 3) + (αs1,2 × 10)

while her aggregate utility in s2 is

(αs2,0 × 5) + (αs2,1 × 5) + (αs2,2 × 5)

While we must wait until the second half of the book to discuss how we
should these weights, let’s assume for the moment that Aneri completely
discounts her past selves, so that αs1,0 = αs2,0 = 0. And let’s suppose that
her weightings don’t depend on the state, so that αs1,1 = αs2,1 = α and
αs1,2 = αs2,2 = 1− α. So her aggregate utility in s1 is 3α + 10(1− α), while
her aggregate utility in s2 is 5α + 5(1− α) = 5. Thus, since choosing to be
a police officer necessitates s1, and choosing to be a conservation officer
necessitates s2, Aneri should choose the former if 3α + 10(1− α) > 5; that is,
if α < 5

7 . She should choose the latter if 3α + 10(1− α) < 5; that is, if α > 5
7 .

And she may choose either if the two are equal.
Our topic in this chapter is how we accomplish the latter steps in the pro-

cess above, where we give the numerical values that specify the utilities that
Aneri assigns to the different outcomes at different times and in different
states. I take there to be two tasks in this area: first, I need to explain what
we are doing when we give numerical representations of values, which is
after all what utilities are, and how we achieve this; and second, I need to
explain what it means to say that the utilities of two different selves are
measured on the same scale, and how we achieve that.

I trust that the discussion above of Aneri’s decision sufficiently moti-
vates giving these numerical representations of her values, and giving them
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on the same scale. Without this, we cannot say, for instance, how much more
utility Aneri must get from her future point of view as a police officer and
how much weight that future self must receive in order to make it rational
for her to choose to change her values by training to become a police officer.
And indeed, something like this is always the reason we want such numeri-
cal representations of well-being or value or happiness, and the reason we
want them on the same scale. We need them to adjudicate trade-offs. We
need to know how much worse it is to suffer a year with kidney failure
than a year with medically-managed diabetes in order to allocate scarce re-
sources (Bognar & Hirose, 2014); we need to know how much better £1, 000
is for me than £300 in order to decide whether or not I should take the latter
for sure or a 50-50 bet on the former (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947);
and we need to know whether Caro values free access to wilderness spaces
more than Don values free access to libraries in order to know which should
be our priority for government funding (Sen, 2017).

6.1 Representing values with numbers

So, first, the numerical representation itself. What do the numbers represent
that I attach to outcomes like Police & w1 and Conservation & w2 as my util-
ities? Like the numbers we use to represent temperature, they measure a
particular quantity; they say how much there is of some thing that comes
in different amounts. The quantity in question is the strength or intensity of
my desire for the outcome in question; it is the degree to which I value it.

We talk of such a quantity often. Sometimes we make categorical state-
ments about it: I want to be a musician; I value the life of the mind. Some-
times we make ordinal statements: I prefer being a musician to being a
stonemason; I value being a conservation officer more than being a police
officer. Sometimes we make cardinal statements about it: I value a walk in
the woods much more than being stuck in rush-hour traffic; I value walk-
ing to work a little more than cycling; for me, the value difference between
watching musical theatre and watching rugby is greater than the value dif-
ference between eating a cupcake and eating tree bark.

Together, these suggest that there is a quantity here that we might repre-
sent. But we can say more. We can specify its functional role in the workings
of the mind; and we can say how we might measure it. And surely this is
sufficient to establish its legitimacy. We ask no more of other mental items
about which we theorise: for beliefs, we note that we talk about them in our
folk psychology, we specify a functional role for them in our mental life, and
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we give a reliable but fallible method for attributing such states to subjects.
The functional role of these strengths or intensities of desires is just a

more nuanced version of the functional role of categorical desires. Thus, for
instance, just as desiring something causes emotions such as disappoint-
ment when you learn that it won’t be yours, so different strengths of desire
cause different strengths of disappointment. The more I value my friend
finding happiness, the more I am disappointed when they are sad. Desiring
is also related to hope: if I desire something and I discover it might happen,
I hope for it. Strengths of desire case strengths of hope. The more I desire a
Labour government, the more strongly I will hope that they will win at the
next election. Just as desires interact with beliefs to give rise to action, so
strengths of desires interact with beliefs and with strengths of belief to give
rise to action. Thus, if I desire one thing more strongly than another, and I
know that I can obtain the first by one action and the second by another, I
will choose the first action. And the more strongly I desire something the
more of a risk I will take to obtain it — that is, the less confident I have to
be that an action will obtain it for me in order to take that action all the
same. As the Hungarian-American economist, John Harsanyi, puts it using
a moving autobiographical example:

if a person is known to have risked his life in order to obtain a
university education (e.g., by escaping from a despotic govern-
ment which had tried to exclude him from all higher education),
then we can take this as a reasonably sure sign of his attach-
ing very high personal importance (very high utility) to such an
education. (Harsanyi, 1977a, 643-4)

This latter functional role is crucial for us here, for it forms the basis of
the method by which we seek to measure these strengths of utility. The idea
is that we will measure how intensely an agent values an outcome by the
risks they are willing to take to acquire it, just as Harsanyi says. The method
is due to Ramsey (1931) and von Neumann & Morgenstern (1947). Here it
is, set out more precisely:

• Let oworst be the outcome this agent values least;

• Let obest be the outcome she values most;

• Pick two real numbers, a < b;

• Let her utility for oworst be a and her utility for obest be b.

That is, U(oworst) = a and U(obest) = b.
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• Given any outcome o, her utility for that outcome will be determined
by finding the gamble between oworst and obest that she considers ex-
actly as good as getting o for sure.

In particular:

– Let po be the probability such that our agent is indifferent be-
tween o for sure, on the one hand, and po chance of obest and
1− po chance of oworst, on the other.

– Her utility for o is (1− po)a + pob.
That is, U(o) = (1− po)U(oworst) + poU(obest).

In this way, we might measure the utility this agent assigns to each out-
come. And notice that all we appealed to at any point was the ordering of
outcomes and gambles on outcomes by their value. That is, we moved from
ordinal information concerning the desirability of gambles on outcomes to
cardinal information about the desirability of those outcomes. Few doubt
the psychological reality of the former; and we leverage that to bolster our
case in favour of the psychological reality of the latter.

Now notice: we placed no restrictions on the numbers that represent the
top and bottom of the scales other than that they should be ordered in the
correct way, so that o1 has lower utility than o2. Thus, we might set a = 0 and
b = 1, or a = −100 and b = 100, or anything else. This is why any positive
linear transformation of a utility function is as good as a representation
of an agent’s values as the original utility function. It simply results from
choosing different values for the utilities of the worst and best outcomes.

Sometimes, this method is taken not as a means by which to measure the
strength of an agent’s desires, but rather as a definition of what it means to
have a certain utility in an outcome. But I have no truck with that sort of
behaviourist interpretation. I take a realist view here. Strengths of desires
are defined by their functional role, and we have sketched some aspects of
that above. It is perfectly possible that a mental item doesn’t always play
its functional role well. Sometimes something goes wrong and I don’t feel
disappointment when I realise I won’t get something I desire strongly. And
similarly, sometimes something goes wrong and I value an outcome very
highly but won’t take much of a risk to obtain it. So this method of mea-
surement can sometimes misfire, just as using a thermometer to measure
temperature can sometimes misfire. But it will usually work just fine. And
it serves its purpose here, which is to bolster our case that there is a quantity,
the strength or intensity of our desires, that we can represent numerically.
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Granted the method described above, given two selves — Aneri before
she becomes a police officer and Aneri afterwards — what really represents
the values of each self is not a single utility function, but rather a set of
utilities functions, any two of them positive linear transformations of one
another. In order to aggregate these, we need to pick just one utility func-
tion from each; and, as we emphasised above, we must assume that both
measure utility on the same scale. How are we to do that?

In the social choice literature, where we wish to pick a utility function for
each individual in society and aggregate them, and where again we must
ensure that the utility functions we pick all measure utility on the same
scale, this is known as the problem of interpersonal utility comparisons. I can’t
see inside your mind and you can’t see inside mine. So how can we tell
whether the utility function we use to represent the strength of your desires
measures those strengths on the same scale as the one we use to represent
the strength of my desires? How can we tell whether, when your utility
function assigns 4 to an outcome and mine assigns 6, we can conclude that
I value that outcome more than you do? In the remainder of this chapter, I
will spell out a number of standard solutions to the problem of interpersonal
utility comparisons that have been proposed in the social choice case, and
we will ask whether any of them might solve the analogous problem for
different selves; what we might call the problem of interself/intrapersonal utility
comparisons. As we will see, none of the standard proposals will work in our
case. But something closely related will. We conclude by describing that
proposal.

6.2 Empathetic preferences

The most famous proposal in this area is Harsanyi’s appeal to so-called
empathetic preferences (Harsanyi, 1977b). When we specified our method for
measuring the utility Aneri assigns to an outcome, we began by assuming
that she put those outcomes in order from worst to best — these are, of
course, her preferences over those outcomes. Then we assumed that she
made judgments of indifference between different gambles on those out-
comes. Harsanyi thinks she can do more. Suppose Aneri has two friends,
Ben and Camille. She knows them well. Then not only does Aneri have her
own preference ordering over the outcomes, and her own judgments of in-
difference between gambles over them; she also has what Harsanyi would
call an empathetic preference ordering over outcome-friend pairs, and judg-
ments of indifference between gambles over these pairs. An outcome-friend
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pair is a pair (o, i), where o is an outcome and i is either Ben or Camille. Thus,
Aneri can judge not only whether she prefers being Aneri with outcome o
over being Aneri with outcome o′, but also whether she prefers being Ben
with outcome o over being Camille with outcome o′. And she can make judg-
ments of indifference between gambles over such outcome-friend pairs. So
she can judge whether being Ben with outcome o for sure is exactly as good
as a gamble that makes you Ben with outcome o∗ with chance p and Camille
with outcome o† with chance 1− p. She does this by empathetically inhabit-
ing their perspective. A necessary condition on her doing well, of course, is
that, when restricted just to the outcome friend pairs (o, Ben), the ordering
or indifference judgments agree with Ben’s personal ordering; and similarly
for Camille. If she does manage that, then we can construct measures of
utility for Ben and Camille that are bound to be on the same scale. Thus,
let (oworst, iworst) be the outcome-friend pair at the bottom of Aneri’s empa-
thetic preference ordering, and let (obest, ibest) be the pair at the top. Then, as
before, we pick a < b and let UA(oworst, iworst) = a and UA(obest, ibest) = b
be Aneri’s utilities for those pairs. Next, suppose Aneri judges a gamble
in which she is friend i with outcome o for sure to be exactly as good as a
gamble on which she is ibest with outcome obest with chance po and iworst
with outcome oworst with chance 1− po. Then UA(o, i) = (1− po)a + pob.
That is, we set Aneri’s utilities for the various outcome-friend pairs exactly
as we set her utilities for outcomes alone in the standard case. And we pick
utility functions for Ben and Camille on the same scale by letting Ben’s
utility in outcome o be Aneri’s utility in being Ben with outcome o and let-
ting Camille’s utility in outcome o be Aneri’s utility in being Camille with
outcome o — that is, UB(o) = UA(o, Ben) and UC(o) = UA(o, Camille).

Might Aneri use the same trick to ensure that when she specifies her past,
present, and future utilities in the states of the world in her decision problem,
she specifies them all on the same scale? You might think that the accurate
empathy required in such a case will be more easily achievable than in the
standard case: empathising with other selves is easier than empathising
with other people. And perhaps it is on average. But some of the cases
that exercise us most when we consider choosing for changing selves are
precisely those in which empathy with future selves is so difficult. Can I
empathise with my possible future parent-self sufficiently that I can judge
accurately whether being me currently and in an outcome in which I lose
my job, say, is better or worse than being my future parent-self and being in
an outcome in which my child loses their job? It’s not obvious that I can.

Let’s turn, then, to another attempt to ensure that Aneri measures her
current utilities on the same scale as her past and future utilities. It begins
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with the following insight. Suppose we have two agents, or two selves. The
values of the first are represented by the set of utility functions U1, while the
values of the second are represented by U2. Next, pick a utility function U1
from U1. Then we can fix the utility function U2 in U2 that measures utility
on the same scale if we can find just four outcomes, o1, o′1, o2, o′2, for which
we want to say the following:

(i) neither agent is indifferent between o1 and o2;

(ii) neither agent is indifferent between o′1 and o′2;

(iii) o1 is exactly as good for the first agent as o2 is for the second;

(iv) o′1 is exactly as good for the first agent as o′2 is for the second.

Suppose we can do that. Then we just pick U2 from U2 so that U1(o1) =
U2(o2) and U1(o′1) = U2(o′2). And it turns out that there is just one utility
function in U2 for which that holds — there are infinitely many for which
U1(o1) = U2(o2), and infinitely many for which U1(o′1) = U2(o′2), but only
one for which both hold.

How might we discover these anchor points, o1, o2 and o′1, o′2? One sug-
gestion is that they can be determined by attending only to the meaning
of utility. We might think that it is an analytic or conceptual truth, for in-
stance, that the outcome I consider worst must be exactly as bad for me as
the outcome that you consider worst is for you. And similarly for our best
outcomes. Thus is sometimes called the zero-one rule, since we might dictate
that an agent’s worst outcome always receives utility 0 from them, whilst
their best outcome receives utility 1. We thereby obtain a single scale on
which to measure utility for all agents.

In the interpersonal case, in which the agents whose utility we wish to
compare are different people, the problems are well known (Griffin, 1986;
Hammond, 1991; Sen, 2017). Consider, for instance, an individual, call him
Hieronymous, with a vivid and dark imagination. He is forever dreaming
up more and more nightmarish scenarios; more and more horrifying forms
of torture inflicted on his loved ones; more and more monstrous ways a
human life can go. As he does this, each of these worse and worse outcomes
takes the place of the previous worst outcome he considered. In line with
the zero-one rule, they are successively assigned utility 0. But this then
pushes up the utilities of everything above them. So Hieronymous’ utility
for having a lemon ice cream increases as he imagines worse and worse
possible outcomes. Similarly, consider Kimmy, Hieronymous’ mirror image,
who imagines better and better outcomes, filling her outcome space with
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wonderfully imagined ways in which everyone might be happy and content
and fulfilled. Then, as each of these replaces the previous best outcome in
Kimmy’s set, it is assigned utility 1, in line with the zero-one rule, and those
below it receive less utility. This doesn’t seem right. You can’t make things
worse for yourself simply by imagining hypothetical good things nor make
things better for yourself by imagining hypothetical bad things.

Of course, there are some people who feel happier the further their sit-
uation is from the worst possible situation and those who feel sadder the
further their situation is from the best. For some people who suffer a ma-
jor calamity, they report lower levels of well-being immediately after the
calamity but soon start reporting well-being at much the same level as they
did beforehand. One explanation is that, while they now inhabit a situation
that they value less, in some sense, they have seen truly awful possibili-
ties they hadn’t imagined before the calamity, and because they apply the
zero-one rule to their well-being reports, they report the worse situation as
having the same numerical well-being as the previous better situation. But
these are reported well-being levels. They are not measures of how much
an agent values an outcome. And it seems much less plausible to say that
a person genuinely changes how much they value an outcome when they
imagine a new worst possible outcome.

So the zero-one rule won’t do. Another suggestion that also attempts
to fix the utility of two outcomes comes from the literature on moral un-
certainty. Suppose I don’t know which is the correct moral theory. I know
that, whatever it is, it is a rights-based theory, but I don’t know which of
the many such theories is correct. Or I know that it is a utilitarian theory,
but I don’t know whether the utility to be maximised is Bentham’s hedonic
utility or the satisfaction of preferences. Suppose I wish to make a decision
with morally relevant consequences. Then, as I mentioned above, I face a
judgment aggregation problem. I wish to make the decision in line with the
true moral theory, but I don’t know which that is. So I want to aggregate
the judgments of the possible theories in some way. Perhaps I wish to take
some measure of the values they assign to each outcome and then set my
utilities for those outcomes to be a weighted average of theirs — perhaps the
weights reflect my credences in the various theories, so that the weighted
average is just my expectation of the true moral value of the outcome. If I
am to do this, I must ensure that I am measuring the value that each moral
theory assigns on the same scale. How might I do that?

Jacob Ross (2006) makes the following suggestion. While the different
possible moral theories between which I’m uncertain disagree on many
things, they also agree on a great deal. For instance, the different rights-
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based theories might disagree on the relative values of an outcome in which
ten people are tortured and another in which one person is killed. But if
an outcome involves no violations of rights, those theories must agree on
its value. Thus, to ensure that we are measuring the outcomes on the same
scale, we need only find two outcomes o1, o2 that the moral theories will
rank differently, but which involve no violations of rights. Then we pick a
utility function that measures the values assigned by the first and call it U.
And we choose the utility function U′ that measures the values assigned by
another of the theories such that U(o1) = U′(o1) and U(o2) = U′(o2). And
this ensures that U and U′ measure value on the same scale.

Note that Ross’ solution is unlikely to help in the case of interpersonal
utility comparisons. In the case of the moral theories, we know that there
are outcomes to which each of the theories assign the same value because
we know everything about those theories — we constructed them ourselves.
But in the interpersonal case, it is not possible to specify outcomes such that
we can be sure two agents agree on the value of those two outcomes. Even
if I know that Aneri and Blandine agree that it is unimportant whether the
tree outside their front door is an ash or an oak, I can’t assume they assign
equal utility to that outcome. I can’t assume that what is unimportant for
Aneri has the same utility for her as what is unimportant for Blandine.

You might think, however, that Ross’ solution would work well for the
intrapersonal/interself case. After all, my future self has quite a lot more
insight into the mind of my past selves than I have into your mind or the
minds of even my friends and family. And surely we can expect my future
self to be able to judge when they value something to the same extent as they
used to — that is, when they and some past self assign the same utility to an
outcome. What’s more, however great the change in our values, presumably
there are always some things we continue to value to the same extent. When
Aneri becomes a police officer and socialises her values so that she becomes
more conformist, this surely changes only her utilities in situations which
demand more or less conformity. It won’t change, for instance, the utility
assigns to eating chocolate ice cream, nor the utility she assigns to eating
lemon sorbet. So, if her utilities for those two outcomes are different from
one another — she prefers chocolate to lemon, for instance — we can use
those as our anchor points to ensure that we measure her present and future
utilities on the same scale.

Unfortunately, it’s not quite so simple. Recall from above: utilities are
primarily defined on the finest-grained outcomes; they are then defined on
coarser-grained outcomes in line with Inter-Grain Coherence from chapter
4. Let’s consider the finest-grained outcomes first. Since these outcomes
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specify everything the agent cares about, it is actually rather unlikely that
we’ll find some finest-grained outcome that we value to the same extent
before and after our values change. For instance, Aneri’s present self values
being a police officer less than her future officer-self. But each finest-grained
outcome will specify whether or not she is a police officer. So she will value
each such outcome in which she is a police officer more in the future, and
less in the past. Similarly, for me making my decision whether or not to
adopt Sophie. Each finest-grained outcome specifies whether or not I adopt
Sophie. Thus, I will value any outcome in which I do more in the future
when I am Sophie’s parent than now when I am not. So we cannot hope to
apply Ross’ technique to finest-grained outcomes, since the extent to which
we value those will change whenever almost any of our values change.

But surely we can apply it to coarser-grained outcomes? And that would
be sufficient. Again, I think not, and for related reasons to before. Let’s focus
on Aneri’s present self, where she values conformity less than her future
police-self will.Aneri’s future police-self might say: ‘I’ve come to value con-
formity more; but the value I assign to eating chocolate ice cream hasn’t
changed, nor the value I assign to eating vanilla ice cream, and I value
the former more than the latter’. Can we not then pick U1 and then fix U2
by demanding that U1(Eat chocolate ice-cream) = U2(Eat chocolate ice-cream)
and U1(Eat vanilla ice-cream) = U2(Eat vanilla ice-cream)? And would that
not be sufficient? Well, it would be sufficient if we could do it; but unfortu-
nately we can’t. The problem is that there are two ways to hear Aneri’s as-
sertion. On the first, it concerns the values she assigns to the coarse-grained
outcomes Eat chocolate ice-cream and Eat vanilla ice-cream. On the second, it
concerns the contribution that her consumption of chocolate or vanilla ice
cream makes to the overall value of a given finest-grained outcome. In order
to apply Ross’ solution, we must interpret her in the first way. But on that
reading what she says is false.

To see why, let’s look again at how the utility of a coarse-grained out-
come is related to the utility of the finest-grained outcomes compatible with
it. For simplicity, let’s suppose that all that Aneri cares about are her career
and the ice cream flavour she eats. So the finest-grained outcomes compati-
ble with eating chocolate ice cream are: Eat chocolate ice cream & Police Officer,
and Eat chocolate ice cream & Conservation Officer. Now, her present self then
sets her utility in coarse-grained outcomes in which she eats chocolate ice
cream as follows:

Ua
0(Choc) = Pa

0 (Choc & PO|Choc)Ua
0(Choc & PO)+

Pa
0 (Choc & CO|Choc)Ua

0(Choc & CO)
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And her future police-self sets that utility similarly:

Ua
1(Choc) = Pa

1 (Choc & PO|Choc)Ua
1(Choc & PO)+

Pa
1 (Choc & CO|Choc)Ua

1(Choc & CO)

Now, Aneri’s future police-self values being a police officer more than her
current self does, and values being a conservation officer less. So:

Ua
1(Choc & PO) > Ua

0(Choc & PO)

Ua
1(Choc & CO) < Ua

0(Choc & CO)

But Aneri’s future police-self is also certain that she chose to be a police
officer, and not a conservation officer, so Pa

1 (PO) = 1 and Pa
1 (CO) = 0. So

Pa
1 (Choc & PO|Choc) = 1

Ua
1(Choc & CO|Choc) = 0

And thus, U1(Choc) > U0(Choc). So it just isn’t true that Aneri assigns the
same utility to the coarse-grained outcome on which she eats chocolate ice
cream before and after her values socialise to being a police officer; and
similarly for vanilla ice cream. Instead, when she says that her value for
chocolate ice cream and her value for vanilla ice cream haven’t changed,
she is talking of the value that eating them adds to a particular fine-grained
outcome. Thus, at most, what she might mean is this: if o is a finest-grained
outcome in which Aneri eats chocolate ice cream and o′ is one that is identi-
cal in all respects except that she eats vanilla ice cream instead, then

U0(o)−U0(o′) = U1(o)−U1(o′)

Now this helps us a little. When we fix a scale on which to measure utility
or temperature we fix a zero and we fix a unit. The zero of the Celsius scale,
for instance, sits at the freezing point of water at sea level, while the unit is
the change of temperature such that a hundred increases of this size reaches
the boiling point of water at sea level. And, were we to follow the doomed
zero-one rule proposed above, the zero of agent’s utility function would be
her worst outcome and the unit would be the change of utility between that
and her best outcome. If two utility functions U, U′ that both represent an
agent’s utilities share the same zero, one is a scaling of the other: that is,
there is α such that U′ = αU. If they share the same unit, one is a translation
of the other: that is, there is β such that U′ = U + β. If we could say that
the difference between o and o′ is the same for Aneri’s present and future
selves, then we could ensure that we are measuring her utilities on scales
with the same unit. But it would not help to fix the zero.
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Unfortunately, then, Ross’ solution won’t work for us. But it does point
towards an alternative solution. As we saw in Aneri’s case, when an agent’s
values change, this usually gives rise to changes in the utility they assign to
every finest-grained outcome, and also to every coarse-grained outcome. If
I adopt Sophie and I come to value being Sophie’s parent more, my values
in all finest-grained outcomes in which I am her parent increase. But just as
I might think a future self could judge when her utilities haven’t changed
from those of some recent past self, so we might think that they could make
some judgments about how much they have changed. Suppose I can say, for
six outcomes o1, o2, o3 and o′1, o′2, o′3, that the difference between my current
utilities in o1 and o2 is the same as the difference between my current utility
in o2 and my future utility in o3, and likewise for o′1, o′2, o′3, then:

U0(o1)−U0(o2) = U0(o2)−U0(o3)

U0(o′1)−U0(o′2) = U0(o′2)−U0(o′3)

This then fixes the utilities of U1(o3) and U1(o′3) once I’ve fixed U0. And, as
we noted in our discussion of the zero-one solution and Ross’ solution, this
is sufficient to ensure that U0 and U1 measure utility on the same scale. Thus,
perhaps Aneri can judge that the difference between her past and future
utilities in the finest-grained outcome in which she eats chocolate ice cream
and she is a police officer is equal to the difference between her present
utility in that outcome and her present utility in the finest-grained outcome
in which she eats vanilla ice cream and she is a police officer. This, then, is
our solution to the problem of intrapersonal/interself utility comparisons.



Chapter 7

Do we know enough to make
decisions this way?

I was inspired to write this book partly by reading Edna Ullmann-Margalit’s
paper ‘Big Decisions: Opting, Converting, and Drifting’ (Ullmann-Margalit,
2006), and partly by reading L. A. Paul’s enormously influential Transforma-
tive Experience book (Paul, 2014a).40 Ullmann-Margalit and Paul both discuss
a particular version of the problem of choosing for changing selves, namely,
that which arises when one of the choices that is open to us might actively
cause my values to change — choosing to adopt a child, for instance, or to
embark on a new career, or to move to another country; these are all ex-
amples of such a choice, and thus Aneri’s choice to become a police officer,
Cheragh’s decision to write her novel, and Deborah’s dilemma whether to
have a baby now or later all fall in this category, while Blandine’s decision to
study particle physics, and Erik’s and Fernando’s pension scheme choices
do not. But Paul also raises what she takes to be a further problem for or-
thodox decision theory. As we will see, the natural solution to that problem
shares features with our favoured solution to the problem of choosing for
changing selves, that is, the judgment aggregation solution. What’s more,
Paul thinks there is a fundamental problem with those features, and if she is
right, her objection causes problems for the judgment aggregation solution
as well.

40Material in this chapter is adapted from (Pettigrew, 2015b, 2016b, tac).
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7.1 The deliberative conception of decision theory

Before we describe the problem that Paul raises, it will be useful to specify
the version of decision theory to which she takes it to apply. Firstly, she
takes it to apply primarily to the realist conception that we introduced in
chapter 2. But secondly, she takes it to apply to what I will call the deliberative
understanding of decision theory, as opposed to the evaluative. The delib-
erative and evaluative understandings of decision theory differ on which
elements of a decision are relevant to its rationality. For those who favour
a deliberative understanding, decision theory governs not only the choice
that an agent makes in a given situation, but also the deliberation by which
she comes to make that choice. In contrast, those who favour an evaluative
understanding say that decision theory evaluates the choice only. Thus, for
instance, suppose I must decide whether or not to take an umbrella when
I leave my house. As it happens, I would maximise my expected utility by
taking the umbrella — I think it’s pretty likely to rain, I hate getting wet,
and it doesn’t much bother me to carry the umbrella. Now suppose that
I do indeed end up taking the umbrella. But my reason for doing so was
not that it would maximise my expected utility — it was not by calculating
which action would maximise expected utility and then picking it that I
reasoned to my conclusion. Rather, I chose the action I did simply using the
rule Always pick the action that involves approximating most closely the sartorial
choices of Mary Poppins. Then, according to the evaluative understanding
of decision theory, I am fully rational, because I chose the option that max-
imises expected utility, while according to the deliberative understanding, I
am not, because I did not deliberate correctly concerning my choice — my
decision was not sensitive to the expected utility of the actions between
which I had to choose. Paul’s challenge applies primarily to the deliberative
understanding of decision theory.

7.2 Paul’s Utility Ignorance Objection

Paul’s first objection to decision theory is that it cannot accommodate choos-
ing for changing selves — or, in her terminology, how to make a decision
when one of the options might lead to what she calls a personally transforma-
tive experience, that is, an experience that will lead you to change your values.
It is the purpose of this book to explore how we might answer that objection.
But her second objection to decision theory is based on the possibility of a
different sort of transformative experience, which she calls an epistemically
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transformative experience (or ETE). This is an experience that teaches you
something that you couldn’t come to know without having that experience.
Thus, for Frank Jackson’s scientist, Mary, who has lived her whole life in
a monochrome black-and-white room, the experience of stepping outside
and seeing the colour red for the first time is an ETE. However much Mary
learned about the physical properties of red objects during her time in that
room, she could not know what it is like to see red (Jackson, 1986). Similarly,
for some people, becoming a parent for the first time is an ETE. However
much they attend to the testimony of people who already have children,
however much they read novels about parenting, however much they care
for their friends’ children or their nephews and nieces, they cannot know
what it is going to be like to be a parent until they become one themselves
(Paul, 2014a).

In Mary’s case, what she learns from her ETE is a phenomenological
fact — she learns what it is like to see red. In the case of the new parent,
there is likely a phenomenological component to what they learn from the
experience as well — they learn what it is like to feel a particular sort of bond
with another person; and they might learn for the first time what it is like
to have sustained responsibility, either solely or in partnership with others,
for another life. But there may well be other components — the experience
might teach you some moral facts, for instance. For Paul’s objection, she
needs only this: ETEs teach you something that you cannot learn any other
way and that you need to know in order to know the utility that you assign
to the outcomes of certain actions that are available to you.

For instance, suppose I must decide whether or not to apply to adopt
a child and become a parent. If I choose to apply and my application is
successful, I will become a parent. In order to calculate the expected value of
choosing to apply, I must therefore know the utility I assign to the outcome
on which I apply and my application is successful. But in order to know
that, I need to know what it will be like to be a parent — the phenomenal
experience of the parental bond and the phenomenal experience of bearing
sustained responsibility for this particular life are components that will at
least partly determine my utility for being a parent. And that, for some
people, is something that they can know only once they become a parent.
For such people, then, it seems that the ingredients that they require in
order to calculate their expected utility for applying to adopt a child are not
epistemically available to them. And thus they are barred from deliberating
in the way that the realist-deliberative understanding of decision theory
requires of them. They are unable to make the decision rationally.

Using the ingredients of decision theory introduced above, we can state
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the problem as follows: there are two actions between which I must choose
— apply to adopt a child (Apply); don’t apply (Don’t Apply). And let’s say
that there are two states of the world — one in which I become a par-
ent (Parent) and one in which I don’t (Child-free). According to the real-
ist, to choose whether or not to apply, I must determine whether I pre-
fer applying to not applying — that is, whether Apply � Don’t Apply or
Apply ∼ Don’t Apply or Apply � Don’t Apply. To determine that, I must
calculate the expected utility of those two actions relative to my credence
function and my utility function. And to calculate that, I must know what
my credence is in each of the two possible states of the world — that is, I
must know P(Parent||Apply), P(Child-free||Apply), and so on. And I must
know my utilities for the different possible outcomes — that is, I must know
U(Apply & Parent) and U(Apply & Child-free) and U(Don’t Apply & Parent)
and U(Don’t Apply & Child-free) (we ignore for the moment the possibility
that my utilities might change if I adopt). The problem that Paul identifies
is that it is impossible to know U(Apply & Parent) prior to making the deci-
sion and becoming a parent; and thus it is impossible to deliberate about the
decision in the way that the realist-deliberative understanding of decision
theory requires. Paul concludes that there is no rational way to make such
decisions. This is the Utility Ignorance Objection to the realist-deliberative
understanding of decision theory.

Before we move on to consider how we might respond to this objection,
let us pause a moment to consider its scope. First, note that the challenge tar-
gets only the realist understanding of decision theory, not the constructivist.
For the constructivist, my credence and utility functions are determined by
my preference ordering. Thus, to know them I need only know my pref-
erence ordering. And for many constructivists I can know that simply by
observing how I choose between given sets of actions. Paul’s challenge
applies only when we take the preference ordering, and thus the set of ra-
tionally permissible actions, to be determined at least in part by the utility
function, as the realist does. Second, note that the challenge targets only the
deliberative understanding of decision theory, not the evaluative. On the
realist-evaluative understanding, I do not need to know my credences or
my utility function in order to be rational. On this understanding, in order
to be rational, I need only choose the action that in fact maximises expected
utility; I need not choose it because it maximises expected utility. Thus, Paul’s
argument has no bite for the evaluative understanding.

Now, we might extend Paul’s argument so that it does apply to the
realist-evaluative understanding. To do that, we need to argue not only that
I do not know U(Apply & Parent) prior to my choice between Apply and
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Don’t Apply, but indeed that U(Apply & Parent) is not even determined prior
to that choice. If that is the case, then there is no way to make the choice
rationally, even according to the realist-evaluative understanding. Similarly,
if my preference between Apply and Don’t Apply is not even defined prior to
my choice between them, then I cannot make that choice rationally, even ac-
cording to the constructivist. But of course this is not what Paul’s argument
establishes. The argument is explicitly epistemic.

7.3 The Fine-Graining Response

There is a natural response to Paul’s challenge, and it is similarity between
this natural response and certain features of our favoured response to the
problem of choosing for changing selves that makes Paul’s challenge rele-
vant to us in this context. Expected utility theory is designed to deal with
decisions made in the face of uncertainty. Usually that uncertainty concerns
the way the world is beyond or outside of the agent. For instance, suppose
I’m uncertain whether my adoption application would be successful if I
were to apply. Then, when I’m making my decision, I ensure that the set
of possible states of the world includes one in which my application suc-
ceeds and one in which it fails. I then quantify my uncertainty concerning
these two possibilities in my credence function, and I use that to calculate
my expected utility — perhaps I know that only 12% of adoption applica-
tions succeed, and I set my credence that mine will succeed to 0.12 in line
with that, so that P(Parent||Apply) = 0.12. However, there is no reason why
the uncertainty quantified by my credence function should concern only
the way the world is beyond me. What Paul’s argument shows is that I
am uncertain not only about the world, but also about the utility that I as-
sign to becoming a parent; I am uncertain not only about whether Parent
or Child-free will be true, but also about the value U(Apply & Parent). Thus,
just as I ensured that my decision problem includes possible states of the
world at which I succeed in my application and possible states where I fail,
similarly I should respond to Paul’s challenge by ensuring that my decision
problem includes possible states of the world at which I become a parent
and value it greatly, possible states at which I become a parent and value it a
moderate amount, states at which I become a parent and value it very little,
and so on. Having done this, I should quantify my uncertainty concerning
the utility I assign to being a parent in my credence function, and use that
to calculate my expected utility as before.

More precisely, and simplifying greatly, suppose the possible utility val-
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ues that I might assign to being a parent are −12, 3, and 10. Then, while my
original set of possible states of the world is S = {Parent, Child-free}, my
new expanded set of possible states of the world is

S∗ = {Parent & utility of being a parent is −12,
Parent & utility of being a parent is 3,

Parent & utility of being a parent is 10,
Child-free}.

Now, recall the problem that Paul identified. Given the original way of
setting up the decision problem, in order to deliberate rationally between
Apply and Don’t Apply, I need to know the utilities I assign to each possi-
ble outcome of each of the possible actions. In particular, I need to know
U(Apply & Parent). But I can’t know that until I make the decision and be-
come a parent. However, on the new formulation of the decision problem,
with the expanded set of states S∗, I do know the utilities I assign to each
possible outcome of each of the possible actions. For I know that:

• U(Apply & Parent & utility of being a parent is −12) = −12,

• U(Apply & Parent & utility of being a parent is 3) = 3,

• U(Apply & Parent & utility of being a parent is 10) = 10,

Next, I quantify my uncertainty in these new possible states to give:

P(Parent & utility of being a parent is −12||a),
P(Parent & utility of being a parent is 3||a),

P(Parent & utility of being a parent is 10||a),
P(Fail||a),

where a is either Apply or Don’t Apply. And, given this, I can calculate my
expected utility and discharge the obligations of rationality imposed by the
realist-deliberative understanding of decision theory. Paul’s Utility Igno-
rance Objection, it seems, is answered. Call this the Fine-Graining Response,
since it involves expanding, or fine-graining, the set of possible states of the
world.

Now, notice how the states of the world to which the fine-graining re-
sponse appeals resemble the states to which I appeal in my favoured re-
sponse to the problem of choosing for changing selves. In both cases, they
specify not only how the world is beyond the agent, but also how things are
inside the agent; in particular, their utilities. Thus, if there is a problem for
the Fine-Graining Response to Paul’s Utility Ignorance Objection, it likely
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carries over to our favoured solution to the problem of choosing for chang-
ing selves. I’ll consider two such objections: the first due to Paul herself
(section 7.4), the second to Sarah Moss (section 7.5).

7.4 Paul’s Authenticity Reply

Paul is not satisfied with the Fine-Graining Response. She allows that I can
expand the set of possible states of the world in the way described. And
she allows that I can form credences in those different states of the world.
But she worries about the sort of evidence on which I might base those
credences.

Let’s start with an ordinary decision that does not involve an ETE. Sup-
pose I am deciding whether to have chocolate ice cream or strawberry ice
cream. I have tasted both in the past, so I know what both experiences will
be like — neither experience would be transformative. As a result, when
I come to make my decision, I know the utility I assign to the outcome in
which I eat chocolate ice cream. I know it by imaginatively projecting myself
forward into the situation in which I am eating chocolate ice cream. And
I can do this because I have tasted chocolate ice cream in the past. And
similarly for the utility I assign to the outcome in which I eat strawberry ice
cream. I know what it is, and I know it because I’ve tasted strawberry ice
cream in the past and so I can imaginatively project myself forward into the
situation in which I’m eating it.

When I consider the utility I assign to becoming a parent, I can’t imagi-
natively project in this way, since I’m not a parent and becoming a parent is
an ETE. As described above, I respond to this epistemic barrier by expand-
ing the set of possible states of the world I consider in my decision problem.
I expand them so that they are fine-grained enough that each specifies my
utility for becoming a parent at that world; and my credences in these dif-
ferent possible states quantify my uncertainty over them. But how do I set
those credences? I cannot do anything akin to imaginatively projecting my-
self into the situation of being a parent, as I did with the chocolate ice cream,
because becoming a parent is an ETE. What can I do instead?

Well, the natural thing to do is to seek out the testimony of people who
have already undergone that transformative experience.41 Perhaps I cannot
discover from them exactly what it is like to be a parent — since it’s an
ETE, the only way to learn what it’s like is to undergo the experience. But

41See (Dougherty et al., 2015) for two further ways in which I might set these credences. I
focus on testimonial evidence here since it is the sort of evidence that Moss considers.
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perhaps I can learn from them how much they value the experience. And
after all, that’s all that I need to know in order to make my decision ratio-
nally, according to the realist-deliberative understanding of decision theory
— expected utility theory doesn’t require that you know what an outcome
will be like; it requires only that you know how much you value it and thus
how much it contributes to the expected utility calculation. However, as we
all know, different people value being a parent differently. For some, it is
an experience of greater value than all other experiences they have in their
life. For others, it is a positive experience, but doesn’t surpass the value of
reciprocated romantic love, or extremely close friendships, or succeeding in
a career, or helping others. And for yet others, it is a negative experience,
one that they would rather not have had. Simplifying greatly once again,
let’s assume that all parents fall into these three groups: members of the
first assign 10 utiles to the outcome in which they become a parent; mem-
bers of the second assign 3; and members of the third assign -12. And let’s
assume that 10% fall into the first group; 60% into the second; and 30% into
the third. Now, suppose that I learn this statistical fact by attending to the
testimony of parents. Then I might set my credences as follows (where we
assume for convenience that I am certain that my adoption application will
be successful, so P(Parent||Apply) = 1):

• P(Parent & utility of being a parent is −12 ||Apply) = 0.3,

• P(Parent & utility of being a parent is 3 ||Apply) = 0.6,

• P(Parent & utility of being a parent is 10 ||Apply) = 0.1,

With these in hand, I can then calculate the expected utility of Apply and
Don’t Apply, I can compare them, and I can make the choice between them
in the way that the realist-deliberative decision theorist requires.

However, Paul claims that if I choose in this way then my decision is
badly flawed. She holds that an agent who made the decision to become a
parent in this way would be “alienated” from that decision; the choice thus
made would be “inauthentic”:

A [...] problem with leaving your subjective perspective out
of your decisions connects to the Sartrean point that making
choices authentically and responsibly requires you to make them
from your first personal perspective. A way to put this is that if
we eliminate the first personal perspective from our choice, we
give up on authentically owning the decision, because we give
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up on making the decisions for ourselves. We give up our au-
thenticity if we don’t take our own reasons, values, and motives
into account when we choose. To be forced to give up the first
person perspective in order to be rational would mean that we
were forced to engage in a form of self-denial in order to be ra-
tional agents. We would face a future determined by Big Data or
Big Morality rather than by personal deliberation and authentic
choice. (Paul, 2014a, 130)

For Paul, then, the problem lies in the way that I set my credences in the fine-
grained states of the world. I set my credences concerning my own utilities
by deferring to statistical facts about how others assign different utilities. My
evidence does not sufficiently concern my utilities; and thus I am alienated
from any decision based on the credences that I form in response to that
evidence. I am like the agent who makes a moral decision by deferring to
societal norms or the value judgements of the majority group, rather than
making those decisions herself. Paul contrasts this statistical method of
forming opinions about my own utilities with the method described above
in the case of the chocolate and strawberry ice cream, where I imaginatively
project myself into the situation in which I have the experience based on my
own memory of previous similar experiences. In those cases, the opinions
formed do not give rise to the same sort of alienation and inauthenticity,
since they are connected in the right way to my own utilities. They are more
akin to the agent who makes the moral decision for themselves.

I have responded to Paul’s concern elsewhere, where I argue that there
is a crucial difference between these cases (Pettigrew, 2015b, 770). When I
set my credences concerning my own utilities by appealing to the statisti-
cal evidence concerning the utilities of others, I do so because I think that
this statistical evidence tells me something about my own utility; it is good
evidence concerning my own utilities. In contrast, when I defer to societal
norms to make a moral decision, I do so not because I think that those norms
tell me anything about my own values; I do not think they provide good
evidence concerning what I think is the correct moral action. I do so because
I can’t decide what I think is the correct moral action, or I do not have the
courage to follow my own moral compass.

I mention Paul’s Authenticity Reply here partly for the sake of complete-
ness, but also because Moss’ No Knowledge Reply to the Fine-Graining
Response also argues that the problem with such decisions lies in the nature
of the evidence on the basis of which I form my credences about my utilities.
Let’s turn to Moss’ reply now.
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7.5 Moss’ No Knowledge Reply

Suppose I set my credences in Parent & utility of being a parent is −12, etc., as
above. That is, I set them on the basis of statistical evidence concerning the
utilities that existing parents assign to being a parent. For Paul, the problem
is that such evidence does not sufficiently concern my utilities in particular;
it is too much concerned with the utilities of other people. For Moss, the
problem with those credences is not that they are not sufficiently concerned
with me, or at least that is not the primary problem. Rather, the problem is
that those credences do not constitute knowledge, and rational decisions
must be based on credences that constitute knowledge (Moss, ms, Section
9.5).

To those unfamiliar with Moss’ work, it might sound as if she is making
a category mistake. Credences, you might think, are simply not the sort of
thing that can constitute knowledge. Full beliefs can — if I believe that it’s
raining, then that belief might count as knowledge. But credences, or partial
beliefs, cannot — if I have credence 0.6 that it’s raining, then it makes no
more sense to say that that credence counts as knowledge than it does to
say that a colourless idea sleeps furiously. Or so you might think. But Moss
denies this (Moss, 2013, ms). Let’s see why.

First, it is worth saying what Moss takes credences to be. Suppose I say
that I’m 50% confident that Kenny is in Hamburg. On the standard inter-
pretation, this means that I have a precise graded attitude — a credence —
towards the standard, non-probabilistic content Kenny is in Hamburg, where
the latter might be represented by a set of possible worlds. In particular, I
have a 0.5 credence in that non-probabilistic content. For Moss, in contrast, a
credence is not a graded attitude towards a standard propositional content;
rather, it is a categorical attitude towards what she calls a probabilistic con-
tent. For instance, to say that I’m 50% confident that Kenny is in Hamburg
is to say that I have a categorical attitude — in fact, a belief — towards the
probabilistic content Kenny is 50% likely to be in Hamburg.

What are these probabilistic contents? Well, just as a standard proposi-
tional content, such as Kenny is in Hamburg, can be represented by a set of
possible worlds, so a Mossian probabilistic content, such as Kenny is 50%
likely to be in Hamburg, is represented by a set of probability spaces, where a
probability space is a set of possible worlds together with a probability dis-
tribution defined over those worlds. Thus, the probabilistic content Kenny
is 50% likely to be in Hamburg is represented by the set of those probability
spaces in which the probability distribution assigns 50% to the proposition
Kenny is in Hamburg — that is, the set {P : P(Kenny is in Hamburg) = 0.5}.
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Another example: Suppose I say that I’m more confident than not that
Kenny is in Hamburg. On the standard interpretation, this means that I have
an imprecise graded attitude towards the propositional content Kenny is in
Hamburg. Imprecise graded attitudes are also represented by sets of probabil-
ity spaces — these are usually called representors. In this case, my imprecise
graded attitude is represented by the set of those probability spaces in which
the probability distribution assigns more than 50% to the proposition Kenny
is in Hamburg — that is, the set {P : P(Kenny is in Hamburg) > 0.5}. That
set is my representor. For Moss, in contrast, I do not have a graded attitude
towards the propositional content Kenny is in Hamburg, but rather a categor-
ical attitude towards the probabilistic content Kenny is more likely than not to
be in Hamburg. The probabilistic content towards which I have that categori-
cal attitude is in fact represented by the same set of probability spaces that
is used to represent the imprecise graded attitude that is usually attributed
to me — that is, my representor, {P : P(Kenny is in Hamburg) > 0.5}.

Now, citing a large body of examples, Moss argues that we often say that,
just as beliefs in standard, non-probabilistic contents — viz., propositions
— can count as knowledge, so can beliefs in probabilistic contents — viz.,
the contents represented by sets of propositions. For instance, I might say
that Patricia knows that Kenny is 50% likely to be in Hamburg, or that Jason
knows that Kenny is more likely than not to be in Hamburg.

As well as citing intuitive examples in which we ascribe probabilistic
knowledge, Moss also gives examples that show that there are distinctions
between categorical beliefs in probabilistic contents that are analogous to
the distinctions that we mark between different categorical beliefs in propo-
sitions by categorising one as merely justified and the other as knowledge.
For instance, suppose that I know that the objective chance of this coin land-
ing hands is 60%. And my credence that it will land heads is 0.6 — that is, in
Moss’ framework, I believe that the coin is 60% likely to land heads. Next,
suppose that you also set your credence in heads to 0.6 — that is, you also
believe the coin is 60% likely to land heads. But you set your credence in this
way not because you know the objective chance, but because you know that
Sarah’s credence in heads is 0.6 and you have good reason to take Sarah to
be an expert on the bias of coins. However, while you are right that Sarah is
generally expert on such matters, in this case she hasn’t actually inspected
the coin and instead just plucked a number from thin air. In such a case, it
seems that, while both of us have justified credences that are correct in a
certain sense, yours is merely justified, while mine counts as knowledge.

Moss furnishes us with a splendidly detailed account of probabilistic
knowledge, which includes a Bayesian expressivist semantics for proba-
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bilistic knowledge ascriptions as well as an account of the factivity, safety,
and sensitivity conditions on probabilistic knowledge. But her No Knowl-
edge Reply to the Fine-Graining Response does not depend on the more
sophisticated or radical elements of her account. Rather, it depends on just
three claims about probabilistic knowledge.

The first, we have met already: it is the claim that credences — and, more
generally, beliefs in probabilistic contents — can count as knowledge, just
as beliefs in non-probabilistic contents can.

The second claim concerns a certain sort of case in which the credences
you form don’t count as knowledge. Suppose we meet. Noting that I am a
living human being, and knowing that about 0.7% of living human beings
will die in the next year, you form a credence of 0.007 that I will die in the
next year. Then, for Moss, your credence does not count as knowledge. The
problem is that you cannot rule out relevant alternative reference classes
to which I belong and amongst which the frequency of death within the
next year is quite different. For instance, you know that I am 35 years old.
And you can’t rule out that the likelihood of death amongst living 35 year
olds is quite different from the likelihood amongst all human beings. You
know that I am male. And you can’t rule out that the likelihood of death
amongst living males is different from the likelihood amongst all human
beings. And so on. You believe that it’s 0.7% likely that I will die in the
coming year, but you can’t rule out that my death is X% likely, for a range
of alternative values of X. Moss likens the case to Goldman’s fake barn
scenario (Goldman, 1976). I am travelling through Fake Barn County, and I
stop in front of a wooden structure that looks like a barn. I form the belief
that the structure in front of me is a barn because that’s what it looks like.
But my visual experience cannot distinguish a barn from a barn facade. So I
cannot rule out the alternative possibility that the structure is a barn facade.
And this alternative is relevant because Fake Barn County lives up to its
name: it’s full of fake barns. Therefore, my belief cannot count as knowledge.
Similarly, since you cannot rule certain alternative reference classes amongst
which my likelihood of death within the next year is quite different from
0.7%, your credence of 0.007 that I will die in the next year cannot count as
knowledge. Or so Moss says.

Now, recall our response outlined above to Paul’s Utility Ignorance Ob-
jection to decision theory. Since I cannot know the utility I assign to being a
parent, I expanded the set of possible states of the world so that, in each, my
utility is specified; and then I quantified my uncertainty concerning these
different utilities in my credences. Since I could not set those credences by
imaginatively projecting myself into the position of being a parent, I had
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to set them by appealing to the statistical evidence concerning the utilities
that existing parents assigned to being parents. Since the evidence for my
credences is statistical, if it is to count as knowledge, I must be able to rule
out relevant alternative reference classes to which I belong on which the
statistics are quite different. For instance, suppose I set my credences in the
different possible utilities by appealing to the statistics amongst all existing
parents. Then there are certainly relevant alternative references classes that
I should consider: the class of all male parents; the class of all gay male
parents; the class of adoptive parents; the class of all parents with family
and social support network similar to mine; and so on. Given the evidence
on which I based my credences, I cannot rule out the possibility that the
distribution of the three candidate utilities for being a parent is different in
these reference classes from the distribution in the reference class on which
I based my credences. Thus, according to Moss, my credences cannot count
as knowledge.

Finally, the third claim upon which Moss bases her No Knowledge Re-
ply to the Fine-Graining Response is a conjunction of a probabilistic knowl-
edge norm for reasons and a probabilistic knowledge norm for decision —
together, we refer to these as the Probabilistic Knowledge Norms for Action,
following Moss.

Probabilistic Knowledge Norm for Reasons Your credal state
can only provide a reason for a particular choice if it counts as
knowledge.

Probabilistic Knowledge Norm for Decisions Suppose the
strongest probabilistic content you know is represented by a
set P of probability functions; and suppose you are faced with
a choice between a range of options. It is permissible for you to
chose a particular option iff that option is permissible, accord-
ing to the correct decision theory for imprecise credences, for an
agent whose imprecise credal state is represented by P.

For instance, suppose you must choose whether to take an umbrella with
you when you leave the house. The strongest proposition you know is rep-
resented by the set of probability spaces, P = {c : 0.4 < P(Rain) < 0.9}. If
rain is 90% likely, then taking the umbrella maximises expected utility; if it is
only 40% likely, then leaving the umbrella maximises expected utility. Now
imagine an agent whose credal state is represented by P — in the language
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introduced above, P is her representor.42 Which actions are permissible for
this agent? According to some decision theories for imprecise credences,
an action is permissible iff it maximises expected utility relative to at least
one member of the representor. We might call these liberal decision theories,
since they make many actions permissible. On this decision theory, it is per-
missible to take the umbrella and permissible to leave it. Thus, according
to the Probabilistic Knowledge Norm for Decisions, both actions are also
permissible. According to other decision theories, an action is permissible
iff it maximises expected utility relative to all members of the representor. We
might call these conservative decision theories, since they make few actions
permissible. On this decision theory, neither taking nor leaving the umbrella
is permissible for the agent with representor P, and thus, according to the
Probabilistic Knowledge Norm for Decisions, neither is permissible for me.

Thus, putting together the various components of Moss’ No Knowledge
Reply, we have:

(i) the only precise credences I could form concerning the utility I assign
to being a parent do not count as knowledge, because my statistical
evidence doesn’t allow me to rule out alternative reference classes
that are made salient, or relevant, by the high stakes decision I wish
to make based on those credences;

(ii) by the Probabilistic Knowledge Norm for Reasons, these credences
can therefore not provide a reason for me to act in any particular way,
so that if I choose to do whatever maximises expected utility relative
to those credences, my reason for choosing in that way cannot be that
the choice maximised expected utility for me, since that invokes my
credences as a reason;

(iii) by the Probabilistic Knowledge Norm for Decisions, I am not neces-
sarily required to choose the action that maximises expected utility
relative to those credences — they do not correspond to the strongest
probabilistic content I know, and thus what is permissible for me is
not determined by maximising expected utility with respect to them.

What, then, am I required to do? That depends on what my statistical evi-
dence allows me to know, and what the correct decision theory is for impre-
cise credences. As I mentioned already, there are many candidate theories,
including the liberal and conservative versions described above. And on

42For more on the correct decision theory for imprecise credences, see (Seidenfeld, 2004;
Seidenfeld et al., 2010; Elga, 2010; Joyce, 2010; Rinard, 2015).
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the question of what my statistical evidence allows me to know, we will
have more to say below.

7.6 Assessing Moss’ No Knowledge Reply: the Pau-
lian view

We have now seen Paul’s Utility Ignorance Objection to decision theory, the
Fine-Graining Response, Paul’s Authenticity Reply, and Moss’ No Knowl-
edge Reply. Given this, we can ask two questions: Does Moss’ reply work
from Paul’s point of view? Does Moss’ reply work independently of Paul’s
point of view? Paul emphasises four important features of her objection.
As we will see, Moss’ reply to the Fine-Graining Response preserves two
of those to some extent and two not at all. We begin with those it doesn’t
preserve.

First, Paul claims that the challenge to decision theory raised by ETEs is
unique to those experiences. Whatever problem they raise, it is not raised by
any other sort of phenomenon. And yet that isn’t true on Moss’ interpreta-
tion. Consider the doctor who must choose a treatment for her patient. She
has the following statistical evidence: in 98% of trial cases, the treatment
cures the illness; in 2% of trial cases, the patient deteriorates severely. She
sets her credences in line with that. The illness is serious, so this is a high
stakes decision. Thus, other reference classes are relevant, and the doctor’s
evidence cannot rule out that the frequency of successful treatment is very
different in those. So, by Moss’ lights, the doctor’s credence of 0.98 that the
treatment will succeed and 0.2 that it will fail do not count as knowledge
and so cannot provide a reason for action. Now, you might consider that the
wrong conclusion or the right one — you might think, for instance, that the
doctor’s credences can provide reason for action, even if the doctor would
prefer to have better evidence. But that is not the issue here. The issue is
only that this other decision faces exactly the same problems that, for Moss,
any decision faces that involves ETEs. That is, ETEs do not pose any new
or distinctive problem for decision theory. And thus, on Moss’ account, we
lose this crucial feature of Paul’s account.

The second distinctive feature of Paul’s account is that, in decisions that
involves ETEs, the problem is first-personal. When I am choosing whether
or not to become a parent, the problem arises, according to Paul, because
I am trying to make a decision for myself about my own future and yet I
cannot access a part of my self that is crucial to the decision, namely, my
utilities. This is why Paul turns to concepts like alienation and authenticity
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to account for the phenomenon: they apply to first-personal choices in a
way that they don’t to third-personal ones. However, as the example of
the doctor from above shows, there is nothing distinctively first-personal
in Moss’ diagnosis of the problem with decisions that involve ETEs — the
problem arises just as acutely for a doctor making a major decision for a
patient as it does for me when I try to choose whether or not to adopt.

The first feature of Paul’s account that Moss’ No Knowledge Reply does
preserve and explain, though for quite different reasons, is the importance
of what is at stake in the decision that we wish to use our credences to make.
As Paul and Moss both acknowledge, there are trivial ETEs and important
ones. When I choose whether to spread Vegemite or Marmite on my toast —
having tried neither — I am choosing which ETE to have. But neither thinks
that this poses a problem for decision making in the way that choosing to
become a parent does. Both think it is quite acceptable to use statistical evi-
dence about the utilities that others assign to eating those two condiments
as reasons I might cite when making my decision. Paul’s explanation: only
in significant life decisions do alienation and inauthenticity threaten. Moss’
explanation: in low stakes cases, there are no alternative reference classes
that are relevant, and so my credences will constitute knowledge even if
my evidence cannot rule out any alternative reference classes. Different
explanations, but both agree that stakes matter.

The second feature of Paul’s account that Moss’ reply preserves, though
again for quite different reasons, is the attitude to decision theory. It is im-
portant to note that neither Paul nor Moss wish to abandon the machinery
of decision theory in the face of the Utility Ignorance Objection; neither
wishes to reject expected utility theory. Rather, in the case of significant life
decisions that might give rise to ETEs, they advocate changing the decision
problem that we feed into that decision theory. For instance, on the Fine-
Graining Response, when I am deciding whether or not to adopt a child, I
formulate the following decision problem:

• the possible acts are

– Apply,
– Don’t Apply;

• the possible states are

– Parent & utility of being a parent is −12,
– Parent & utility of being a parent is 3,
– Parent & utility of being a parent is 10,
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– Fail;

• the doxastic states are my precise or imprecise credences over those
states, on the supposition of those acts;

• the conative states are my utilities over the conjunctions of acts and
states, which encode the overall value I attach to these conjunctions,
incorporating the quality of the phenomenal experience they give me,
the moral and aesthetic values they boast, and so on.

I then feed this decision problem into the machinery of decision theory,
which then tells me which of the possible acts are permitted by rationality
and which are not.

For Paul, the new decision problem that we feed into the machinery of
decision theory is this:

• the possible acts are

– Apply,

– Don’t Apply,

as before;

• the possible states are

– Succeed,

– Fail;

• the doxastic states are my precise or imprecise credences over the
states, on the supposition of the acts;

• the conative states are my utilities over the conjunctions of acts and
states, but instead of encoding the overall value I attach to these con-
junctions, which Paul has shown we cannot access prior to making the
decision, they encode only the value I assign to the revelatory experiences
involved in those conjunctions.

Thus, the conative state specified in the decision problem is different from
that in the orthodox version, while the doxastic state remains the same.

In contrast, for Moss, the new decision problem is this:

• the possible acts are

– Apply,
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– Don’t Apply;

• the possible states are

– Parent & utility of being a parent is −12,

– Parent & utility of being a parent is 3,

– Parent & utility of being a parent is 10,

– Fail;

• the doxastic states are not my precise or imprecise credences over the
states, but rather the strongest imprecise states that count as knowledge for
me;

• the conative states are my utilities over the conjunctions of acts and
states, which encode the overall value I attach to these conjunctions,
as in the orthodox approach.

Thus, the doxastic state specified in the decision problem is different from
that in the orthodox version, while the conative state remains the same.

So, again, Paul and Moss agree — the orthodox decision problem should
be replaced. But they agree for different reasons — Paul thinks that the
conative state should be specified differently, while Moss thinks the doxastic
state should be specified differently.

7.7 Assessing Moss’ No Knowledge Reply: the inde-
pendent view

In this section, we continue to consider Moss’ No Knowledge Reply to the
Fine-Graining Response to Paul’s Utility Ignorance Objection to orthodox
decision theory. But this time we consider it independently of its relation-
ship to Paul’s own reply to that response to her objection. We can read Moss’
No Knowledge Reply in one of two ways: on the one hand, granted the pos-
sibility of probabilistic knowledge and the accompanying probabilistic ver-
sions of the knowledge norms for action — Moss’ Probabilistic Knowledge
Norm for Reasons and Probabilistic Knowledge Norm for Decisions — we
can read it as trying to establish that the Fine-Graining Response is wrong;
on the other hand, granted that the Fine-Graining Response is wrong, the
need to appeal to probabilistic knowledge to explain why it is wrong is sup-
posed to furnish us with an argument in favour of probabilistic knowledge,
its possibility and its use as a concept in epistemology.
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The first concern I wish to raise concerns the second reading. I will argue
that a notion of probabilistic knowledge is not, in fact, required in order to ex-
plain the problem with decisions involving ETEs in the way Moss wishes to.
The explanation can be given better, in fact, using only the familiar notion
of probabilistic justification. The central point is this: the feature of first-
personal utility credences based on statistical evidence that prevents them
from counting as knowledge on Moss’ account also prevents them from
counting as justified. In the Fine-Graining Response outlined in section 7.3
above, I have credence 0.3 in Parent & utility of being a parent is −12, 0.6 in
Parent & utility of being a parent is 3, and 0.1 in Parent & utility of being a parent is 10.
I base these credences on my statistical evidence that 30% of parents assign
utility −12 to being a parent, 60% assign utility 3, and 10% assign utility 10.
Moss claims that these credences do not count as knowledge. I claim that,
if they don’t, they also don’t count as justified.

Moss claims that these credences don’t count as knowledge because my
evidence doesn’t allow me to rule out alternative reference classes that are
rendered relevant by the high stakes of the decision I am making. I claim
that they don’t count as justified for the same reason. After all, the ability
to rule out relevant alternatives is important for justification too. Suppose
Charlie and Craig are identical twins. I know this; I’ve known them for
years. I also know that I can’t tell them apart reliably. I see Craig in the
supermarket and I form the belief that Craig is in front of me. Now, while
true, my belief does not count as knowledge because I can’t rule out the
relevant alternative possibility that it is Charlie in front of me, not Craig.
But equally my inability to rule out this possibility also renders my belief
unjustified. In general, if I believe p and there is an alternative possibility
to p such that (i) I’m aware of it, (ii) I’m aware that it’s relevant, and (iii) I
can’t rule it out, then my belief in p is not justified. The cases in which my
inability to rule out an alternative precludes knowledge but not justification
are those where either I am not aware of the possibility or not aware that it
is relevant. For instance, in Goldman’s Fake Barn County example, either I
am not aware of the possibility of barn facades — perhaps I’ve never heard
of such a thing — or, if I am aware of that possibility, I am not aware that it is
relevant — because I don’t know that I am in Fake Barn County. Thus, while
I might be justified in believing that the structure in front of me is a barn, my
belief doesn’t count as knowledge. However, as soon as I learn about the
possibility of barn facades and learn that I’m currently in Fake Barn County,
my belief is neither justified nor knowledge. And the same goes for my
credences about my utilities in the case of ETEs. Almost whatever statistical
evidence I have about my utilities for becoming a parent, there is some
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relevant alternative reference class in which there are different frequencies
for the various possible utility assignments such that (i) I’m aware of that
reference class, (ii) I’m aware it’s relevant, and (iii) I can’t rule it out. Thus,
any precise credence that I assign on the basis of that statistical evidence is
not justified.

Thus, it seems to me that Moss’ diagnosis of the problem with the Fine-
Graining Response is wrong. The problem is not that the credences based
on statistical evidence are not knowledge, it’s that they’re not justified. If that’s
right, then the argument in favour of the possibility of probabilistic knowl-
edge that Moss bases on that diagnosis fails.

But this seems a Pyrrhic victory. If I am right, surely this only makes
the problem worse for the Fine-Graining Response itself. After all, the pos-
sibility of probabilistic knowledge and the putative norms that link it with
reasons and decisions are controversial, whereas the possibility of proba-
bilistic justification and the norms that link it with reasons and decisions are
not. I think most decision theorists would agree that, while there is sense in
which an agent with unjustified credences should maximise expected util-
ity with respect to those credences, that agent will nonetheless not be fully
rational. Thus, we seem to be left with a stronger reply to the Fine-Graining
Response than we had before: we might call it the No Justification Reply.

But this is too quick. All that the considerations so far have shown is
that, if I take a single statistical fact based on the distribution of utilities
amongst people in a single reference class, and set my credences about my
own utilities exactly in line with that, without considering anything else,
then those credences will typically neither be knowledge nor justified. But
there are other, better ways to respond to statistical evidence, and these can
give justified credal states that can then be used to make our ETE decisions.

For instance, suppose I have the statistical evidence from above: 10% of
all parents assign 10 utiles to being a parent, 60% assign 3 utiles, and 30%
assign -12. But I also realise that I have properties that I share with some
but not all parents: I enjoy spending time with my nieces and nephew; and
I am a moderately anxious person. Let’s suppose I think that the latter is the
only property I have that affects the utilities I assign to being a parent. That
is, I think that the distribution of utilities in the reference class of people
who enjoy being around children is much the same as the distribution of
utilities in the reference class of all parents, but the distribution amongst
the reference class of moderately anxious people is quite different from the
distribution in the class of all parents. And let’s suppose that this belief
is justified by my background evidence. Now, I don’t know exactly what
the latter distribution is, since that isn’t included in my body of statistical
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evidence, but I have credences in the various possible distributions that
are based on my background evidence. Let’s assume again that those cre-
dences are justified by my background evidence. I then use these credences,
together with my statistical evidence concerning the distribution of utilities
in the reference class of all parents, to set my credences concerning my own
utilities for being a parent. The resulting credences will be justified.

Now notice: these credences will be justified not because I’ve ruled out
the alternative distributions of utilities amongst the alternative reference
classes, but rather because I’ve incorporated my uncertainty about those dif-
ferent distributions into my new credences concerning my utilities for par-
enting. And indeed that is the natural thing to do in the probabilistic setting.
For many Bayesian epistemologists, nothing that is possible is ever com-
pletely ruled out; we just assign to it very low credence. This is the so-called
Regularity Principle, and there are various versions determined by the vari-
ous different notions of possibility (Shimony, 1955; Stalnaker, 1970; Lewis,
1980; Jeffrey, 1992). If the Regularity Principle is true, it is too demanding to
require of an agent with probabilistic attitudes that they rule out alternative
possibilities before they can know anything. Rather, we might say: in order
for a probabilistic attitude to be justified, the agent must have considered all
relevant alternative possibilities and must have determined their attitude
by incorporating their attitudes towards those possibilities. And we can do that
in the case of credences concerning ETEs, even when those credences are
based on statistical evidence, as we can see from the example of my adop-
tion decision described above.

Now, I imagine that Moss might reply: while such credences might be
justified, they will rarely count as knowledge. In order to count as knowl-
edge, she might say, I must not only consider the properties I have that
I think might affect the utility I assign to being a parent, and incorporate
into my credences concerning that utility my uncertainty about the distri-
bution of utilities for being parent amongst the reference classes defined
by those properties; I must also consider the properties I have that will in
fact affect that utility, and incorporate my uncertainty about the distribution
of utilities for being a parent amongst the corresponding reference classes.
Failing to consider those other properties might not preclude justification
— I might be perfectly justified in not having considered those properties,
and indeed justified in not even being aware of them. But it does preclude
knowledge. Thus, just as I am perfectly justified in ignoring the possibility
that the structure in front of me is a fake barn, but will be unable to know
various propositions if that possibility is relevant in my situation, similarly,
I might be justified in not considering various reference classes and the dis-
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tribution of utilities within them, but nonetheless unable to know various
probabilistic content if those reference classes are relevant in my situation.
And thus, Moss might claim, by the Probabilistic Knowledge Norms for Ac-
tion, the justified credences that I formed by incorporating my uncertainty
about distributions amongst alternative reference classes cannot be used in
rational decision making in the usual way.

The problem with this claim is that it asks too much of us. If, in order to
know a probabilistic content concerning an event in a high stakes situation,
you must have considered all of the causal factors that contribute to it being
likely to a certain degree, there will be almost no probabilistic contents
concerning complex physical phenomena that we’ll know. In a high stakes
situation, I’ll never know that it’s at least 50% likely to rain in the next ten
minutes, even if it is at least 50% likely to rain in the next ten minutes, since
I simply don’t know all of the causal factors that contribute to that — and
indeed knowing those factors is beyond the capabilities of nearly everyone.
There are many situations where, through no fault of our own, we just do not
have the evidence that would be required to have credal states that count
as knowledge. And this is not peculiar to credences concerning utilities for
ETEs, nor even to credences based on statistical evidence.

Now, Moss might reply again: yes, it’s difficult to obtain probabilistic
knowledge; and perhaps we rarely do; and it’s true that people shouldn’t
be held culpable if they violate the Probabilistic Norms of Actions; but that
doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t strive to satisfy them, and it doesn’t mean
that the norms are not true. On this reply, Moss considers the Probabilistic
Norms of Action as analogous to the so-called Truth Norm in epistemology,
which says that we should believe only truths. Certainly, no-one thinks that
those who believe falsehoods are always culpable. But nonetheless the Truth
Norm specifies an ideal for which we should strive; it specifies the goal at
which belief aims; and it gives us a way of assigning epistemic value to
beliefs by measuring how far they fall short of achieving that ideal. Perhaps
that is also the way to understand the Probabilistic Knowledge Norms for
Action. They tell us the ideal towards which our actions should strive; and
they give a way of measuring how well an action has been performed by
measuring how far it falls short of the ideal.

But that can’t be right. Consider the following Non-Probabilistic Knowl-
edge Norm for Reasons. It says that a proposition p can count as your reason
for performing an action just in case you know p. That can legitimately be
said to set an ideal — there really is no extra feature of a categorical attitude
towards p that we would want to add once we know p; it just doesn’t get
any better than that. But that isn’t the case for probabilistic knowledge. Sup-
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pose I know that it is at least 50% likely to rain. And suppose I am deciding
whether or not to take my umbrella. The higher the likelihood of rain, the
higher my expected utility. If it’s over 40% likely to rain, I maximise my
utility by taking my umbrella. Thus, since I know it’s at least 50% likely to
rain, I should take it. But this piece of knowledge is not as good as it could
be. If it’s going to rain, it would be better if I were to believe that it is 100%
likely to rain; if it’s not going to rain, it would be better if I were to believe
that it is 0% likely to rain. What’s more, suppose I believe that it’s at least
50% likely to rain; and suppose that belief is justified but not yet knowledge.
It isn’t obvious that I do better by gaining evidence that turns my justified
belief that it’s at least 50% likely to rain into knowledge than by gaining
evidence that justifies a belief that it’s at least 90% likely to rain, but which
doesn’t make it knowledge. And if that is not the case, then knowledge isn’t
the goal at which we always aim.

Before we wrap up this chapter, I’d like to draw attention to one final
point, which is apt to be neglected. On the orthodox version of decision the-
ory, an agent is bound to choose in line with her credences and her utilities
— in the precise version of decision theory, for instance, she must pick an act
that maximises expected utility by the lights of her current precise credences.
Both Moss and Paul argue that this is too demanding in the case of an agent
who has adopted the Fine-Graining Response and who sets her credences
in the fine-grained states in line with the statistical evidence. Requiring that
she chooses in line with her credences, Paul argues, is tantamount to requir-
ing that she makes her decision by deferring to the utilities of others — and
that way inauthenticity and alienation lie. For Moss, on the other hand, it is
not reasonable to demand that an agent choose in line with beliefs in certain
probabilistic contents — which is, after all, what her credences are — when
she cannot rule out other probabilistic contents.

However, it is worth noting that the demand that orthodox decision the-
ory makes is in fact rather weak. Suppose P is the set of credence functions
that represents the strongest probabilistic content that you know. Then, in
many cases, and certainly the cases under consideration here, P is also the
set of all and only the credence functions that you are justified in adopting.
Then, while it is true that, once you have picked your credence function
P from P, you are bound to maximise expected utility with respect to P,
you are not bound to pick any particular credence function from P — you
might pick P, but equally you might pick any other P′ 6= P from P, and you
would be equally justified whichever you picked. Thus, the set of permis-
sible choices for you is in fact exactly the same according to the orthodox
view and according to Moss’ Probabilistic Knowledge Norm for Decisions,
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when that is coupled with a liberal decision theory for imprecise credences.
In each case, an act is permissible if there is a credence function P in P such
that the act maximises expected utility from the point of view of P.

I conclude, then, that Moss’ No Knowledge Reply to the Fine-Graining
Response does not work. I agree with Moss that credences that are based
directly on sparse statistical evidence do not constitute probabilistic knowl-
edge. But I argue that they are not justified either. And it is their lack of
justification that precludes their use in decision-making, not their failure to
count as knowledge. What’s more, there are ways to set credences in the
light of purely statistical evidence that gives rise to justified credences. Moss
may say that these do not count as knowledge, and I’d be happy to accept
that. But if she then also demands that credences used in decision making
should be knowledge, I think the standard is set too high. Or, if she thinks
that probabilistic knowledge simply serves as an ideal towards which we
ought to strive, then there are times when I ought to abandon that ideal —
there are times when I ought to pass up getting closer to knowledge in one
probabilistic content in order to get justification in a more precise and useful
probabilistic content.

I conclude this chapter, then, optimistic that there is no substantial prob-
lem with the Fine-Graining Response to Paul’s Utility Ignorance Objection,
and thus no analogous problem for my favoured solution to the problem of
choosing for changing selves.



Chapter 8

Why aggregate using weighted
averages?

In chapter 4, we considered a number of different ways in which we might
aggregate the attitudes and judgments of a group of agents who boast cre-
dences, utilities, value functions, and preference orderings. We considered
how we might aggregate preferences directly, such as through the Borda
count method; we considered the weighted average ex ante method, on
which we combine each agent’s credence and utility function to give their
value function, and then aggregate the resulting value functions to give
the aggregate value function of the whole group; and we considered the
weighted average ex post method, on which we aggregate the agents’ cre-
dences and utilities separately first to give the group credence function
and the group utility function, and then combine those aggregates to give
the aggregate value function. In each case, whenever the judgments were
represented numerically — such as the Borda count representation of a pref-
erence ordering, or the value function, credence function or utility function
representation of the agents’ doxastic and conative attitudes, which mea-
sure the value of an act, the credence in a state, or the utility of a situation,
respectively, on a cardinal scale — we aggregated them by taking weighted
averages of the numerical representations, a species of aggregation method
that is known as linear pooling.

Thus, the Borda count method takes the group score for a particular act
to be its average Borda count across the agents in the group — and straight
averages are just weighted averages in which each agent is assigned the
same weight. The weighted average ex ante method takes the group value
function to be a weighted average of the individual value functions. The
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weighted average ex post method does the same for the group credences
and group utilities. And of course our favoured method does the same:
the utility it assigns to a given state is a weighted average of the utilities
assigned to that state by the selves that have, do, and will exist in it.

What is much less obvious, but true all the same, is that the expected
utility norm, (EU1) from above, which says that your value for an act should
be your expectation of the utility of that act, is itself a judgment aggregation
norm, and indeed a weighted averaging or linear pooling norm at that. Let’s
see what I mean by this. Consider a standard decision problem, equipped
with a set of states, S , and a set of acts, A. You know your utilities at each
of the situations a & s, where a is an act in A and s is a state in S . But you
don’t know which state is the actual state, so you need to assign credences
to each of the states, and you need to set your value for each act. However,
you do know what your credences would be if you were to know which state
is actual — you’d give that state (and any proposition true at that state)
credence 1, and you’d give any other state (and any proposition false at the
state you know is actual) credence 0. And you do know what your value for
an act would be if you were to know which state is actual — it would be your
utility for that act at that state. Thus, you might view this as a judgment
aggregation problem in which the individuals you wish to aggregate are
these alternative know-it-all selves, your maximally well-informed counter-
parts at the different possible states who know what state it is that they are
in. Thus, for each possible state of the world, you have what we might call
a know-it-all counterpart at that state. This know-it-all counterpart assigns
maximal credence — the full 100%, or credence 1 — to all the propositions
that are true in that state of the world; and they assign the minimal credence
— 0%, or credence 0 — to all those that are false. That is, they get everything
right about that state. And their utilities are just the same as yours. More-
over, since they live not in a state of uncertainty, but in a state of certainty,
their utility function and their value function coincide. Thus, if we consider
your know-it-all counterpart at state s, then their value for a particular act
a is just your utility for the situation a & s. A little more formally: given a
state s, let your know-it-all counterpart at s have credence function Ps, utility
function Us, value function Vs, and preference ordering �s. Your attitudes,
on the other hand, are P, U, V, and �. Then:

• Ps(X) = 1, if s is in X, and Ps(X) = 0, if s is not in X.

• Us(a & s) = Vs(a) = U(a & s)

Now, suppose you are considering how to set your attitudes. You have set
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your utility function U. But you have not yet set your credence function P,
your value function V, nor your preference ordering �. A natural thing to
say is that your credences and your values are the aggregated attitudes of
your know-it-all counterparts. Thus, your credences are obtained by aggre-
gating the credences of your know-it-all counterparts, while your values
are obtained by aggregating their values. Suppose, then, that we aggregate
these all together using the method of weighted arithmetic averages; that is,
by linear pooling. Then there are weights 0 ≤ 〈αs〉s∈S ≤ 1, one for each state
of the world s, and thus each know-it-all counterpart, such that ∑s∈S αs = 1,
and each attitude you have is the weighted average of the corresponding
attitude of these agents:

(a) Your credence in a proposition X is:

P(X) = ∑
s∈S

αsPs(X) = ∑
s∈X

αs

In particular, P(s) = αs.

(b) Your value for a is

V(a) = ∑
s∈S

αsVs(a) = ∑
s∈S

αsU(a & s) = ∑
s∈S

P(s)U(a & s)

This entails two important conclusions. First, from (a), we can infer that my
credences should be probabilities. That is, they should satisfy the axioms of
the probability calculus, which say that my credence in a tautology should
be 1, my credence in a contradiction should be 0, and my credence in a
disjunction, X or Y, should be the sum of my credence in X and my credence
in Y with my credence in their conjunction, X and Y, subtracted. Second,
from (b), we can infer that my value for a particular act is my subjective
expectation of its utility, just as the expected utility norm (EU1) requires.

8.1 The Argument for Linear Pooling

So we have been assuming at various points in the preceding chapters that
the correct way to aggregate the numerically represented judgments of a
group of individuals — their credences, their utilities, their values, or their
Borda scores — is to take a weighted average of those judgments. But this
is not the only way to aggregate such judgments. We might instead take
a weighted geometric average as opposed to a weighted arithmetic average,
which we have been doing so far — this is known as geometric pooling. Or
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we might try some quite different technique. Thus, if we are to provide a
foundation for the approach that we have been taking so far, we must justify
our use of weighted arithmetic averages, in particular. We do this in the
present chapter. Having done it, we will have justified not only our favoured
approach to the problem of choosing for changing selves — granted that it
is a judgment aggregation problem, and that the attitudes to be aggregated
are the most fundamental ones, namely, the credences and utilities, we will
have shown that these fundamental attitudes should be aggregated using
weighted arithmetic averaging — we will also have justified the claim that
a rational agent’s credences are probabilities, and taking the value of an act
for an agent to be their subjective expectation of its utility.

8.1.1 The Principle of Minimal Mutilation

The argument that we will present is based on what I will call the principle
of minimal mutilation.43 Here’s the idea. When we aggregate the attitudes of
a group of individuals who disagree — that is, when we take a collection of
different sets of attitudes towards the same set of items, and try to aggregate
this into a single set of attitudes concerning those same items — what we
end up with must differ from the sets of attitudes held by at least some of
the individuals in the group, and will typically differ from all of them. But,
with most sorts of attitudes, and certainly with the numerically represented
attitudes that we are concerned to aggregate here, a miss is not as good as a
mile — some sets of attitudes lie further from an individual’s attitudes than
others. Thus, a person who thinks it’s 90% likely to rain is closer to someone
who thinks it’s 80% likely to rain than to someone who thinks that rain is
5% likely. Similarly, someone who assigns a utility of 10 to being a parent
is closer to someone who assigns 9 to that experience than to someone
who assigns 1. The principle of minimal mutilation says, roughly, that the
aggregate of the attitudes of a group of individuals should lie as close as

43See (Pettigrew, 2015a, tab) for earlier versions of this argument in particular cases. The
idea that something like the principle of minimal mutilation should be used when aggregat-
ing doxastic attitudes originates in the computer science literature (Konieczny & Pino-Pérez,
1998, 1999; Konieczny & Grégoire, 2006). There, they are interested not in aggregating nu-
merically represented attitudes, but categorical attitudes, such as full beliefs or commitments
(Miller & Osherson, 2009). This method was studied first in the judgment aggregation litera-
ture by Gabriella Pigozzi (2006). In the case of probabilistic aggregation, something related
has been consider by Predd et al. (2008). The claim that minimizing average or total distance
from agent’s attitudes is the correct way to aggregate conative attitudes — or mixtures of
conative and doxastic attitudes, such as preference orderings — is much older (Kemeny,
1959; Fishburn, 1977; Young & Levenglick, 1978; Saari & Merlin, 2000).
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U∗G
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Cinema

Figure 8.1: Here, we plot the utilities of Omar, Pepejn, Quentin, and the two
putative aggregates on the Euclidean plane. The x-coordinate gives their
utility for going to the cinema; the y-coordinate gives their utility for playing
darts. The triangle formed by drawing lines between each of them contains
all and only the weighted arithmetic averages of the three sets of attitudes.

possible to the different attitudes of the individuals in the group — it should
not lie further than necessary from them. Thus, consider Omar, Pepijn, and
Quentin — here are their utilities for going to the cinema and going to play
darts (see Figure 8.1):

Omar Pepejn Quentin
Cinema 3 8 6

Darts 6 9 3

Suppose I were to offer UG as their aggregate, which assigns a utility of 6
for going to the cinema and 1 for playing darts. This seems obviously wrong,
and the reason is that there are alternative putative aggregates that are closer
to each of Omar, Pepejn, and Quentin. Take U∗G, for instance, which assigns
6 to the cinema and 4 to darts. Then, intuitively, U∗G is closer to each of
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Omar, Pepejn, and Quentin than UG is: it assigns the same utility as Quentin
to the cinema, but the difference between its darts utility and Quentin’s
is less than the difference between the darts utility of UG and Quentin’s;
moreover, the cinema utility of U∗G is exactly as far from Omar’s as the
cinema utility of UG is, and similarly for Pepejn; and the darts utility of U∗G is
closer to Omar’s than the darts utility of UG, and similarly for Pepejn. Thus,
the principle of minimal mutilation rules out UG as the aggregate — the
attitudes represented by UG lie further from the attitudes to be aggregated
than is necessary.

8.1.2 The Dominance Argument for Weighted Averages

We will argue that numerically represented attitudes should be aggregated
by taking weighted arithmetic averages in this way. We will show that, for
any putative aggregate that isn’t a weighted arithmetic average of the indi-
vidual attitudes, there is an alternative that is closer to all of the individuals
than that putative aggregate; and we will show that the same issue does not
arise for putative aggregates that are weighted arithmetic averages. In the
presence of the principle of minimal mutilation, this shows that a putative
aggregate that is not a weighted arithmetic average is no aggregate at all.

To do this, we must specify a measure of the distance between sets of nu-
merically represented attitudes. It will, in fact, be what is usually called Eu-
clidean distance, and it is the standard distance between two points in space.
The idea is this: While Euclidean distance might be the natural measure
of distance between two points in space, there is no immediately obvious
reason why it should be the measure of distance between sets of attitudes.
To show that it is, we proceed as follows: First, we lay down a set of prop-
erties that we would like our measure of distance to have. Next, we show
that only the members of a rather select group of distance measures have
all of these properties together — they are the Euclidean distance measure
together with any positive transformation of it.44 We conclude that only
these measures are legitimate. Having done this, we will show that, if a
putative aggregate is not a weighted arithmetic average of the individuals’
attitudes, there is an alternative that is closer to each of those individuals
when that distance is measured using Euclidean distance, or any positive
transformation of it. And thus, by the principle of minimal mutilation, we

44One measure of distance, d′, is a positive transformation of another, d, if there is a strictly
increasing function that, when applied to the distance as measured by d gives the distance
as measured by d′. That is, there is a function H from real numbers to real numbers such
that (i) if x < y, then H(x) < H(y), and (ii) d′(a, b) = H(d(a, b)).
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conclude that only weighted arithmetic averages can serve as aggregates.
Let’s meet the properties we would like to see in a measure of distance.45

Throughout, we will assume that all of the agents between between whom
we might wish to measure the distance have attitudes towards the same set
of items — these items may be states or propositions to which the agents
assigns credences, or they may be situations to which they assign utilities,
or they may be acts to which they assign values. Let’s write the set of items
towards which each of our agents has attitudes X1, . . . , Xm. Thus, to specify
an agent, we write the sequence a = 〈a1, . . . , am〉 of numerical representa-
tions of their attitudes towards X1, . . . , Xm, respectively. Thus, when we ask
for a measure of distance from one agent to another, we are asking for a
function dm : Rm ×Rm → [0, ∞].

Let’s meet the first feature that we would like our measure of distance
to have. It is called extensionality, and it tells us something about what the
distance between two agents can depend upon. Given a pair of agents, a
and b, the distance between them depends only on the following multiset:46

{{(a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)}}

Formally:

Extensionality If

{{(a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)}} = {{(c1, d1), . . . , (cm, dm)}}

then

dm(〈a1, . . . , am〉, 〈b1, . . . , bm〉)
= dm(〈c1, . . . , cm〉, 〈d1, . . . , dm〉)

Thus, suppose the utilities of Raquel, Siobhan, Tilo, and Ursula are as fol-
lows:

Raquel Siobhan Tilo Ursula
Cinema 10 8 7 5

Darts 7 5 10 8

45These are adapted from (D’Agostino & Sinigaglia, 2010), which are in turn adapted from
(D’Agostino & Dardanoni, 2009).

46A multiset is a collection that, like a set and unlike a sequence, ignores order — so that
while the sequences 〈1, 1, 2〉 and 〈2, 1, 1〉 are different, the multisets {{1, 1, 2}} and {{2, 1, 1}}
are identical — but, unlike a set and like a sequence, can contain the same element more
than once — so that while the sets {1, 1, 2} and {1, 2, 2} are the same, and the same as {1, 2},
the multisets {{1, 1, 2}}, {{1, 2, 2}}, and {{1, 2}} are different.
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Then, according to Extensionality, Raquel lies exactly as far from Siobhan as
Tilo lies from Ursula. After all:

{{(UR(C), US(C)), (UR(D), US(D))}}
= {{(10, 8), (7, 5)}}
= {{(UT(C), UU(C)), (UT(D), UU(D))}}

The second condition is agreement invariance. Suppose two agents, Vivek
and Winnie, start off with utilities in two situations, one in which they are
outside without an umbrella in the rain, one in which they are outside with-
out an umbrella in the dry. They then realise that there is a third possible
situation, one in which they are outside without an umbrella in the snow.
They both assign exactly the same utility to this third situation — that is,
they agree perfectly upon it. Then Agreement Invariance says that the dis-
tance between them has not changed as a result of adopting this new atti-
tude, since both of them adopted the same attitude. Formally:

Agreement Invariance

dm+1(〈a1, . . . , am, c〉, 〈b1, . . . , bm, c〉) = dm(〈a1, . . . , am〉, 〈b1, . . . , bm〉)

Another way of putting this: the distance between two individuals depends
only on their attitudes towards items about which they disagree — adding
new attitudes towards items about which they agree changes nothing.

The third condition, difference supervenience, says that, when we consider
two agents with attitudes only towards a single item — a utility in a single
situation, for instance, or a credence in a single proposition — then the
distance between those attitudes should be some increasing and continuous
function of the difference between them. Formally:

Difference Supervenience There is a strictly increasing and
continuous function g : R→ R such that

d1(〈a〉, 〈b〉) = g(|a− b|)

Thus, looking back to the case of Raquel, et al. from above, we see that
Raquel’s and Siobhan’s attitudes towards the cinema lie exactly as far apart
as their attitudes towards darts — although they each have different values
in the cinema and in darts, the difference between those attitudes is the
same. Thus, according to difference supervenience, the distance between
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the distance between their attitudes towards the cinema is the same as the
distance between their attitudes to darts.

The fourth condition is well known from discussions in social welfare
theory. It is called separability.47 It says that, if Xavier and Yasmin are equally
far from Zola on items X1, . . . , Xm, and if Xavier is closer to Zola than Yasmin
is on items Xm+1, . . . , Xm+m′ , then Xavier is closer to Zola than Yasmin is on
X1, . . . , Xm, Xm+1, . . . , Xm+m′ . Formally:

Separability If

(i)

dm(〈a1, . . . , am〉, 〈c1, . . . , cm〉)
= dm(〈b1, . . . , bm〉, 〈c1, . . . , cm〉)

(ii)

dm′(〈am+1, . . . , am+m′〉, 〈cm+1, . . . , cm+m′〉)
< dm′(〈bm+1, . . . , bm+m′〉, 〈cm+1, . . . , cm+m′〉)

then

dm+m′(〈a1, . . . , am+m′〉, 〈c1, . . . , cm+m′〉)
< dm+m′(〈b1, . . . , bm+m′〉, 〈c1, . . . , cm+m′〉)

Taken together, these first four conditions — Extensionality, Agreement
Invariance, Difference Supervenience, and Separability — already restrict
the range of legitimate distance measures significantly. Any distance mea-
sure that satisfies all four conditions has the following form: for any a, b,

dn(〈a1, . . . , an〉, 〈b1, . . . , bn〉) = H

(
n

∑
i=1

g(|ai − bi|)
)

where H and g are strictly increasing and continuous functions from the
real numbers to the real numbers.

Our final condition ensures that g(x) = x2. To motivate it, consider
the following situation: three cousins, Anya, Anke, Aneri, and their friend
Ben have utilities over four different options, archery, badminton, curling, and
darts. Their utilities are as follows:

47In the social welfare context, we find it first in (Fleming, 1952), but also in (Young, 1974;
Arrow, 1977).
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Archery Badminton Curling Darts
Anya 10 7 4 1
Anke 7 10 4 1
Aneri 10 7 1 4

Ben 8 4 6 2

Now, notice that Anya and Ben order Archery and Badminton the same way;
and they order Curling and Darts the same way. Moreover, Anke’s utilities
are obtained from Anya’s by swapping the utilities in Archery and Bad-
minton, and keeping the utilities in Curling and Darts fixed, while Aneri’s
utilities are obtained from Anya’s by swapping the utilities in Curling and
Darts, and keeping the utilities in Archery and Badminton fixed. And notice
that the difference between Anya’s utilities in Archery and Badminton is
the same as the difference between her utilities for Curling and Darts, and
similarly for Anke, Aneri, and Ben.

Our final condition, The Badness of Order-Reversing Swaps, makes two
claims. The first says that Anke and Aneri must lie further from Ben than
Anya does. The idea is that, when we determine how far one set of numer-
ically represented attitudes lies from another, we should look not only at
how far the individual numerical values assigned to the various items lie
from one another, as Difference Supervenience requires us to do, but also at
the extent to which the first set of attitudes orders those items in the same
way as the second. Thus, for instance, it says that Anke lies further from Ben
than Anya does because Anya agrees with Ben on the ordering of Archery
and Badminton, and Anke is obtained from Anya by swapping her utilities
in those two options so that she disagrees with Ben on their ordering. And
similarly for Aneri.

You might see this condition as complementing Difference Superve-
nience. In the presence of Separability, Extensionality, and Agreement In-
variance, Difference Supervenience militates in favour of a rather local ap-
proach to assessing the distance between two sets of attitudes — it seems
to suggest that we look at the pairs of attitudes individually, assess the dis-
tance between those, and then aggregating those individual distances. This
might lead you to worry that there are global features of sets of attitudes
that are thereby excluded from the assessment of distance. The Badness of
Order-Reversing Swaps is intended to ensure that at least one global fea-
ture, or at least non-local feature, of a set of attitudes — namely, the way in
which those attitudes order the items towards which they are directed — is
included in the assessment of distance.

The second part of The Badness of Order-Reversing Swaps says that
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Anke and Aneri lie equally far from Ben, because they are both obtained
from Anya by order-reversing swaps, and the differences between the two
utilities that they swap are equal, as are the differences between Ben’s utili-
ties in those two options.

Putting these two together, we have the following formal version:

The Badness of Order-Reversing Swaps Suppose

(i) ai, aj and bi, bj are ordered in the same way;

(ii) ak, al and bk, bl are ordered in the same way;

(iii) |ai − aj| = |ak − al | and |bi − bj| = |bk − bl |;

Then

dm(〈a1, . . . , ai, aj, ap, aq, . . . am〉, 〈b1, . . . , bi, bj, bp, bq, . . . , bm〉)
< dm(〈a1, . . . , aj, ai, ap, aq, . . . am〉, 〈b1, . . . , bi, bj, bp, bq, . . . , bm〉)
= dm(〈a1, . . . , ai, aj, aq, ap, . . . am〉, 〈b1, . . . , bi, bj, bp, bq, . . . , bm〉)

Now, as D’Agostino & Dardanoni (2009, Theorem 1(1)) prove, when
taken together, these five conditions — Extensionality, Agreement Invari-
ance, Difference Supervenience, Separability, and The Badness of Ordering-
Reversing Swaps — entail that our measure of distance between two sets of
numerically represented attitudes has the following form:

dn(〈a1, . . . , an〉, 〈b1, . . . , bn〉) = H

(√
n

∑
i=1

(ai − bi)2

)

where X is a continuous and strictly increasing function. That is, dn is a
positive transformation of Euclidean distance.

How does this help? Because of the following fact, which is illustrated
in Figure 8.2:

Theorem 8.1.1 (Dominance Theorem) Suppose we have a set of n agents, a1, . . . , an,
with numerically-represented attitudes towards items X1, . . . , Xm. And now sup-
pose that b is a putative aggregate of the attitudes of these n agents. Then, if our
distance measure d satisfies the five conditions above — that is, if d is a positive
transformation of Euclidean distance — then:
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(I) If b is not a weighted arithmetic average of the ais, then there is an alternative
b∗ such that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

dm(ai, b∗) < dm(ai, b)

That is, each individual ai lies closer to b∗ than to b.

(II) If b is a weighted average of the ais, then, for any alternative b∗ 6= b, there
is 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that

dm(ai, b∗) > dm(ai, b)

That is, there is some individual ai that lies closer to b than to b∗.

By the principle of minimal mutilation, therefore, any aggregate b of the
ais should be a weighted arithmetic average of them. That is, there should
be weights 0 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ 1 such that ∑n

i=1 αi = 1 and, for each item
1 ≤ k ≤ m,

bk =
n

∑
i=1

αiai
k

where bk is the attitude of agent b to item Xk, while ai
k is the attitude of agent

ai to item Xk.
This completes our argument in favour of aggregating attitudes repre-

sented numerically by taking weighted arithmetic averages. However, we
should not rest easy quite yet. All arguments in the judgment aggregation
literature proceed in the same way. First, they present a set of features that
aggregation method might or might not have; second, they argue that these
are desirable features of such a method, features that you would ideally
want your method to have; third, they show that their favoured aggrega-
tion method and only that method boasts all of those features; and finally
they conclude that their favoured method is the correct one. And indeed our
argument has exactly this form: we showed that weighted arithmetic aver-
aging and only weighted arithmetic averaging ensures that the aggregate
of the attitudes of a group of individuals does not lie unnecessarily far from
those attitudes. The problem is that now, seventy years after the modern
version of the discipline was born, there is a vast array of these apparently
desirable features, and it is well known that no method boasts all of them —
that is, not only is there no existing, already-formulated method that boasts
them all; we know that, as a matter of mathematical fact, there cannot possibly
be any such method. As a result, in order to persuade your audience that
your particular favoured method of aggregation is the correct one, the sort
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UO

UP

UQ
UG

U∗G
Darts

Cinema

Figure 8.2: Again, we plot the utilities of Omar, Pepejn, and Quentin on
the Euclidean plane (as UO, UP, UQ, respectively). Consider the candidate
aggregate utility function UG, which assigns utility 2 to both Cinema and
Darts. It is not a weighted average of the individual utility functions; all
such weighted averages lie inside the triangle. However, as we can see, there
is an alternative candidate aggregate, U∗G, that is closer to each individual
utility function than UG is. The dashed lines show the distance from UG to
the various different agents; the dotted lines show the distance from U∗G to
those agents.
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of argument described above does not suffice. It is not enough merely to
show that your method and yours alone has some desirable features. Given
any particular rival method, there are likely to be some desirable features
that it and it alone boasts. So, as well as showing that your method uniquely
boasts certain desirable features, you must also show that the allegedly de-
sirable features that it lacks — those that your rivals boast — either are not
desirable after all, or are less desirable than the features that your method
has, so that lacking the former is a price worth paying in order to secure the
latter. That is what we will do now.

I’ll begin by looking at the versions of Arrow’s conditions that apply in
the context of numerically-represented attitudes. I’ll show that versions of
linear pooling in fact satisfy all three. This is an illustration of the oft-noted
fact that features that cannot be jointly satisfied when we aggregate attitudes
represented ordinally often pose no problem when we aggregate attitudes
represented cardinally. After that, I’ll consider two apparently desirable fea-
tures that aggregate credences lack when they result from taking weighted
averages. In this case, I’ll argue that one feature is not in fact desirable, and
that our method satisfies the other when it is formulated correctly.

8.2 Arrow’s conditions

Let’s start with Arrow’s Weak Pareto condition. Recall: in the preference
ordering case, this says that if every individual prefers b to a, then so does
the group. Formally: if a ≺i b for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then a ≺G b. Of course,
this is just one of a number of related principles, each one a unanimity
preservation principle:

• If a �i b for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then a �G b.

• If a ≺i b for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then a �G b.

• If a ∼i b for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then a ∼G b.

In the context of numerically represented attitudes, the following are natural
unanimity preservation principles:

• If ai
k < ai

l , for each agent i and items Xk, Xl , then aG
k < aG

l .

• If ai
k ≤ ai

k, for each agent i and items Xk, Xl , then aG
k ≤ aG

l .

• If ai
k = ai

l , for each agent i and items Xk, Xl , then aG
k = aG

l .

• If ai
k = r, for each agent i and item Xk, then aG

k = r.
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Then it is easy to see that linear pooling satisfies all of these conditions.

Next, consider No Dictator. In the preference ordering case, this says that
there is no individual such that, whatever her preferences and whatever the
preferences of the other individuals, the aggregate agrees with her about
everything. Formally: there is no i∗ such that for all a, b in A, a �G b iff
a �i∗ b. In our context, where the attitudes aren’t represented ordinally but
cardinally, this becomes: there is no i∗ such that, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m, ai∗

k = aG
k .

Now, there are certainly linear pooling methods that violate this: if all of
the weight is placed on one individual — so that α1 = 1 and α2 = . . . =
αn = 0, for instance — then that individual is a dictator. If that isn’t the case,
however — that is, if 0 < α1, . . . , αn < 1 — then No Dictator is satisfied.

Next, consider the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. Again, we
find ourselves in a situation in which linear pooling is compatible with
this feature and also compatible with its lack. Whether a version of lin-
ear pooling satisfies the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives depends
on whether you set the weights you’re going to use independently of the
attitudes that you’re going to aggregate, or whether you wait to see the at-
titudes you’re going to aggregate and set the weights in the light of that.
Either way is permitted by linear pooling, which says only that any aggre-
gate should be a weighted average of the attitudes to be aggregated; it does
not specify that the same weights must be used regardless of the attitudes
to be aggregated. Thus, for instance, we might weight an agent by their
average distance to the other agents in the group, so that we assign lower
weight to outliers and higher weight to those who belong to clusters of
agents who agree or nearly agree on a lot. Or, in the credal case at least,
we might determine an agent’s weight by how opinionated they are, for
instance, using Shannon’s measure of entropy to measure the level of un-
certainty present in their credence function. Since the aggregated attitude
towards a given item, on a weighted average method, depends only on the
individual attitudes towards that item and the weights used, if the weights
do not depend on the individual attitudes towards other items, nor does the
aggregate attitude, thus respecting the Independence of Irrelevant Alterna-
tives. But if the weights do change depending on the individual attitudes
to other items, then the aggregate attitude will typically change depending
on those attitudes as well, thus violating the Independence of Irrelevant
Alternatives.
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8.3 Conditions on aggregate credences

So we have seen that all weighted average methods satisfy Weak Pareto
and its cousins; all but those determined by the most extremal weightings
satisfy No Dictator; all but those for which the weighting of an individual
is determined by that individual’s attitudes and their relationships to the
attitudes of other individuals satisfy the Independence of Irrelevant Alter-
natives. We turn now to two features that are often thought to be desirable
for credal aggregation, but which are features of no non-dictatorial linear
pooling methods.

While linear pooling satisfies a whole range of unanimity preservation
principles, such as the Weak Pareto conditions and its cousins, it is often ob-
served that, when it is applied to credences, there is a plausible unanimity
preservation principle that it does not satisfy. To formulate this principle, we
need to remind ourselve what it means for a probabilistic credence function
P to render two propositions X and Y independent. Recall from above: X
and Y are probabilistically independent relative to P, if P(X|Y) = P(X); that is, if
the credence in X does not change when we condition on Y. Equivalently, X
and Y are probabilistically independent relative to P, if P(XY) = P(X)P(Y);
that is, if the probability of X and Y both occurring is the probability of X
occurring weighted by the probability of Y occurring. Now, as is often ob-
served, if two propositions are probabilistically independent relative to two
credence functions P1 and P2, it is most likely that they will not be proba-
bilistically independent relative to a weighted average of P1 and P2. The
following theorem, which is in the background in (Laddaga, 1977; Lehrer &
Wagner, 1983), establishes this:

Theorem 8.3.1 Suppose P1, P2 are credence functions, and P = αP1 + (1− α)P2
is a weighted average of them (that is, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1). Suppose that X and Y are
propositions and further that they are probabilistically independent relative to P1
and P2. If X and Y are also probabilistically independent relative to P, then at least
one of the following is true:

(i) α = 0 or α = 1. That is, P simply is one of P1 or P2.

(ii) P1(X) = P2(X). That is, P1 and P2 agree on X.

(iii) P1(Y) = P2(Y). That is, P1 and P2 agree on Y.

On the basis of this well-known result, it is often said that there is a sort
of judgment such that linear pooling does not preserve unanimity on that
sort of judgment (Laddaga, 1977; Lehrer & Wagner, 1983; Wagner, 1984;
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Genest & Wagner, 1987; Dietrich & List, 2015; Russell et al., 2015). The kind
of judgment in question is judgment of independence. According to this
objection to linear pooling, an individual judges that two propositions are
independent whenever those propositions are probabilistically independent
relative to her credence function. Thus, if your credence function is P, and
if X and Y are probabilistically independent relative to P, then you judge
X and Y to be independent. So, since two propositions can be independent
relative to each of two different credence functions, but dependent relative
to each of the non-extremal weighted averages of those credence functions,
linear pooling does not preserve unanimous judgments of independence —
two agents may be unanimous in their judgment that Y is independent of
X, while at the same time nearly all linear pools of their credences judge
otherwise.

It seems to me that the mistake in this objection lies in the account that
it assumes of judgments of independence. I will argue that it is simply not
the case that I judge X and Y to be independent just in case my credence in
X remains unchanged when I condition on Y: it is possible to judge that X
and Y are independent without satisfying this condition; and it is possible
to satisfy this condition without judging them independent. Let’s see how.

First, suppose I am about to toss to coin. I know that it is either biased
heavily in favour of heads or heavily in favour of tails. Indeed, I know that
the objective chance of heads on any given toss is either 10% or 90%. And I
know that every toss is stochastically independent of every other toss: that
is, I know that, for each toss of the coin, the objective chance of heads is
unchanged when we condition on any information about other tosses. Sup-
pose further that I think each of the two possible biases is equally likely. I
assign each bias a credence of 0.5. Then my credence that the coin will land
heads on its second toss should also be 0.5. However, if I consider my cre-
dence in that same proposition under the supposition that the coin landed heads
on its first toss, it is different — it is not 0.5. If the coin lands heads on the first
toss, that provides strong evidence that the coin is biased towards heads
and not tails — if it is biased towards heads, the evidence that it landed
heads on the first toss becomes much more likely than it would if the coin
is biased towards tails. And, as my credence that the coin has bias 90% in-
creases, so does my credence that the coin will land heads on the second
toss. So, while I know that the tosses of the coin are stochastically indepen-
dent, the outcome of the first and the second toss are not probabilistically
independent relative to my credence function.48

48More precisely: There are two possible objective chance functions ch1 and ch2. If we let
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Next, we can easily find examples in which two propositions are inde-
pendent relative to my credence function, but I do not judge them inde-
pendent. Indeed, there are examples in which I know for certain that they
are not independent. Suppose, for instance, that there are just two probabil-
ity functions that I consider possible chance functions. They agree on the
chance they assign to XY and Y, and thus they agree on the conditional
chance of X given Y. Both make X stochastically dependent on Y. By the
lights of the first, X depends positively on Y — the conditional probability
of X given Y exceeds the unconditional probability of X. By the lights of
the second, X depends negatively on Y — the unconditional probability of
X exceeds the conditional probability of X given Y; and indeed it does so
by the same amount that the conditional probability of X given Y exceeds
the probability of X relative to the first possible chance function. Suppose I
have equal credence in each of these possible chance hypotheses. Then my
credence in X lies halfway between the chances of X assigned by the two
possible chance functions. But, by hypothesis, that halfway point is just the
conditional chance of X given Y, on which they both agree. So my condi-
tional credence in X given Y is just my unconditional credence in X. So X
and Y are probabilistically independent relative to my credence function.
Yet clearly I do not judge them stochastically independent. Indeed, I know

Hi be the proposition that the coin will land heads on its ith toss, then the following hold:

• ch1(Hi) = 0.1 and ch2(Hi) = 0.9, for all i;

• ch1(Hi Hj) = ch1(Hi)ch1(Hj) and ch2(Hi Hj) = ch2(Hi)ch2(Hj).

And if we let Cchi
be the proposition that chi is the objective chance function, then given

that I know that either ch1 or ch2 is the objective chance function, I should assign credence
1 to the disjunction of Cch1

and Cch2 . That is, P(Cch1
∨ Cch2 ) = 1. Now, given that H1 and

H2 are independent relative to ch1 and ch2, it seems natural to say that I judge H1 and H2
to be independent: I know that they are; and I assign maximal credence to a proposition,
Cch1
∨ Cch2 , that entails that they are. Now suppose I think it equally likely that the coin has

the 0.1 bias or that it has the 0.9 bias. So P(Cch1
) = 0.5 = P(Cch2 ). Then, by the Principal

Principle, my credence in heads on the second toss should be 0.5, for it should be P(H2) =
P(Cch1

)ch1(H2) + P(Cch2 )ch2(H2) = (0.5× 0.1) + (0.5× 0.9) = 0.5. But suppose now that
I condition on H1, the proposition that the coin lands heads on the first toss. If I were to
learn H1, that would give me strong evidence that the coin is biased towards heads and not
tails. After all, the second chance hypothesis, Cch2 , makes heads much more likely than does
the first chance hypothesis, Cch1

. And, indeed, again by the Principal Principle, P(H2|H1) =
P(H2 H1)

P(H1)
=

P(Cch1 )ch1(H2 H1)+c(Cch2 )ch2(H2 H1)

P(Cch1 )ch1(H2)+P(Cch2 )ch2(H2)
= (0.5×0.12)+(0.5×0.92)

(0.5×0.1)+(0.5×0.9) = 0.82
1 = 0.82 > 0.5 =

P(H2). So, while I know that H1 and H2 are independent, and judge them so, it does not
follow that they are independent relative to my credence function. The upshot: an individual
might judge two propositions independent without those two events being probabilistically
independent relative to her credence function.
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them to be stochastically dependent — what I don’t know is whether the
dependence is positive or negative.49

So it seems that, whatever is encoded by the facts that make X and Y
probabilistically independent relative to my credence function, it is not my
judgment that those two propositions are stochastically independent: I can
know that X and Y are stochastically independent without my credence
function rendering them probabilistically independent; and I can know that
X and Y are stochastically dependent while my credence function renders
them probabilistically independent. Perhaps, then, there is some other sort
of independence that we judge to hold of X and Y whenever our credence
function renders those two propositions probabilistically independent? Per-
haps, for instance, such a fact about our credence function encodes our judg-
ment that X and Y are evidentially independent or evidentially irrelevant? I
think not. If you think that there are facts of the matter about evidential
relevance, then these are presumably facts about which an individual may
be uncertain. But then we are in the same position as we are with stochastic
independence. We might have an individual who is uncertain which of two
probability functions encodes the facts about evidential relevance. Each of
them might make Y epistemically relevant to X; but it might be that, be-
cause of that individual’s credences in the two possibilities, her credence
function renders X and Y independent. If, on the other hand, you do not
think there are facts of the matter about evidential relevance, it isn’t clear
how facts about my credence function could encode judgments about evi-
dential relevance; nor, if they could, why we should care to preserve those

49More precisely, suppose:

(i) ch1(XY) = ch2(XY) and ch1(Y) = ch2(Y)

(ii) ch1(X|Y)− ch1(X) = ch2(X)− ch2(X|Y) > 0

(iii) P(Cch1
) = 1

2 = P(Cch2 )

First, note that:

P(X|Y) = P(XY)
P(Y)

=
1
2 ch1(XY) + 1

2 ch2(XY)
1
2 ch1(Y) + 1

2 ch2(Y)
=

chi(XY)
chi(Y)

= chi(X|Y)

Next, if we let β = ch1(X|Y)− ch1(X) = ch2(X)− ch2(X|Y), then

P(X) =
1
2

ch1(X) +
1
2

ch2(X)

=
1
2
(ch1(H|E)− β) +

1
2
(ch2(H|E) + β)

= chi(X|Y) = P(X|Y)
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judgments, even when they are made unanimously. Remember: we noted
in section 4.2 that there will always be some features shared by all members
of a group that cannot be shared with the group credence function.

Elkin & Wheeler (2016) try to dramatise the objection we are consider-
ing by presenting a Dutch Book argument against groups whose group cre-
dences fail to preserve independences shared by all members of the group.
Their idea is this: Suppose that, relative to the credence function of each
member of a group, propositions X and Y are probabilistically independent.
And suppose that, relative to their group credence function P, X and Y
are not probabilistically independent — that is, P(XY) 6= P(X)P(Y). Then,
according to Elkin and Wheeler, there are two ways in which we can cal-
culate the price at which the group will be prepared to buy or sell a £1 bet
on the proposition XY — that is, a bet that pays £1 if XY turns out to be
true, and which pays £0 if XY is false. First, the group will be prepared to
buy or sell a £1 bet on XY at £P(XY), since that is the group credence in
XY. Second, Elkin and Wheeler claim that the group should also be pre-
pared to buy or sell a £1 bet on XY at £P(X)P(Y), since P(X) is the group
credence in X, P(Y) is the group credence in Y, and the group judges X
and Y to be independent. But, by hypothesis, £P(XY) 6= £P(X)P(Y), and
if an agent has two different prices at which they are prepared to buy or
sell bets on a given proposition, it is possible to Dutch Book them. Sup-
pose that P(X)P(Y) < P(XY). Then we simply sell them a £1 bet on XY
at £P(XY), which they consider a fair price. This will give the group a net
gain of £(1− P(XY)) if XY is true and a net gain of −£P(XY) if XY is false.
And then we buy from them a £1 bet on XY at £P(X)P(Y), which is their
other fair price. This will give the group a net gain of £(P(X)P(Y)− 1) if
XY is true and a net gain of £P(X)P(Y) if XY is false. Thus, their total net
gain if XY is true is £(1− P(XY)) + £(P(X)P(Y)− 1) < £0. And their total
net gain if XY is false is −£P(XY) + £P(X)P(Y) < £0. That is, the group
is vulnerable to a series of bets, each of which it considers fair, but which
collectively guarantee that it will lose money. And similarly with the sign
reversed if P(XY) < P(X)P(Y).

The problem with this argument is the same as the problem with the
original objection. The fact that X and Y are probabilistically independent
relative to each individual’s credence function does not entail that each
individual judges X and Y to be independent. And without that, we have
no reason to think that the group should also judge X and Y independent,
and thus no reason to think that the group should judge £P(X)P(Y) a fair
price for a £1 bet on XY. In sum: I conclude that it does not count against
linear pooling that it does not preserve probabilistic independence.
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So I think we shouldn’t require our aggregation methods for credences
to preserve probabilistic independence from individuals to aggregate. The
next apparently desirable feature of aggregation methods for credences that
I’ll consider is closely related to this. Both concern conditional probabilities
— the first concerned their relationship to judgments of independence; the
second concerns their relationship to rules of updating. As is often pointed
out, linear pooling does not commute with updating by Bayesian condi-
tionalization (Madansky, 1964; Genest, 1984; Dietrich & List, 2015; Berntson
& Isaacs, 2013; Russell et al., 2015). The idea is this: Suppose that Adila
and Benicio have credences in a range of propositions; and we take their
group credence to be the linear pool of those credences determined by the
weighting α for Adila and 1− α for Benicio. At this point, some new evi-
dence arrives that is available to both members of the group. It comes in
the form of a proposition that they both learn with certainty — perhaps
they both learn the output from some climatological instrument. Bayesian
conditionalization says that each individual, upon learning this evidence,
should update their credences so that their new unconditional credence in
a given proposition is just their old conditional credence in that proposi-
tion given the piece of evidence. How are we to update group credences
in response to such evidence? There are two ways we might proceed: we
might look to the individuals first, update their prior credence functions in
accordance with the dictates of Bayesian conditionalization, and then take a
linear pool of the resulting updated credence functions; or we might look to
the group first, and update the group credence function in accordance with
Bayesian conditionalization. Now suppose that, in the first approach, the
weights used to pool the individual’s posterior updated credence functions
to give the group’s posterior updated credence function are the same as the
weights used to pool the individual’s prior credence functions to give the
group’s prior credence function — that is, Adila’s updated credence func-
tion is given weight α and Benicio’s is given 1− α. Then, in that situation,
the two methods will rarely give the same result: updating and then pool-
ing will most likely give a different result from pooling and then updating;
or, as it is often put, pooling and updating do not commute. The following
theorem makes this precise:

Theorem 8.3.2 ((Madansky, 1964)) Suppose P1, P2 are credence functions, and
P = αP1 + (1− α)P2 is a weighted average of them (that is, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1). And
suppose that

αP1(X|Y) + (1− α)P2(X|Y) = P(X|Y)
(
=

αP1(XY) + (1− α)P2(XY)
αP1(Y) + (1− α)P2(Y)

)
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Then at least one of the following is true:

(i) α = 0 or α = 1. That is, P simply is one of P1 or P2.

(ii) P1(X|Y) = P2(X|Y). That is, P1 and P2 agree on X given Y.

(iii) P1(Y) = P2(Y). That is, P1 and P2 agree on Y.

This raises a problem for linear pooling, for it shows that the following are
usually incompatible:

(1) The rational update rule for individual credences is Bayesian condi-
tionalization.

(2) The rational update rule for group credences is Bayesian conditional-
ization.

(3) Group credences are always obtained from individual credences in
accordance with Linear Pooling.

(4) The weights assigned to individuals do not change when those indi-
viduals receive a new piece of evidence.

The argument based on the principle of minimal mutilation from above
seeks to establish (3), so we will not question that. What’s more, there are
strong arguments in favour of Bayesian conditionalization as well (Lewis,
1999; Greaves & Wallace, 2006; Briggs & Pettigrew, ms). So we have (1) and
(2).50

That leaves (4). In fact, denying (4) seems exactly right to me. To see why,
let’s begin by noting exactly how the weights must change to accommodate
Bayesian conditionalization as the update plan for group credences in the
presence of Linear Pooling. First, let’s state the theorem, which is a particular
case of the general result due to Howard Raiffa (1968, Chapter 8, Section
11):

50Leitgeb (2016) accepts (3) and (4), but rejects (1) and (2). Leitgeb notes that there is an
alternative updating rule, a certain sort of imaging, that does commute with linear pooling
— indeed, it is the only one that does. This alternative updating rule is the extremal case of
what Leitgeb & Pettigrew (2010) call Alternative Jeffrey Conditionalization, and which has since
become known as Leitgeb-Pettigrew or LP Conditionalization (Levinstein, 2012). Ben Levinstein
(2012) raises worries about this updating rule; Richard Pettigrew (2016a, Section 15.1) objects
to the argument in its favour.
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Theorem 8.3.3 ((Raiffa, 1968)) Suppose P1, P2 are credence functions, and 0 ≤
α, α′ ≤ 1. And suppose that

α′P1(X|Y) + (1− α′)P2(X|Y) = αP1(XY) + (1− α)P2(XY)
αP1(Y) + (1− α)P2(Y)

Then at least one of the following is true:

(i)

α′ = α× P1(Y)×
1

αP1(Y) + (1− α)P2(Y)

and
1− α′ = (1− α)× P2(Y)×

1
αP1(Y) + (1− α)P2(Y)

(ii) P1(X|Y) = P2(X|Y). In this case, there are no restrictions on α′.

That is, to obtain the new weight, α′, for the first individual (whose initial
credence function is P1), we take the old weight, α, we weight that by the
credence that the first individual initially assigned to Y, and we multiply
by a normalizing factor. To obtain the new weight, 1− α′, for the second
individual (whose initial credence function is P2), we take the old weight,
1− α, we weight that by the credence that the second individual initially
assigned to Y, and we multiply by the same normalizing factor. That is,
the new weight that is assigned to an individual is proportional to her old
weight and the accuracy of her initial credence in the proposition that she
has now learned to be true. And indeed that seems exactly right. For we
might think of these weights as encoding some facts about the expertise or
reliability of the individuals in the group. Thus, when we learn a proposi-
tion, we increase the relative weighting of an individual in proportion to
how confident they were in that proposition initially — that is, we reward
their reliability with respect to this proposition by assigning them greater
weight in the future.

Julia Staffel (2015, Section 6) objects to linear pooling on the grounds
that it can only accommodate Bayesian conditionalization as the updating
rule for individuals and groups by changing the weights assigned to the
individuals in this way.51 Her worry is that, in certain cases, the required
shifts in the weights are simply far more extreme than is warranted by the
situation. Consider two polling experts, Nate and Ann. Over the course of

51Thanks to Liam Kofi Bright, Julia Staffel, and Brian Weatherson for urging me to address
this objection.
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their careers, they’ve been equally accurate in their predictions. As a result,
when I ask for their group credence — the credence of Nate-Ann — I assign
them equal weight: they both get a weight of 0.5. But then Ann has credence
0.8 in X and Nate has credence 0.2 in X, and X turns out to be true. When
they both learn X, we have to shift the weights assigned to them in the group
credence in order to preserve conditionalization — we have to shift Nate’s
from 0.5 to 0.2; and we have to shift Ann’s from 0.5 to 0.8. That is, despite his
long career of matching Ann’s accuracy, one inaccurate prediction results in
a drastic shift in the weight that Nate receives. Surely such an extreme shift
is not justified by the situation. For instance, if Nate is now sceptical about
a second proposition, Y, assigning it 0.1, while Ann is bullish, assigning it
0.9, then the group credence will be 0.74 — Nate’s scepticism will do little
to temper Ann’s confidence.

I agree that such shifts are counterintuitive. However, I don’t agree that
this is a reason to reject Linear Pooling. After all, such shifts also occur in
credences about chance hypotheses for any agent who satisfies the Principal
Principle, a central tenet of Bayesian reasoning. Suppose I am in possession
of a trick coin. You know that the bias of the coin towards heads is either
20% or 80%. You’ve watched 1,000 coin tosses: 500 came up heads; 500 tails.
You began with credence 0.5 in each of the bias hypotheses. And you satisfy
the Principal Principle at all times. This entails that, at each moment, your
credence function is a linear pool of the possible chance functions, where the
weight that you assign to a particular possible chance function is just your
credence that it is the true chance function. As a result, having witnessed
an equal number of heads and tails, your current credence in each of the
bias hypotheses has returned to 0.5. But now you toss the coin again, and it
lands heads. Then the Principal Principle and Bayesian conditionalization
demand that your credence that the bias is 80% must shift to 0.8; and your
credence in the bias is 20% must shift to 0.2. So, after a long run of equally
good predictions, a single coin toss can shift your credences in the bias hy-
potheses dramatically. In fact, that single coin toss can shift your credences
in the bias hypotheses exactly as dramatically as the weights assigned to
individuals might shift if you adhere to Linear Pooling. And this is just
a consequence of satisfying the innocuous and widely-accepted Principal
Principle.52 This is my response to Staffel’s objection.

52More precisely: There are two possible objective chance functions ch1 and ch2. If we let
Hi be the proposition that the coin will land heads on its ith toss, then the following hold:

• ch1(Hi) = 0.2 and ch2(Hi) = 0.8, for all i;

• ch1(Hi Hj) = ch1(Hi)ch1(Hj) and ch2(Hi Hj) = ch2(Hi)ch1(Hj)
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In sum: when we aggregate the numerically-represented judgments of
a group of individuals, we should do so by linear pooling. We have argued
for this by appealing first to a principle of minimal mutilation — only if we
aggregate by linear pooling can we ensure that our aggregates are not need-
lessly different from the individuals whose credences we are aggregating.
But, as we noted, this does not suffice. We must also consider how linear
pooling fares when we look also to other desirable features. As we saw, it
performs well when we consider the relevant versions of the Arrow condi-
tions, but it does poorly when we consider the preservation of independence
judgments, and it seem to perform poorly when we consider its interaction
with conditionalization. However, as I argued, we have no reason to hope
that our aggregation method preserves independence judgments, and linear
pooling in fact interacts well with conditionalization.

Let Cchk
be the proposition that chl is the objective chance function. And let Pi be my credence

function after the ith toss. Thus, by hypothesis, P0(Cch1
) = cr0(Cch2 ) = 0.5. Also, I assume

that Pi satisfies the Principal Principle at all times: that is,

cri(−|Cchk
) = chk(−)

One consequence of this is:

cri(−) = cri(Cch1
)ch1(−) + criCch2 )ch2(−)

Thus, my credence function at any point is a linear pool of the possible objective chance
functions ch1 and ch2, where the weights are determined by my credences in the chance
hypotheses Cch1

and Cch2 . Now, after witnessing 500 heads and 500 tails, my credences are
thus: P1,000(Cch1

) = cr1,000(Cch2 ) = 0.5. Now suppose I learn that the 1, 001st toss landed
heads — that is, I learn H1,001. Then

cr1,001(Cch1
) = cr1,000(Cch1

|H1,001) = cr1,000(H1,001|Cch1
)

cr1,000(Cch1
)

cr1,000(H1,001)
= ch1(H1,001)

0.5
0.5

= ch1(H1,001) = 0.2

And similarly, P1,001(Cch2 ) = 0.8.
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